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TANGIBLE CLUE
Dernier's

SHIPS FEEL
EFFECTS OF NEW RULE

INCOMING

Each Vessel, on Arriving in
Port, Is Boarded by Cus- toms Officials; Bars Are
Locked and Sealed,

Socks
Was

One

Body

Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 8 (by Associated Press). A single, long,
dark colored hair one that carries
a glint of bronze when it is held
to the light is the only real, tangible clew Sheriff John Montgomery and his deputies have bad to
work on slnco the body of Guy
Dernier was found floating In the
Arizona canal the afternoon of
Sept. 12. This one hair, carefully
stored in an envelope in the sheriff's safe was found clinging to
one of Dernier's socks shortly after his body was found. It was absolutely the only thing found
among Dernier's effects that did
not belong to him, said the sheriff today.
Sheriff Montgomery returned tothe
day from a tour of towns in consoutheast part of tho state in
nection with the ease. Also Deputy Sheriff Frank W. Bell returned from Los Angeles., Ho disclaims responsibility for much of
the Interview attributed to him
yesterday in the coast city in which
he is supposed to have said that
the lists of "suspects in the Dernier
case had narrowed down to two
prominent business men of Phoenix." Bell states that the Los Angeles story originated almost in its
entirety with a Los Angeles county
deputy sheriff.
Lived a Dual Life
."There are perhaps 20 men" who
would have had a motive for killing
Guy Dernier," said Sheriff Montgomery today. "He lived a dual
life. His familiars were to be
found in all strata of society, from
the top to the dregs. He was the
courtier to the housemaid or to
her mistress. He hobnobbed with
pillars of society and with boot
leggers. To say that this man or
that man, especially at this time,
is the man who killed, Guy. Dernier would be foolish."
"In all of our investigations.
continued the sheriff, "we are constantly finding evidence of Dernier's affairs with women many
women not one or two and the
investigations have led us all over
this state and into California.
"We have discovered," the sher
iff went on, "that the side of Der
nier's connection with the under
world was unknown to his friends
of respectable society. As far as
narrowing down our suspicions is
this:
concerned, it amounts to
Dernier might have been killed by
a Jealous husband or he might
have died by the hand, of some
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FORECAST.
Denver, Oct. 7. New Mexico:
Sunday and Monday,1 fair; slighUy
warmer north portion Sunday,
warmer Monday.
Arinona: Sunday and Monday,
fair, slightly warmer.
.
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Conditions
hours ended at 6 p. m- - yesterday,
recorded by the university:
74
Highest temperature , , .
48
Lowest
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New Tork, Oot. 7. William nils- worth Smvthe. author, editor and
nationally known promoter of pup- -

irrigation and reforestation
projects, died yesterday at his
home on I.ower Fifth avenue. .He
was 61 years old and a native of
lio

-

Worcester, Mass.
Karly in his career Mr. Smythe
became a lender of the little band
of public men who saw in irrigation
the future redemption of the desert
lands in the west. He had been
editor of the Kearney (Neb.) En
terprise and the Omaha Bee, when
in 1841. he founded the Irrigation
Age and later the Western Empire.
Then in the same year he found
ed the National Irrigation Congress.
which was responsible for much of
the ditch digging and many or the
water laws that marked the transformation of territory In several
western states from aridity to agri
.
culture,
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Rifles of
DEFEAT YANKEES
Executioners,
Squads
May Be Heard .With tnc,,
Hugmen Suffer Another Re
Workers' Hammers.

Cracking
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Kiga! Oct. 7. The cracking of
the rifles of squads of executioners
continues throughout Russia, and
may be heard simultaneously with
the tattoo or workmen's hammers
engaged in the actual repair and
reconstruction of buildings throughout the land.
That reconstruction has begun
and that the Soviet has not changod
its unrelenting and ruthless policy
toward its political foes, are two
r,n(uin rllnir nliases of the Russian
situation evident, to the. correspond
ent of the Associated Press wno nas
to Riga after an
stav in Russia.
Hardly a day passes but somewhere in tho country the death
sentence for political ortenses i
made effective, but nt tno namo
time no day dawns without the
of sonic new task, the purpose of which Is to put in order
buildings nnd streets that were
wrecked during tho revolution.
from
Prisoners doomed to die look street
out on bustling
their windows
.
Vti.va
in
,..n..l.
scenes ana smiling
i1""1" ...ti.
ui
in
tne
pleasure
politics
forgotten
building new fortunes as trade
opens up.
in
There hare been no changes
of the
the fundamental policies
tactics
soviet government, but itssummed
now seem to be strikingly
oba
of
foreign
up in tho phrase
server nt Moscow: "Assist or winK
at anything which ultimately helps
of Kussia;
up in the reconstruction
hP
crush any one
relentlessly
hand
his
against us
dares to raise
politically."
Speculator I lotirwli.the govSpeculators flourish, but means
to
ernment Is busy devising
them.
get their mutiny away from
Those men pay heavy taxes: dlno
at stupendous prices In
restaurunts, nnd piny bac-In
night
carat for high stukes nt tho
govthe camunes from which
ernment takes the lion's share
of the profitx. To tho speculators
the government is llko the Gods of
Olympus, permitting Its children
to piny nt business, but threatening
them with a thunderbolt if they
dare to take part in tho political
game.
Tho eovernment makes no secret
of its dictatorship, and the people
nre becoming accustomed to tills
and are even happy In their daily
lives under it. 1'ndcr tho iron nana
of dictatorship tho ixistence of tho
masses in Russia is beginning to
run smootlJy. Whilfl the cojt
spoudent was in Moscow lie was
assured by government leaders that
no political freedom wouia ue
.Streets
than really
to worry the people, and tired of
war and strife, they now see ample
food before them, coupled with the
possibilities of personal advance
meat.
' X'o Important VprH.nc.
Throughout soviet Russia there
Is not today, nor has there been
for months, a single important up
rising. Tho communist control is
tighter nnd more complete than
ever. Tho committee of Investiga
tion Is oiltweeiling,
nnd
trying,
convicting various minor officials
who accepted bribes, and is thus
endeavoring to build up a bureau
cratic machine which will operate
strictly in accordance with orders
from the central government.
The old Cheka has been abolished, nnd in its stead there has come
up tho organization known as tho
The latter does
political police.
not Interfere in men's private lives,
but in politics they are as omnipotent as ever. 'At one time the political police could shoot people
first and try them afterward. Today tho method Is to have a court
trial first and then carry out tho
execution, or to send suspects into
exile without trial.
To foreigners in Russia the lead
ers make no effort to conceal their
uoncy.
iney re not ashamed.
hey have confidence in the policy of doing wrong that good may
ultimately come, and they apparently are succeeding, slowlv and
painfully. In reconstructing Russia,
but along their own lines, and
without Rny important sacrifice of
principle.
Streets neh'ur
The evidence of Hepaved.
reconstruction
in the land Is more superficial
are being
r e p a v e d,
are being renaved. hunt
ings reconstructed, and railroad
passenger traffic is becoming normal. Industrial plants, however,
if in no worse condition that a
year ago, certainly are in no better
shape. These plants need foreign
capital, but lacking this on terms
to which the communists can consent, the government Is ready to
wait until it has a surplus of
from agriculture. This it
hopes for in 1923, and thou and
thereafter ft sees mnnev nith
which it will he able to establish
industries itself.
In. the meantime with ,.i.i
at hand of enough food to feed
practically the entire population;
witn a fuel sunnlv evoonHir,
of last year, and with textile works
producing a considerable amount
or clothing, the
expects
the population government
to be fed, warmed,
and clad, not necessarily
very well
"tm wp" enough "to weather
another year without
foreign loam
To feed the few hundred
thou-- S
'?f People who still
suffer
Russian famine, the cov- to foreisn aid.
ThutTiii"1 '?ks
L ll available 11 t0 devote most
famine and church
"J11'" t0 constructive agricultural betterment,
horns'!" cf h"rVMt"' machinery!
Nikolai Lenine.
of RuR.
eight-mont-

h

verse

in

meir

Mimosi

Hopeless Fight for the
Baseball Championship.
RAIN FALLS EVERY
MINUTE OF BATTLE

National League Pennant
Winners in 1921 Need
But One More Victory to
Win Flag Again This Year

New York, Oct. 7 (by the As
sociated Press). Rain drops and
brain flops sent the Xew Tork
Americans down to another defeat
today in their almost hopeless fight
with the local National leaguers foe
the baseball championrh'-- of the
world.
The Giants made Tour runs
they
barely enough to win, because
were bright boys and fast on the
with
rain
bane
paths, pelted
muddy
battle.
during every minut of theruns
beThe Yankcs got only three
cause they thought and moved
slowly, or not at all, in the high
moments of their att ks.
This birdseye drawing of territory involved shows principal points mentioned in recent dispatches.
SuchHireaks In luck as could b
blamed
upon the sloppy weather
.
in
Sinekli.
and
Kusi
Keni,
(4) Bergaz
(2) Presence of Greek arships
(1) Allied representatives and
favored the Giants, who took quick
from
the
been
have
(7)
Smyrna
caused
the
off
Refugees
zone,
Turks to
Kodosta has
occupied by
Gen. Ismet Tasha, Kemal Pasha's
advantage of them in n sudden fifth
herded on Mytilene Island, arc sufaccuse British of iff .oring their Nationalists.
inning spurt, and produced all of
envoy, are meeting at Mudania ti pledge to bar Greek battleships
from
Tur!t
first
which
Chanek.
pestilence.
fering
(5)
their runs.- But tho Yankees could
disenss Rental's armistice terms, from neutral waters.
(8) British warships are guardhave won the ganio In nptte of the
occupied in spite of British ultiing Dardanelles ready to resist efadverse fortune had they made us'
which Include restoration of east(3) Rental's forces ';ave eacn-ate- d matum,
of their legs and heads with as
of the
"freedom
Kara Bigha and withu w.i
(6) Turkish irregulars crossed forts of' Turks to oross or hold
ern Thrace,
much vigor os they put into swingrout the neutral tone a. this noini. border into Mstern Thrace at straits.
straits" and other demand.
ing their heavy bats.
Yankees Are Depressed.
Tonight tho National league pennant winners need only one more
CANNOT
LOVER
S
HALL
victory to renew their 1321 lease
upon the title of worlds baseball
champions. Tho depressed Yankees
find themselves up against a barrier that few think they can surHANDLE LI
mount. They must win four gamci
in succession to escape another
downfall at the hands of the
men.
E
AllENU
IN U.
The Yankees started off with a
CE
rush and a furious pounding of the
ball in tho first inning and gave
Carl
their underhand pitcher,
Belead. In tho fifth
Candidate for Corporation
Mays, a two-ru- n
Building Occupied by New Foreign and American Ships Trenton, N. J., Man
the Giants began a hit and run
Is in a
Commissioner
comes Angry When Mrs.
Must Discontinue PracMexico Candy Kitchen Is
attack. Helped along by freakish
bounds of the muddy hall, this
E.
HarRefuses
Sanatorium;
Fe
Santa
Matthews
Oct.
After
Now Owned by Druggist;
tice
Joseph
rally sent four runs across thts
plate.
T. Lucero Gives Up.
r to Elope With. Him.,-.-.Matthews Building Sold.
ding Decides.
WjinI'i fowuiiil Homer.
sec
Aaron Ward,
,nrnat
The
to
e
Hpnlnl
.estate
N.
CjpV.
'Oct.
real
most
v
The
Washington;
J,
important
ond baseman, got hl second home
reSanta Fe. Oct. 7. Pleasant Hill,
for
Matthews
was
vessels
autnmrf
sailing
Mrs.
Joseph)
of
the
because
American
run
of the series in the seventh,
and
transaction
T,',,nii,,in. romibllean nominee
but there was no one on base ss
yesterday when A. B. the United States after October 14, fused to elope with him, Charles for stale corporation commissioner,a
completed
would hnve been had Bob
th"re
purthe
druggist,
with
to
today
prohiof
M. Shlnn,
Hall, Albuquerque
Philadelphia,
is in u, local sanatorium
next, will be subject
Aieuset used better discretion in
building and bition against the bringing of in- shot and wounded Mrs. Matthews bullet wound in his stomach that
chased the
Central
lot at 204 West
American
running to first a moment before
nt their io regarded as likely to be very
toxicating liquors Itinto
and the Giants remnlnod in the
avenue now occupied by the New territorial
was announc- and her
was
shot
night
He
the
waters,
Friday
hotne in Cookstown, brought
The con- ed
lead. Onco more In the ninth the
Mexico Candy Kitchen.
as ho was said
tonight at the treasury depart- unconscious woman to u hospital iv K. T. Lucero.
Yankees were able to hit Hugh
sideration was not made public, but ment.
tn he shout to enter Lucero's
life
own
his
ended
then
and
here
been
large,
Mcyuillan hard enough to warrant
is understood to have
Decision to defer in the case of with three bullets in the head.
homo, which is in. Espanola. Tho
as
the
a
Is
Atscore, but they went down withrevolver
a
as the property
regarded busi- these crafts tho enforcement of
with
was
done
to
was
fhooting
Mrs. Matthews
reported
out one because of faulty base runmost valuable lnnide lot in the
General
ruling
.38 caliber, the bullet puncturing
Daughcrty's
of
rue
condition.
In
torney
serious
a
be
ning.
Mr. Hall has made with respect to the prohibition of futher-iit-laness district.
was not seriously one of tho larger intestines.
Kate stuck out a mean, wet and
arrangements for the New Mexico
of liquors car- hurt.
Lucero surrendered to a deputy
the
transportation
octo
contioue
to
slippery
finger at Carl Mays In tin?
in
was lnadu by Presis
Candy Kitchen
which
stores
at
and
sheriff
Enpanola,
goes
to the police,
Shinn.
fifth inning nnd marked him for
cupy the building for some time, ident Harding.
The executive, in had been according
Just across tho
Rio
Arriba
Matcounty,
Mrs.
to
attentive
defeat. Had the flay been dry and
but eventually wll build or occupy a letter to Secretary Mellon, said thews for several years. About Santa Fe county line. Tho statethe infield soil trustworthy tho unthe building with his drug store, anv earlier nltcmnt at enforcement two
ment was made by one authorized
Mat
met
she
ago
Joseph
derhand twirler would probably
In
years
Crom
tho
located
which now is
and
had
notice
he
duo
of
In
Lucero.
to
that
absence
for
the
speak
a soldier at Camp
have shut out the Olants in that
well building, corner of Second ana ample regulation "would be incon- thews, then love
to
Hill
warned
stay
with
repeatedly
nnd
in
fell
eloped
inning, as he did in all the rest.
Gold.
his home. Tho statewith Just dealing and have DIx,
from
sistent
away
to
where
him
Pa.,
they
Lurk Asnlnst Slays.
Mr.
Bristol,
The property purchared by
ment is made that on Friday night,
to disrupt needlessly were married.
a
tendency
But luck turned against him
several
for
owned
Hall has been
Lucero's
commerce."
of
of
Hill
the
entered
the
ways
gate
Mrs. Matthews went to live with
from tho very start of tho Inning.
months by John Liggett, who pur"This delay in enforcement does the elder Matthews at Cookstown home and was about to enter tho
Snyder, tho first Giant at bat, sent
chased it from J j. A. Rice.
not apply to the sale of intoxicat- while her husband returned to house, when Lucero, who was on
a
roller to shortstop. Touching the
G. Gloml yesterday
completed
on vessels sailing under Camp Dlx. Shlnn. tho police say, the porch, fired.
liquor
ing
mud.
the ball took a queer fcound
of
the
negotiations for tho purchase
at
Lucero
American
has
been
the
the
president
employed
flag,"
and Scott could only knock it down,
Henry Matthews property, adjoin- said. Immediate cessation of such soon tolearned Matthews had been tho Eond-N'ostore
at
Kspanola
the military prison at
giving Snyder nn Infield hit. Sic- - f
ing the Magnolia filling statiqn and sales was ordered yesterday by Mr. sent
Leavenworth for some offense, vis- for more than 20 years, lie has
Qulllan then Btruck a
near tho corner of Fourth and Coptwo
children.
after the attorney gener ited Mrs. Matthews and induced a wife and
into left fiold. Bancroft, the
per. The lotR at present are occu- Harding
to
had
been
al's
presented
hit a short bounder toward
rulings
her to leave with him.
Mr.
pied by a brick building.
When Matthews recently finishWard, who raced in so that it
Gloml. it is understood, will hold him. To
Surrender
seemed
Liquors.
ed
term
went
his
he
to PhiladelSnyder would surely be
the property for an Investment.
FOR
of shipping board ves- phia and induced her to return to
thrown out at the plate. But this
Both deals were made by the H. selsMasters
were
Chair
ordered
today by
ball, too, hopped in an unusual manthe Matthews home at Cookstown.
Charles Roehl agency.
man Lasker to remove and surren
ner and went over Ward's head, so
Shinn, the police say, followed,
der to treasury officials all intoxi- accompanied
tha
t both Spyder and McQuillan
by Charles II. Olireached home.
cating liquors aboard such ships. ver, leaving Oliver nt Wrightstown,
The order becomes effective imme- he went
The score had been tied and
to the Matthews home and
ORGANIZED
there was no one out. Mays began
diately as to ships in their home demanded that Mrs. Matthews go
ports and will be made effective back to f'hiladnlphia with him,
pitching hard to Groh. On the third
on those at sea and in foreign ports
pitch Groh also hit a light infield
Tho elder Matthews
bounder that looked sure to be a
upon their arrival in the United according to the police, intervened,
and after
LAW
Slates.
DRY
OF
a
put out. but the ball glanced off the
Shlnn shot him through
"If any officer or member of the thestruggle
pitcher's glove for a another
shoulder. He then turned the
crew either on passenger or cargo gun on Mrs.
scratch hit. Krlsch then sacrificed
Matthews,
inflicting
RecomHas
Consul
British
Bancroft to third and Groh to secships," the order said, "is found three body wounds.
ond.
thereafter to possess liquor on ship
A
mended That All British
Apparently overcome by re'
he shall immediately be removed morse,
Yoiinjr Nipped Off First.
ho seized tho wounded
Irish Meusel, the next batter,
Leave the City;
Families
permanently from the service and woman, bundled her into a Jitney
his violation of the law reported to bus and told the
slapped the ball toward second. An.
driver to hasten
Tobacco Stocks Moved.
the proper district
to Mercer county hospital here,
ordinary bounce would have permitted a try for a put-oBelieve Enforcement of Pro A formal notice toattorney."
at the
forclen team- - where he helped
attendants
carry
lines and to lines operating her into the
plate but the ball Jumped high into
Constantinople, Oct. 7 tby the
room.
Measure Will Speed the shlp
operating
the air and by the time it camo
privately owned' American craft to
As he started to wnllc out he Associated
Press.) Preparations
down Into Ward's glove it was too
the application of the .prohibition
stopped
Legalized Return of Beer amendment
and drew a pis- for an exodus from Constantinople
late to do anything but snuff out
or
and enforcement act tol from suddenly
the
in case of a Turkish entry
his pocket.
to carriers entering American wathe batter at first base, Bancroft
and Light Wines.
"This gun has got me into a lot serious threat of one, are again beters probably will be given early or trouble
already having reached home. Next
today," he was heard ing pushed in some quarters,recomcame a clean single to left field
week.
to-- say.
The British consul has
"I might ns well make a
New York, Opt. 7. Enforce-o-onf next
from the bat of Pep Young, scoring
,,
Meantime.
Tntemni
mended that all British families
i'a,
Job of it."
complete
the prohibition amendment
Groh. The rally ended when Young
Commissioner
'Blair Is having
He then shot himsolf three times leave the city and both the Britseas as won ns on muu nan
was
nipped off first.
n the head,
issued
and organized formulated the necessary reguladying about two hours ish and the Italians havenationals
tonight by individual
The Giants got only two hits
tions to enforce the law with recirculars directing their
foes of the Volstead act as a meas spect
after
that, and never threatened
to
cerforeign and privately own-e- u
in case of danger to report to
ure which would speed ine
to score again. Right after the
American craft. There was no
which will
tain
return nf beer and light wines,
places
designated
Giants
made their cluster of scores,
be protected.
Agninst the indication when these regulations OFFICIAL FIGURES
Tho Association
the Y'ankees slapped the ball upon
issued
uuiu ue completed.
Amendment
Similar orders were issued to
Prohibition
ON FOURTH GAME OF
the
infield
a
turf, but as luck would
Americans some time ago.
from its national headquarters have it. all the blows pounced in
A large American tobacco house
'
atntement eivinff its "emphatic ap- HOME BREW MADE
THE
WORLD'S
SERIES
the
orthodox way. and the batters
OUT
toduy directed the transfer to Tri-eDroval to the ruling of Attorney
were thrown out.
of Its entire local stock, valued
OF JELLT AND WATER
General Daughery that all ships,
Tolo
The
Yanke s were always makN'ew
Grounds,
7.
Oct.
York,
or
domestic,
whether foreign
Official figures, fourth game, at $2,000,000.
ing opportunities for themselve
should be bone dry." It then proworld's
to
turn them down in some
Youngstown, O.; Oct. 7. The
series:
only
ceeded to "go the attorney general source of the "Jags"
RECOVER 48 BODIES
careless, manner. They might have
Attendance, Stl,2i2.
which
one better."
oners at the Mahoning county prisscored
runs In the first inning
three
Receipts,
$U8,S8I.
jail'
FROM AREA SWEPT BY
Pointing out that the third plank have been accumulating was disinstead of two with a little more
Players' share, 60,375.S4.
in the association's platform held covered
Kach
club share. $20,125.28.
audacity in going around the diatonight by Sheriff Ben
FLAMES WEDNESDAY
that "so-- long as the prohibition Morris, and
mond.
Commissioners share, $17,737.60.
as
result the Jelly
amendment and the Volstead act ration has been a eliminated
First Inning. Giants.
from
Cobalt. Ont., Oct. 7. Provincial
are the law of the land, they should the Jail 'menu.
. Bancroft up.
Strike one. Ball
VEGAS
48
re
bodies
identified
have
COLUMBIANS
be obeyed,", the statement continTO
police
one.
The prisoners had been saving
Bancroft got a single off
from
ued.
covered
by
parties
searching
their
Groh
Mays
up. Foul.
glove.
HAVE VOCATION SCHOOL the northern Ontario forests area,
putting it, into a bucket
"In pursuance of this viewpoint, whichJelly,
strike one. Mays threw out Groh
they secreted on top of a
and
we urge that under the provisions cell, and
flames
Wednesday
swept by
at first, Bancroft going to second.
making a home brew of
reof the Volstead law nothing
I.ns Vegas, N. M., Oct.
no sacrifice. Frisch up. Ball one.
entailing property loss it is estia mixture of jelly and water.
mains for the United States gov
of Columbus of this city mated may reach $15,000,000.
Frisch sent out a liner to Meusel;
to
Issue blanket
are planning a vocational training
ernment to do but
Meusel up. Ball one. Strike one.
Refugees from the outlying dis
Cobalt
search warrants empowering fed- 'BETTS, THE BUILDER,'
in
still
premier
are
men. tricts
Scntt threw out Meusel at first.
night school for
arriving
Tuition and equlpmont will be given and are being eared for by the
eral officials to search every home
No runs, ovm hit. no ewws.
DIES OF DENGUE FEVER me
In the country: that all Intoxicatmen free of charge, fled Cross and other agencies. The
Yunkces.
should
and It is primarily for thctn that Ontario government has ordered
Witt up. V.aW one. Witt stung
ing liquor contained
the
the
be Seized, except where a houseof
school
a sharp single to center field. ri-gawill be held, although an official investigation
Marlin, Texas, Oct. 7, Dr. I. F.
was ac Petts, .executive field secretary of others will be taken at a nominal cause of the fire.
holder can prove Hat-i- t
tip. strike one. Foul, strike
m
VKG
iLl)
ASSKWKH
two. Ball one. Dugan singled Into
quired prior to the t:me the eight- Sunday schools, Texas conference fee.
eenth amendment became effe- of the Methodist Episcopal church,
LEASES AX A PAKTM EXT.
left, Witt going to second. Ruth
W.
ctive.'.
died at his home here last night
up. Ball one. Strike one, Ball
Boston, Oct. 7. Thomas
TIIIH0 GAME POSTPONED.
room
two.
an
leased
an
Ruth flied out to Cunnlne-haattack of dengue fever
ct.
following
"caused Lawson has
eight
Chicago,
'
In center field, who took the
. with complication. He was prob- postponement of the third game of furnished apartment In the
uani
game Called
gewer
are
7.included in the ball against tho fence. Witt went
Baltimore, Oct.
Today's base ably best known as "Betts, ,the the city series between the Chicago -district
and will reside there
ball game in the ''little wordl's se- builder," because of tho number1 Nationals
to
on
eateh. Dugan held
and Americans here to- this winter, friends of the missing eent o," bid Town
w,Te conned-ce- l. thirdA fewthe feet
ries" between Baltimore' and St. of churches h erected rtnrlii ; his day, The teams will piny tomor-- " financier said today. In this
more and thf
The contractors expect to huvo first.
ball would have gone into the een- Paul, wad called off on account of pastorate In Texas and California row, weather permitting. Each club
small home he will plan
the
work
.
completed by January 1,
The funeral will bo held Sunday.
rain.
Cu'itluaed ub t'wg 19.
to retrieve his fortune.
has won one game,
i
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PACKS TODAY IN
TWO MXTIOXS

RECOMSTRUCTIQN GIANTS LAND

Found
Floating in Arizona Canal
His

jut

Trans-Atlant-

20

of

Xew York, Oct. 7 (by the Associated Press). There was the usual
"moaning of the bar". upon liners
putting out to sea totiay, despite
Attorney General Dnurherty's rul
ing on high seas liquor and the
announcement of Chairman Lasker
at Washington that all shipping
tioard craft had been ordered to
travel dry.
Incoming vessels were first to
fee! the effects of the attorney gen
cral's ruling. On arriving in port,
each vessel, Irrespective of the flag
she flew, was boarded by customs
officials, who locked and sealed
all bars, liquor stores and even the
private supplies of chip's officers
and seamen.
Confronted by the possibility of
A parched voyage across the At
lantic. a score of passengers sched
uled for the shipping board craft
America, threatened to leave the
hip at the last minute. Only when
officers of the United American
lines who manage the vessel as.
eured the thirsty ones that "in
the absence of definite Instructions
from Washington the bars would
open as usual," was the ship able
to depart with her full sailing list.
was proviso,
' There
however,
which skeptic eyed with misgiv
ing. Orders might come, said the
officials. In time to be transmitted
to the America y wireless, in
which case the bar mightbe sealed
in
Maiivtlc Also Sails
The Majestic. Mastodon of the
sailed without Inter
likewise
lieas,
ference from custom authorities,
h.r $10,000 supply of liquor ready
for the expected onslaught beyond
limit. White Star
the three-mil- e
lino chiefs declined to discuss Mr.
to say,
taugherty's ruling, except
"It aparently won't hit the Majes
.
tills
time."
tic
. Tha absence of customs officials
also lent spirits to the departure prostitute's paramour."
sailed
of the Guilo Ceswwr-whie- h
City Detectivo Lewis A. Farham
for Genoa and Naples with well- - and J. T. Bledsoe, special investistocked lockers. . She not only car gator for the county attorney's ofried a supplv for passengers but fice, who have been working on
several hundred gallons of wine the case, confirmed Sheriff Mont(or her Italian crew, hired in N'a gomery's statements.
Officers Arc Bewildered
pies under the usual contract stip
"We have found ourselves en
tilatine wine with each meal.
liven the barkeeper was ousted tangled in the most amazing mesh
from his quarters, bo thorough was of seeming clews, all of which have
the job of the oustoms officials in turned out to be groundless, that
scaling up her liquor supply when we must admit that we are bewilthe Stockholm docked today. The dered," said Parham today. "Apparently we ere as far from a solprivate stock of the captain and
tho crew who camo into port un ution of the mystery of. how Guy
warned of the Daughcrty rule were Dernier came to' his death as we
ever were."
eated tight.
, Hut while they looked on in
Bledsoe returned only last night
ex
one
was
from
Douglas, where he had gone,
grieved silence, there
ultant passenKer. Mrs. Lydia John in connection with the case.
on of Pierre. S. D.. who cheered
'The same old thing'" ha said
the officials Jn their task. She is today. "A promising clew, and
returned
then the 'blind wall.'
a prohibition worker, Just
Probe Not Being Squelched
from an unsuccessful campaign to
AH the officials unite in deny
make Norway and Sweden dry.
Orders to turn the spigots and ing the reported charge made by
eeal the bars were received at the R. T. Dernier, brother of the dead
North German Lloyd ship, Han- man, in Chicago last nlgnt, tnat
over, while she still was some dis- the probe of Dernier's death was
tance out. according to passengers, being squelched and that Governor
Not understanding the order, they Thomas E. Campbell had a hand
said, tho ship officials closed the In the squelching.
bars long before the three-mil- e
'That statement, if it Is true,'
said Sheriff Montgomery, "is in
limit was reached.
l
bv Precedents
To my personal knowl
famous.
of local edge. Governor Campbell knows
Tha eeneral opinion
in
ad
men
and
experts
nothing of this affair except what
steamship
he read in the newspapers and
miralty law was that Attorney Gen
was what I myself have told him.'
position
eral DauEherty's
backed by numerous precedents,
'You may say for me," con
some dating back more than 100 cluded the sheriff, "that I shall
bethe
some
In
continue
quarters,
with my investigations
years.
lief was expressed that by prohibit and when I have something of any
ing all ships from bringing liquor real Importance to announce 1
ports,
shipping shall announce it."
into American
board chaft would be placed upon
a, more even competitive basis with
REDUCED VALUATIONS
vessels.
foreign-owne- d
will
passengers
MAY MEAN SLASHES IN
shun dry vessels, however, was the
and
men
of
other
SALARIES NECESSARY
shipping
opinion
may result in some of the foreign
companies docking at Canadian
Special to The Journal
the United
Santa Fe, Oct. 7. The assessed
ports instead of those of declared
it
others
Still
States.
valuation of a number of counties
ships, has dropped so much that the
would be possible for largo Maure-tanlcounties cannot remain in the classsuch as the Majestic and
to establish regular "booze, ification in which they were placed
three-mil- e
the
bv the legislature, for the purpose
lighters" outside
limit eone, where they would leave of fixing the salaries of county offithem
and
on
pick
it is claimed by the state tax
entering
cers,
supplies
commission. The attorney general
tip on sailing away.
out
that
has been asked for his opinion as
It also was pointed
America would in no case be able to whether the commission has the
to drop these counties to
liquor
bringing
to prevent ships
as supplies authority
the class below, and to reduce the
from Europe, as longbefore
of
they pay of the officers.
were disposed
limit.
The only county mentioned is
touched the three-mil- e
Mora, which 'suffered greatly by
having Harding county cut from it.
"TINO" IX PALERMO.
exact assessed value of the
Palermo, Sicily, Oot. 7. Former The
has other counties in question will not
King Constantine of Greece Hobe
known
until the tax rolls have
in
the
taken up his residence
Ho takes, daily been finally extended and approved.
tel des Plalnes.
drives about the city and its enW, E. SMYTHE, AUTHOR
virons.
mid-ocea-

1922.

Near Eastern Situation Is Reported Tense As
Peace Conference Is Being Held At Mudania

HAIU IS

SEA Found Clinging to

Number of Passengers Refuse to Sail Until They
Are Assured That Liquor
Will be Sold as Usual,

.
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up. Ball one. Ball two. Strike one.
GIANTS LAND ON
Foul, strike two. Groh scored on
young's single to left. Young watt
MAYS IN FIFTH;
caught oft first, the play being
DEFEAT YANKEES Mays to Pipp to Scott to Pipp.
Four runs, five hits, no errors.

HAVE

MINES TO

CLASS

LARGE

Continued from tug

One.

Plpp up. Witt
scored on Pipp's single to right.
Pipp wns out trying to stretcn it,
to Frlsch.
Dugan
Cunningham
went to third. Meuael up. Ball
Ball two. Dugan scored on
one.
Meusel's hot liner to right. Schang
up. Foul strike one. Foul, strike
two. Foul. Ball one. Meusel stole
second nnd then went to third on
Ball two.
Snyder's wild throw.
Schang struck out.
Two runs, four hits, one error.
Second Inning, Giants.
Young up. Strike one. Ball
Ball two. Foul, strike two.
one.
Ball three. Young sent out a fly
to Meusel; Kelly up.. Strike one.
Foul, strike two. Foul. Ball one.
Ball two. Foul. Mays took Kelly's
easy roller and threw him out.
Cunningham up. Ball one. Ball
Ball three.
two.
Cunningham
walked. Snyder up. Strike one.
out
Snyder at first.
Dugan threw
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Yankees.
Ward up. Ward filed out to
In
deep right. Scott up.
Young
Bancroft threw out Scott at first.
The Yankees were hitting the first
ball pitched. Ma;s up. Strike one.
Ball one. Frisch threw out Mays

ter field bleachers.

FOR
'

GpiN

Student Activities Are

At- -

Attnntimv

Bflnnh

Freshmen Set Pace for
Pep in Athletics.
to The .lonrnnl

Kprclnl
Socorro. N. M.. Sept. 7 The
the
present senior class will be
largest claps that has graduated
of
from the New Mexico Schoolclass
Mines. At a recent meeting,
officers wers elected as follows.
N. C B. d Ronne, president; Jo.
Thomas
H Glrard,
Plans
Simpson, secretary-treasurfor
are being made
be given
entertainments that will The
firs
year.
during the coming
will be a senior carnival
of these
,
v.oM --otv the school.
k
...in
wnicn win w
14. There will be a dance,
nuan entertaining program and
merous novelties introduced during
the evening.
enThe new freshman class has
tered into things with the regular
"Mines" spirit. They have organised a baseball team and have
seniors and juniors The
frihmen met defeat whn they
as the
played the seniors as well game
Uinlor team. In the junior
more
evenly
the teams were
matched. The freshmen will play
game
no"
sophomore, next, and this
ha. then
will temporarily decide who
sophomore-freshmaupper hand in thefor supremacy.
struggle
New Swimming Pool
is n
new
swimming pool er
The
te
The
ever.
as
popular
will
changed more often so that it
remain at the highest temperature
mot
and thus make swimming
The water for the
comfortable.
springs west
pool comes from hotthis
fortunate
of the campus and
circumstance will make it possible
to enjoy swimming until jlate into
the season.
arIt has been decided not tofootrange for an intercollegiate
ball schedule thls falL in the
past
has proved so expensive
left for
that little money has been
arrangement
other sports. This
will enable more adequate financial
provisicuTfor basket ball, baseball,
tennis, etc.
The School of Mines was represented at the New M co State
Tennis tournament at Gallup, bept.
28 to Oct. 1. by A. S. Walter and
F G. Lecklider. In the singles,
Writer was eliminated in the semi-to
finals and Leckllder played up
In the doubles,
the
the School of Mines representatives
were defeated in the
by D. W. Boise and L. G. Webster, who won the tournament. An
effort is being made to schedule
several intercollegiate tournaments
during the year.
The first meeting of the School
was hld re
Athlntfe ssociatlon
cently. After a brief address re-by
President Wells, outlining the
cent changes at the school and
plans for the current year, various
matters were discussed by the
members.
New Instructor
The School of Mines has reto its faculty Charles
added
cently
M. Schneider as Instructor in the
ir.
department of metallurgy and Mr.
the academic
department.
Coloof
a
the
Schneider is graduate
rado School of Mines and has had
varied experience along metallurgical and mining lines. He sp mt
two years in mining and metallurgical work In Bolivia, and has had
recent experience in oil geology
work in Wyoming.
er

n"0"
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Bcmi-final- s.

semi-fina-

ls

:

at first.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Third Inn.ng, Giants.
Strike one.
up.
McQuillan
at
Schang threw out McQuillan
first. Bancroft up. Ball one. Ball
two. Strike one. Ball three. Ban
Groh up.
Strike
croft walked.
one. Ball one. btriKe iwo. uron
sent up a high fly to Meusel.
Frisch up. Ball one. Frlscu sent
out a long fly to Ruth who made
a nice running catch.
No runs, no hits, no errors.

Yankees.
Scott up. Ball one. Ball two.
Ball three.
Strike one. Scott
walked.
Ball one.
Mays up.
Strike one. Mays fouled out to
Kelly. Witt up. Strike one. Strike
two. Ball one. Foul. Foul. Witt
hit into a double play, rrlsch to
Bancroft to Kelly.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Sixth Inning, Giants.
Kelly up. Ball one. Ball two.
Foul, strike one. Foul, strike two.
Foul. Foul. ''"oul. . Foul. Foul.
Witt made a nice catch of Kelly's
drive. Cunningham up. Ball one.
Dugan made a
stop of
Cunningham's
grass - cutter and
throw him out. Snyder
Ball
one. Foul, strike one. Ball two.
Strike two. Ball three. Snyde got
a hot shot to left for one base. McQuillan up. Strike one. Strike two.
McQuillan struck out.
No r,uns, one hit, no errors.
Yankees.
Dugan up. Strike one. Dugan
popped to Frisch. Ruth up. Ball
one. Strike one. Ball two. Ruth
sent up a high foul to Snyder. Plpp
up. Foul, strike one. Ball one. Ball
two. Bancroft threw out Pipp.
No runs, no hits, no errors. '
Seventh liming, Giants.
Bancroft up. Foul, strike one.
Bancroft filed out to Mousel. Groh
up. Pipp took Groh's bunt and
touched first. Frisch up. Witt
stood still und took Frlsch'g fly.
No runs, no hits no errors.
Yankees.
Meflsel up. Ball, one. Ball two.
Strike one. Foul, strike two. Groh
took Meusel s grounder and threw
him out. Kelly dropped the ball
but recovered it in time to catch
the runner. Schang up. Strike one.
Frisch tossed out Schang. Ward up.
Ball one. Ward got a home run
Into the left field stand. It was his
second home run of the series.
Scott up. Scott filed out to Bancroft.
One run. one hit, no errors.
Giants.
Eight
Meusel up. Meusel singled
over the middle station. Youngright
up.
loung niea out to Meusel. who al
most doubled his brother at first
base. Kelly up. Pipp tooit Kelly's
grounder, touched first, then threw
to Scott, who touched Meusel as he
slid into the base.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
Yankees.
Elmer Smith batted for Mays.
Smith up. Ball one. Foul, strike
one. Ball two. Strike two. Foul.
Smith fanned. Witt up. Witt got
e
hit to left. Dugan up.
a
Ball one. Dugan filed to Cunningham. Ruth up. Ruth filed out
to Frisch.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
Ninth Inning, Giants.
Jones went in the box for the
Yankees.
up. Ball
Cunningham
one. Cunningham
filed out to
Witt. Snyder up, Snyder popped
to Scott. McQuillan up. Strike
one. strike two. Foul. MoQuil- lan sent a long fly to Wittl,
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Yankees.
Pipp up. Ball one. Strike one.
Plpp got a long hit into right field
for two bases. Meusel up. Foul.
strike one. Groh took Meusel's
grounder and Plpp was run down,
Groh to Bancroft to Groh to Bancroft. Meusel got to first. Schang
up. Ball one. Ball two. Schang
got a long single into left and was
out stretching it, Cunningham to
Bancroft to Frisch.
Meusel went
to third. Ward up. Bail one.
Strike one. Ball two. Ward filed
out to Meusel.
No runs, two hits, no errors.
Giants.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
Bancroft, s . . . 3 1 2 3 3 0
1
1
4
0
4
Groh, 3b
0
3
4
0
0
Frisch, 2b
3
0
K. Meusel. If... 4 0 1 1 0 0
4 0 2 3 0 0
Young, rf

Totals
Witt, cf
Dugan. 3b
Ruth, rf

PIPP. Xb
R. Meusel,
benang, c

A large Eastern Service Corporation with excellent banking connections desires to open a branch
office in New Mexico. Service is obligatory to
merchants and professional men. Position open
for sales manager and is permanent with excep-

tional opportunity for substantial earnings.

Suc-

cessful applicant must have an outlay of $500. Do
not answer unless you have the necessary financial
outlay.
"

Address Western Representative, 237 First

33

Na-tion-

Bank Bldg., Denver, Colo.

WE'RE CUTTiG PRICES

al

ward, 2b

is to

that
Our

fact
to large.
So, from now until the first of the
new year new lower prices will be
in effect.
This means that, no matter what you
may need in the line of furniture or
home furnishings, you can find it
in our store at a substantially reduced price.
And you know tnat only goods of a
certain high standard of quality are'
sold at
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ARRESTED IN
VEGAS FOR PASSING
AS

Special to Th

North

Cobalt, Thornloe,
Heaslip, Charlton and
Uno Park Reported Wiped
Out by Forest Fires.

North Bay, Ont., Oct. 7. The
property loss in the fire which
cwpnt many towns in northern On
betario will probably aggregate miltween seven million and eight
The loss of life will
lion dollars.
likely total between 80 and 40
while between 150 and 200 farms
were burned out, according to a
statement by Premier Drury today

OFFICER

Joumnt

Oct.

?.
with

Las Vegas.' N. M.,
Charles Gallagher, charged
the impersonaticn of a federal officer, was given a preliminary
hearing Thursday before U. S.
Commissioner W. O. Ogle and held
to await the action of the federal
grand Jury. In the absence of
bond, which was fixed at $1,000,
he was remanded to the county
Jail.
Gallagher has been under surveillance for some time, According to witnesses at the hearing
Thursday, Gallagher boasted of
having been a former officer of
Scotland Yard, the famous governmental secret service agency, and
posed here as a member of the
United States department of Justice.
The arrest was made by United
States Marshal Secundino Romero,
acting under instructions from
William J. Burns, chief of the
bureau of investigation. Special Agent R. L. Baca is conductthe
ing
investigation. fed-er-

Strong Block.

Second and Copper

MARY LLOYD IS DEAD.

DRESSMAKING

Cy Williams.

All

218 S.

Walter.

;

Phone

1087--

J.

Fashion Park

iVant Ads Bring Quick Results

out-field- er

These fine suits are tailored
up to the standard, not down
to a price they give you the
very best quality,
style,
workmanship and value for
your money. Clever design-in- g
gives them
fine
fabrics insure long wear. And the
range of models and colors i3
so varied that every taste can
readily be suited.

KAY-VE- E

Is the
Fashion
Style
ment

newest

Park

- Developfor both

sports and

busi-

ness

Newer Form of Iron For
My Own Neighbors

Whet) Cy Willia-b- ,
Phflly
of note, finishes his day's'
ball
field
he trudges
the
on
task
back to his hotel and turns hL bat
ting eyes on a. .idItst of loans, Their Praise of This Remarkable Remedy Has Spread
other details
mortgage rates
So Rapidly That Now Over 4,000,000
that go with a banking office. For
Williams is president of a bank at
People Use It Annually
Three Lakes, Wis. Williams' business interests may shorten his diasuffer from the sympYears ago I began to
mond career.
toms of a great number
wonder at the great
of diseases when tho
number of my own
real and true cause of
friends and neighbors
MONTEZUMA-NORMAL
all your trouble is a lack
who were always ailing,
GAME ENDS IN TIE complaining and docof Iron In the blood.
In the old days people
toring, without ever
Spwlnl to The Jnnrnnl
seemi ng to get any betoften took metallic
A
7.
fast
Oct.
M.,
N.
Las Vcgns,
ter. Both working men
iron, which some phyand hard fought game opened the and
their wives were
sicians claim is not abfootball Benson here when the
sorbed at all. In comNormal university squad met the frequently all tired out
Montezuma college boys Friday
in the evening, and a
pounding this newer
at Cowboys park. Tho great many were weak,
form of Iron which 1
score was 6 to 6. The teams were nervous and
call Nuxated Iron, I
well matched nnd the game full of
employed a special form
action from start to finish. The One had pains in the
of iron, which is like
Normal squad, which represents bad and thought he
the high school section, made up had kidney trouble.
the Iron in your blood
in speed and forward passes for Another had pains
and like
Iron in
the age and weight of the college around heart, palpitations and dizzi- spinach, lentils and apples. the
Unlike the
boys.
was suffering older forms of iron, it will not Injure
was
he
and
sure
ness,
The first touchdown was mado from
heart disease. Still others had sev- the teeth nor disturb the stomach, and
by the Normalites
early in the
game while the Montezurnas made ere headaches, floating spots before the it is ready for almost immediate absorpa touchdown Just before the finish. eyes, tender spots along the spine and tion and assimilation by the blood. It
When the game was called the a great variety of alarming symptoms. is the people whose blood is rich In Iron
For years I made a special study of who possess great strength, force and
ball was in the middle of the field
this condition, consulting a great num- energy. If you are not strong or well
and the score stood 6 to 6.
The Normal team will meet ber of physicians and chemists. An you owe It to yourself to make the
Santa Fe Highs In Santa Fo nextt immense number of investigations by following testt
Saturday.
See how long you can work or how
physicians all over the country showed
that three people out of every four you far you can walk without becoming tirmeet lack 100
iron in their blood. ed. Next take two
grain tablets of
REBEL FORCES UNDER
Lack of iron in the blood is the great- Nuxated Iron three times a day after
MURGUIAARE BEATEN est of all devitalizing weaknesses. It Is meals for two weeks, then test your
the iron in your blood that enables you strength again and see how much you
Mexico City. Oct. 7 (by the As- to get the nourishment out of your have gained.. An astonishing number
unn
sociated Press). Rebel forces
food. Without iron, nothing you eat of nervous;
people who were
der General Murguia and his first does you any good. Your heart, lungs ailing all the while, have greatly imaide. Gen. Eduardo Hernandez, and kidneys and all your vital organs proved their health and increased
were surprised and defeated at 4 get their nourishment from the blood their
energy and endurance
o'clock this morning at Guarache, stream, and when the blood lacks Iron implystrength,
this newer form of
by
taking
under
Durango, by federal troops
and is thin.'pale and watery, you may Iron. For sale by all druggists.
General Escobar, according to a
message received at the office of Including Alvarado Pharmacy, Eriggs' Pharmacy and Woodworth's
Twenty-tw- o
President Obregon,
Prescription Pharmacy. Adv.
rebels were killed, a number were
wounded and some material was

usage.
See it in our
windows and in
our store.

style-distinctio- n;

all-wo- ol

A Superb Collec- - d 1
tion here at. . .

fl fkf
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Overcoats

Other Splendidly-Tailore- d
Fall Suits at $25.00

$17.50 to $45

to $45.00

New Fall

.,

M. IMandell Clothiers, Inc.

11

'FASHION PARK CLOTHIERS
Phono 153

.

116 West Central

Jurnal Want
t- -

Ads

f Wind Shield
O.

1

Bring Results.
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GLASS
CEMENT

.
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TREATMENT

MRS. CATT SAirS.
New York, Oct. 7. Bound for
Rome, where stie will arrange for
an international congress of the
women's suffrage alliance, Mrs.
Carrie Chapman Catt sailed today
on the new liner Guilo Cessare.
Mrs. Catt plans on covering several thousand miles in Europe in the
interests of woman suffrage.

a

'

1

Wrlte ,or free booklet and'
information about our money- back guarantee.
J D- - VA!i DEVENTEH.
Special Representative.
524 VV. Coal.
.Phone 2028-UN

c
'

9

TVMwnmwMmsm
in Celebration of

Even a sick child loves the
"fruity" taste of "California Fig
If the little tongue is
Syrup."
coated, or if your child is listless,
cross, feverish, full of cold, or has
colic, a teaspoonful will never fail
to open the bowels. In a few hours
you can see for yourself how thoroughly it works all the constipation poison, sour bile and waste
from the tender, littlo bowels and

Store for Those

gives you a well, playful child
again.
Millions of mothers keep "California
handy. They
know a teaspoonful today saves a
Ask your
sick child tomorrow.
"California
druggist for genuine
Fig Syrup" which has directions
for babies and children ot all ages
You
printed on bottle. Motherl
must say "California" or you may
get an ?nitation fig syrup. Adv.

f

ho Love Their Homes

O WE LIKE to think of. this furniture Store; so we do
think of it when we are selecting its stock "Is this the
sort of Furniture that folks who pride themselves on their
homes would choose?
Putting such questions as this to ourselves often guides us away
from the garish, showy stuff and leads us to the sincere,'
--

the lasting.
the pure styles, the
If any other store in town advances a better claim to your patronage, accord it without hesitation. We want "BETTER
HOMES WEEK" to be a memorable event, and in that event
we want the good people of Albuquerque and vicinity to call
and investigate our line of goods.
well-mad-

t

SIIVEB WlfiS

e,

m

mm
PHONE

360

Parcel Delivery
And Messenger
Messa

Service.
Hagga ge.

geo. c.

sera

SPECIALIST IN OCl'LAR
REFRACTION
101 8. Fourth.
Phone 1057--

314-31- 6

-

South Second.

Phone 431

I. O. O. F. Building.

I

oj

FOR

MOTHER!
Clean Child's Bowels with
"California Fig; Syrup"

CO.

.tuberculosis

r l0a

423 North First Street

num.

Dr VVhittington's

PAINT
PLASTER

I

strCt.

er
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Glass-Lumb-
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captured.

C. H. CARNES

Class Dressmaking
Work Guaranteed.

Buy Suits Tailored at

Mary Lloyd, widely known music
hall artist, war nnnnimnaH tnm.
In 1907 and in 1913 she made tours
of the United
States. She was
born in London in 1870.

FURIIITURE CO.
First

Get Quality
in Your
Fall Clothes

I First Compounded This

STROISG BROTHERS,

FURNITURE

ARE

was almost destroyed and
Engelhart suffered considerable
New Liskcard was a
damage.
slight sufferer.
At HeaRlip, John Bond, his wife,
eight children and a hired man
were killed when a storm cellar
caved in.
Rescuers found the bodies of
Bond and his wife with their arms
entwined. They had suffocated.
Two daughters, 17 and 18, lay next
and in a corner two smaller children were clasped In each other's
arms, while the other bodies were
nearby. The only survivor of the
family is a boy of 19 years.
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MAN

SELF

II

1

e
Summary:
hits McQuillan, Witt, Pipp. Home run-W- ard.
Stolen base R. Meusel.
Sacrifice Frisch.
Double plays
Cunningham and Frisch: Frisch,
Bancroft
and Kelly: Pipp and
Scott. Left on bases Yankees.
4; Giants, 5. Bases on balls Off
Mays. 2 (Cunningham and Bancroft); off McQuillan
(Ruth.
Struck out By Mays. 1
Scott).
4
(McQuillan);
by McQuillan,
(Schang, R. Meusel, Ward, Elmer
Smith. Hits Off Mays, 9 in 8;
oft Jones, none in one. Umpires
Owens (A) umpire in chief at
plate; Klem (N) first; Hlldebrand
(A) second;
(N)
(McCormick
third. Time of game 1:54.
Two-bas-

after a brief trip over the stricken
area on a relief train.
(
The towns ot North Cobalt,
Thornloe, Heaslip, Charlton and
Uno Park, were destroyed.

MASSIF RUINS

Totals
32 1 8 27 13 0
x Batted for Mays in
eighth.
By innings:
Yankees
200 000 1003

'

only one way,Nour
has taught us, to reduce a stock effectively. That
reduce the prices to a degree
compels attention.
last inventory uncovered the
that our "stock was decidedly

OLVTAniO

Giants.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.

Scott, ss
2
2
Mays, n . . . .
n
Jones, n
xElmer Smith..

TO REDUCE OUR STOCK
THERE'S

0
0
1
1

192'

Hail-eybur- y

.

two-bas-

District Sales Manager

PHxL OUTFIELDER
BANK PRESIDENT FIVE TOWNS

one-hand-

Yankees.
Witt up. Ball one. Witt filed
to
out
Dugan
Cunningham.
up. Groh threw out Dugan, making a nice stop and throw. Ruth
up. Ball one. Strike one. Ball
two. Ball three. Foul, strike two.
Ruth got base on balls. Pipp up.
Ball one. Pipp filed out to Young.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Fourth Inning, Giants.
Meusel up. Dugan made short
of
Meusel's
work
grounder
and got him at first. Young up.
Strike one. Foul, strike two. Ball
one. Ball two. Young singled paBt
Plpp. Kelly up. Foul, strike one.
Strike two. Ball one. Kelly hit a
long foul near tho right field
stand which Ruth nearly caught.
Foul.
Ball two.
Foul. Kelly
forced Young, Pipp to Scott. Cunningham up, Ball one. Ball two.
Foul, strike one. Foul, strike two.
Cunningham forced Kelly, Ward
to Scott.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
Yank oos,
Meusel up. Strike one. Strike
two. Ball one. Meusel struck out.
Schang up. Foul, strike one. Pall
one.
Strike two. Foul. Ball two.
Ball three. Schang sent up a high
which
fly
Young took. Ward up.
Ball one. Strike one. Ball two.
Foul, strike two. Ward struck out.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Filth lnnnlng, Giants.
Snyder up. Rain was still falling steadily.
Foul, strike one.
Snyder got a Bingle which Scott
was only able to knock down. McQuillan up. Strike one. McQuillan
doubled into left field, Snyder going to third. Bancroft up. Strike
one. Ball one. Foul,' strike two.
Ball two. Snyder and McQuillan
scored on Bancroft's single which
took a mean hop over Ward's
head. Groh up. Ball one. Ball
two.
Groh scratched a hit off
May's glove, Bancroft going to second. Frisch up. Foul, strike one.
Frisch sacrificed. Mays to
Bancroft going to third and Pipp
Groh
to second. Meusel up. Foul, strike
one.
Ball one. Bancroft scored
when Ward threw out Meusel at Kelly, lb
4
first.. Groh went to third. Young Cunningham, cf 3
o
4
Snyder,
McQuillan, p ... 4'
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WORLD'S LUCKIEST
BASEBALL FAN WINS
TICKETS TO SERIES

MIGHTY EMPIRE
IS TURKS

1

Aid for

American

Inter-Allie-

Vienna, Oct. 7. An acute situation is reported to be developing along the frontier in the Italian Tyrol, due to threats by tho
BY II BIG
Italian faseistl that they intend to
organize a raid on Innsbruck, in
reprisal for alleged indignitaries
offered to Italian visitors at InnsMore Than 800 People Are bruck.
The Volks Zeitung prints a letPresent; Judge Davis, ter from the faseistl claiming that

GRID

d

Protection of Thrace
Is Being Sought, Thra-- I
cian Deputy States.

f

Athens, Oct.

ed Press).

7

territory reaches the BrenMrs. Warren and Nestor Italian
ner pass and announcing their inof reclaiming the territory
Montoya Make Addresses tention
and driving out the Auatrlans. The
Special to The Journal.

(by the Associat-

Representative

O. A.

of Gallipoli, leader of
Hhe Thracian deputies, who are
d
seeking American aid for
of Thrace, Inprotection
formed the Associated Press correspondent today that all the
Grecian deputies from Thrace
their campaign
would continue
ior real guarantees assuring the
lives and property of the Greek
'population.
t
There are about 200,000 Greeks
which forms
!ln eastern Thrace,
of the entire area. He
was confident that American pub-li- o
opinion from purely humanitarian motives would Insist upon
fair treatment for the Greek residents.
"I was born In Thrace and
j
know something of Turkish methods," said Exintaris. "In defeat
they are servile; In victory their
'pretensions are boundless and Europe will for many years regret
ever having permitted the Turks
to return to Europe, if such is
the outcome of the peace confer-'encIt will encourage the Bulgarians to penetrate western
Thrace and this In turn will excite
the Serbs.
i, "Turkey In her new nationalism
now is pushing forward a great
which
movement
Includes amalgamation not only
of the Circassians, Kurds, Persians. Arabs and Albanians, but
Hungarians who are of Turanian
origin intending to fashion a vast
Imperialistic empire, all rallying
around Mohammedanism and becoming a mighty forGe,
!Exintaris

intcr-'iillic-

two-thir-

Belen, N. M., Oct. 7. What was
probably the largest and most
polictical meeting ever
held in Belen was the one held
here tonight in the Belen theater
More than 800
by the republicans.
people attended and the addresses
of the speakers were listened to atl.
tentively and the applause was
F. C. H. Livingston premade
were
by
sided. Addresses
Stephen B. Davis, Jr., candidate for
United States senator; Mrs. Adelina
candidate for the
lower house of congress; Hilarlo
for state
candidate
A. Delgado,
auditor and Nestor Montoya, present congressmen.
Judge Davis discussed the tariff,
lie summed up Senator Jones' position by saying that whenever
Senator Jones addressed an audience that he thought was democratic ho spoke for a protective
tariff and when he spoke to a refapublican audience he spoke In devor of a protective tariff by
claring that he was for a higher
tariff on wool than the republi- y
cans, because he favored the
tariff, a republican measure.
Mrs. Warren, among other
things, discussed the state lands.
of the state
She said that
lands are now owned by the naThey should
tional government.
be turned over to the state at
once, she said, eo that they may
bear their share of the burden of
taxation, or else the government
should pav the state a fair proportion of the cost of maintaining
these lands and so equalize the taxation burden.
Mrs. Warren declared that a
protective tariff was essential to the
prosperity of the country and urged
her hearers not to be thrown into
a panic of fear by the charges bethat
ing made by the opposition
"On the
prices will be higher.
tar"the
contrary," she declared,
iff will protect the American wage
earners against foreign competition and enable them to buy whatever they need by making steady
employment possible."
Otero-Warre-

James P. Hon.
James P. Hon, St. Louis, solved
the mystery of "Who hit Whitey
Witt with a pop bottle," in one of
the recent games between New
York and the Browns, by explaining that he had seen Witt step on
tfto neck of the bottle while chasing a fly and it flew up and hit
him.
Johnson of the
Prexy
American league presented him
with tickets to the world's series,
a check for $100 and round trip
tickets,

11 m mm

e.
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MURDER.OF.TWP
Are Believed to Have Seen

anti-Oree-

in nature."

the Slavina of Minister
and Choir Singer on the
Night of September 14.

and

FREIGHT HANDLED BY
New Brunswick, N. J., Oct. 7.
SANTA FE IN LAST 9
A man and woman believed to have
AGAIN
MONTHS
SHOWS
i
seen the murder of the Kev.
Wheeler Hall and Mrs. EleSan7.
The
Oct.
anor Reitthurdt MUs, choir singer,
Topeka. Kans.,
to Fe railroad from January 1 to on tho night of September 14, were
2
September 20, 1922, handled
being sought by investigators tomore carloads of freight than night.
correswere handled during the
If the couple can be found and
ponding period In the peak year Is-of made to tell their Btory, which it
1920, according to a statement
is whispered, they have already resued by F. B. Houghton, freight counted to their friends, investigatraffic manager. The total number tors believe that the mystery of
of carloads handled during the nine the double murder will be solved.
months period this year was
According to the report, the two
The total for the same missing witnesses were themselves
in a golden fod fringed path near
period in 1920 was 1,267,506.
tho red dirt road running into the
Phillips farm when they saw an
automobile with a. sedan body dash
for"
School
Western
up the lane, Its occupants were
flouting,., .according to the story,
oecreiane
and in sight of the couple hidden
j,
Five Bhots
by the golden rods.
J Because
the employers of flashed
in the darkness, three in
and two others
the southwest know that quick a succession,
distinct pause. The screamthe Western School for Pri- after
ing of a woman in the closed car
vate Secretaries offers an added to the fright of the couple
in the path.
unusually thorough business The two
witnesses, as the story
have their
training, our graduates are goes, did Innotthewish torevealed
and
spot
offered positions of worth presence
ran hastily to Buccleuch
Park,
and responsibility upon the nearby, where the man had left
Kd-wa-

10,-85-

'

rnvaie

While they were
his automobile.
completion of their courses. there,
they again saw the sedan
Employers know that the in which
the shooting occurred.'
Western School is the only This time it contained a woman
two men, and it passed near
inafitntinn of it kind be and
them under a street lamp, which
and
the
tween Kansas City
revealed its occupants clearly, as
to the local
Pacific coast cataloguing a the story has Itcome
fits into the tesinvestigators.
course.
complete secretarial
timony of A. E. Coper, who said
This course includes the that on the night of the murders,
when he was driving homo from
theorv and Dractice of every Somcrville
with his family, he
phase of modern business. passed a, car with three persons.
It equips the office worker
HANF0RD MACNIDER'S
for the job ahead.
WILL BE
9 The progress of Western
School students is never reURGED AT CONVENTION
tarded because of backward
la., Oct. 7. Mempeople in the classes. Its bersDesof Moines,
law department of tho
method
of individual in Americanthelegion
will urge the restructions not only prevents election of Hanford MacNidercom-of
Mason
la., as national
this, but actually enables mander City,
of tho tegion, at the
to be held
convention
students
to advance as annual
in New Orleans beginning October
wartheir
as
quickly
ability
16. It was annouced at state head
i
rants, thus saving valuable quarters today.nave
Iowa will
approximately
time and money.
9 Individual instruction al- convention and plans to send about.
to tiia national catn- so permits of enrollment at a nnn viRitnrn
men. The Iowa
ering of
inWmtnn will iirirft Mil oNiripr'a re- any time.
3

n,

emer-genc-

one-ha-

lf

SUPPLIES ARE SENT TO
NEAR EAST REFUGEES
tt v rw
East relief announced today that
sent
it has
approximately $350,000
medical equipment
In foodstuffs,
and other supplies for the reliefad-of
the refugees from Smyrna and
jacent regions.
no,vuu mure m
Approximately
food and clothing was being loaded
l I'll R PX .Via ataomo KailPllH
pected to clear from the Brooklyn
army Dase toaay or tomorrow iur
where It will take on
Philadelphia,
innnrrtimr in es
joe nrta nt tint
timates furnished the New York
headquarters by relief woricers in
the Smyrna region there are
telv half a million refu
gees to be cared for,
Near

Th

7
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BEGIN TODAY
Popular music tonight by
new easy method.

L

G.

Johnson
Piano.

Tijeras avenue at Eighth
street.

J.

Banjo.

115 South

Studio,

Phone

r

to

Are you going to locate in Albuquerque?
Are You looking for a real home?
If you are, I have a real proposition for you

-

Investigate; it Costs' Nothing.
Write Bok J. L., care Journal

'

Constantinople, Oct. 7. Inquiry
has disclosed that the report thnt
an American destroyer was recently
fired on is without foundation.
A London dispatch on October 4,
source
credited to a
in Athens a statement that nn
American destroyer
engaged in
embarking refugees nt Aivall on
the Asia Minor coast had been
bombarded by the. Turks.
semi-offici-

One veteran captain in the transatlantic service has crossed the
ocean 550 times.

This Man Intends to
Keep It in

the House

"In May or June, 1913, I sent
to you and got four bottles which
were worth many dollars to me.
They enabled me to go to work
again. 1 had lost 4 0 pounds, but
these 4 bottles of Mayr's Wonderful ltemedy for stomach trouble
gained back all I had lost anil
feel like a new man since. I shall
keep it in the house ail the time."
It Is a simple, harmless preparation that removes the catarrhal
mucus from tho intestinal tract
and allays the inflammation which
causes practically
all stomach,
liver and intestinal ailments, inOno
dose
cluding
appendicitis.
will convince or money refunded.
For sale by the Briggs Pharmacy
and druggists everywhere.
Adv.
1

Luxurious Fall Woolens
Soft nappy materials for a handsome coat or suit in a wide range
of colors at very modest prices. And smooth textured fabrics
that lend themselves beautifully to the making of stunning
frocks. New shipments are arriving by every express, assortments of various woolens are constantly being tabled.
Wool Crepe
French Serge
54-In-

all wool French Serge in navy,
h
tan, grav, brown and black.
O
Priced at
54-inc-

Ht

All Wool Tricotine
54 inches wide, navy onlv.
.'
Priced at

.

THE SHAGGY
Coast
the

It's
Rage on the
The very latest in Fall and Winter
Hats is the SHAGGY. A snappy,
sporty model which can be worn in
several different styles. Can be
crushed, sat on, or folded and put in
your pocket without injuring it.
.The SHAGGY has a reasonably
broad brim which is another feature
in making it the greatest hat for sport

54 inches wide, colors
brown and navy.
Priced at
54-In-

two-pan- ts

0,ifO

coffee, copen,

Kft

OO.tiU

Chamoise Coating

ch

Shades of coffee, copen and
brown.
Priced at

(I?
$U.iU

PZfl

36-In-

ch

ch

soft material

for dresses in

Poiret Twill

ch

Peautif'nl quality, navy onlv.
'. .
Priced at

(Jf
.0LO9

48 inches wide iti midnight,
black and navy. Priced at
54-In-

(i?Q QC
t5C&t

Chamelon Coating

ch

CH
D

Coffee and

I

brown

Corduroys

Persian Corduroys

h

PA

.

All Wool Broadcloth

Yard
3G-inc-

cof- -'

04 fff
LJO

brown and navy.
Priced at
;
fee,

Medium wale in rosalind, copen, beaver, beaver, brown and white

grounds of golden brown, American

beautiful Persian patterns, yard.

wear.
We can furnish this hat iii various
colors and shades, $5.00.
Come in and Jook at,
suits.
Remember
that tho
pair moans dou- wear and they are

of

Reautiful

54-In-

Suede Velour

Beauty,

and copen

(J--

!

f(

.UIP

OP

tDl.iU
0JL

HJZ
f

tf

All Woolens sponged and shrunk.

r
sold at less than
era are asking for one
of
like
suits
pant
oth-ou-

ma-ext- ra

terlal and

workman-bl-

e

ship.

411

Fashion Hats
Have yon seen onr
Hate? They comprise

Fashion

a

special

line at $11.95.
The Fashion
Hat Idea is this: One store
In each city Is supplied a certain number of fine hats each
week of the year. Each Is an
Individual creation; our customers have told
ns thnt
many are worth more than
twice the price we have on
thein. See this week's shipment.
Other hate from $3.08 to $15.

mW

i Jim

WEST CENTRA Ii

Nearly every wardrobe contains a dress or 8 me
other garment that was bought, in a moment of
weakness, just because it was cheap. This garment is seldom worn.
But was it cheap, or was the money just thrown
away because it did not meet your requirements?
There is nothing in the National Garment Company
stock merely because it is cheap. Desirableness,
beauty and utility are first considerations of this
store, and these qualities are' the factors which
assure the utmost value and satisfaction for our
customers in every transaction.

YEARS

Which represents the amount it will then be worth less the
have made. Did you ever hear of $1,600 down payment .you
such an amazing opportunity to let $1,600 pay your rent tot
seven years and earn $5,000 bonus.

Still-man- 'g

SPIRIT

'

on That Garment
You Bought Just
Because It W
Cheap?

'

Bulbs, Dutch, Jnpanese, Tulips
For fall
Daffodils.
Hyacinths,
Ives, phone 732. Adv.
planting.

A Bonus of $5,000 for Living in It for
Seven Years

Nyack, N. Y., Oct. 7. Supreme
Court Justice Tompkins today reserved decision on a motion by
counsel for James A. Stillman for
a hearing In special term here on
the referee's report In Mr,
divorce action against his
wife, Anne U. Stillman,
already
confirmed by Justice Morschauser.
Justice
criticized
Tompkins
John Brennan, attorney for Mr.
Stillman, for bringing the motion
before Justice Morschauser before
the date originally set for hearing
on the motion here.

Walter.

HOW A $1,500 INVESTMENT WILL
PAY YOUR RENT FOR SEVEN

:

DECISION RESERVED
ON STILLMAN MOTION

AN OLD STORE WITH A NEW

AMERICAN DESTROYER
WAS NOT BOMBARDED

How Much Did You Save

r

M

Washfrigton, Oct. 7. Bituminous
coal production dropped off a trias
fle during the present week
with previous weeks
compared
since the settlement of tho national coal strike, according to estimates made public today by the
geological survey, whose officials
said the output probably was insufficient to allow the country to
build up its depleted stocks and
at the samo time provido for curThe present
rent consumption.
week, It was indicated, saw about
9,600,000 tons of coal mined as
compared with 9,776,000 the preceding week.
Anthracite production for the
week was about 1,900,000 tons, the
us compared
survey estimated,
with 1,802,000 tons a week ago.

1649--

aft nn pnrlnrsfimfint of his
insistent campaign for the soldiers'
bonus.

Sounds too good to be true. Here is how I can do it.
I have a beautiful new 8 apartment building that I will
sacrifice for $1,000 less than it cost to build, and sell
it for $1,600 down and let the Income from the other 2
apartments make the payments. This makes your rent
only $21 a month for seven years, the property Is then
' .
yours and you have

J
PRODUCTION OF COAL
A
TRIFLE
DECREASED

ALBUQUERQUE, N.MEX.

Postun

nlnntfim

A Beautiful Apartment for $21 a Month.

j

S"t

.

,

SCHOOL FOR
SECRETARIES

newspaper reports that the faseistl
forces are gathering in the Bozen
district for a raid.
frontier guards
The Austrian
have been ordered to make a
search of all persons entering the
country.

3uie

Golden

South, Bend, la., Oct. 7. Mrs.
Augusta Tier nan, wife of John P.
Tiernan, University of Notre Dame
law professor, filed suit for divorce late today, charging cruel
and inhuman treatment. Recently Mrs. Tiernan charged that Harry Poulin was the father of her
ten months old son. Poulin whs
found not guilty of the charge in
city court.
Professor Tiernan, who nsslsted
in the prosecution of Poulin, announced shortly nfter the judge
rendered his decision that ho itnd
Mrs. Tiernan would separate and
that she would toko thp three
children, two daughters, and the
son, to the home of her mother in
Bronson, Mich., the Tiornans separated today, it was said.

4

'

WESTERN
PRIVATE

ACUTE SITUATION IS
MRS. TIERNAN ASKS
INHUMAN
REPORTED DEVELOPING
DIVORCE;
IN JHE ITALIAN TYROL'
TREATMENT CHARGED

LEI ATTENDED

B

GREEK DECLARES

;

IT

C.O.P. RALlf

Three.

Pag--

ALL ALBUQUERQUE SEEMS
PLEASED WITH OUR NEW
FALL THINGS

The Bartley Shop
'THE LADIES' SHOP OF
INDIVIDUALITY"
Offers this week a most complete
showing of women's wear in irresistible array of appealing styles to
the woman that wants distinctiveness
In DRESSES, FROCKS, GOWNS,
SPORT CLOTHES, COATS AND
WRAPS. IN PRICES TO MEET
EVERY PURSE.
Our millinery has never met with
such instant success as this season,
and the styles are charming, original
and youthful of
Lyons' Velvet, Panna Velvet and
Duvetyne.
Large hats,
Close fitting hats,
Medium and off the face styles
Price, from five dollars up
A special showing of FELT SPORT
HATS and SWEATERS and BLOUSES, the newest and smartest models
for the season. These are in all of
the best colorings and designs from
three dollars and fifty cents up.

THE BARTLEY SHOP
'

309 West Central.

Judging from the comments of our patrons we hit
the nail on the head in our selections of our Fall
millinery and sundries. This condition is most gratifying, especially when we know
that the satisfaction expressed is just as much with
the prices as the beauty and quality.
ready-to-wea- r,

'

National Garment Company
meyer

403 West Central.

osoff,

Manager. I!

THE JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK', SURE RESULTS

1
1

nil

FIGHT LEFT

THEM
OF

D

SAYS

ALBUQUERQUE HOTEL UP SIX STORIES,
READY FOR STOCKHOLDERS' INSPECTION

$

j
J

7

(by the

"Bob Meusel's

half-heart-

Tulsa Wins

1

E

n

Western-South-er-

.Mobile, ,.la., Oct. 7. Tilsa won
baseball
the. western-souther- n
championship by defeating the MoMonroe
at
afternoon
bile club this
park, a to 0. duo to the effective
pitching of Dave Dar forth, firmer
member of the St. Louis Browns.
Tulsa won four Rimes, Mobile one.
The Oilers won two at home
from the :iears, tied ono with them
at Dallas, Tex., and then came to
this city and won two straight.
Henry, who started for Mobile,
was taken out in the first inning,
after he walked three men and
then threw the ball away into the
bleachers to catch a player at third.
Fulton succeeded Henry on the
mound and was taken out for a
pinch hitter, Slgman finishing the
game.
The third score by Tulsa was due
to a triple by Bauman and Stewart's single in the sixth inning.
The Mobile players were continually after the umpire to examine
the balls used by Danforth in the
game and a number were thrown
out by Umpire Brcnnan.
The two teams played a fast
Holding game, Nlehoff and Cueto
featuring for Mobile and Stewart
and Bauman for the Oilers,
Score:
n. w. E
"
"'
'
- ' Tulsa
' V .
...
200 001 0003
1
6
Mobile
000 000 000 0 6 1
subscribers who originally agreed Dy;Balteries: Danforth and Crnss- Henry, Fulton. RIgman and
to pay upon completion of the ho- Baker.
tel voluntarily anticipated their
payments.
IKiuIiM Cleared Away.
Any doubts which the pessimists
of the city held for the project in
the beginning have been cleared
away. All of the 142 rooms of the
hotel could be permanently rented
HAGEN
as apartments, if so desired, according to experts who point to the
rapid filling of the new addition to
the Alvarado and the to the fact
that the 32 small hotels and rooming houses in the city are continually turning away patrons. The location of the hotel is declared delightful by visitors and is closer to Is 3 to 2 Victor in Contest
the automobile tourist entrance
for Unofficial "World's
than it is to the railroad from
which it will draw fewer patrons.
Championship of Golf";
An informal luncheon
for all
stockholders in the hotel will be
1,000 Fans Out.
held in the main dining room on
noon.
on
Work
this part
Tuesday
Oct. 7. Gene Sarcn-- ,
of the building ha been rushed by zenTtye, N. Y., his
crowned
wonderfully sucthe contractor in order that the cessful
season today when lie de
owners might have an opportunity feated Walter
Hagen, 3 and 2. in
to eat there and to see for themmatch for the unofselves how construction is progress- their
of
ficial "world
championship
ing. Luncheon will be served in golf."
buffet style at 12:16 o'clock and
Ameriwinner of the
will be followed by a tour of the canSarenzen,
open and professional golfers'
building under the guidance of the titles, was two down after he had
architect and the contractors. Ail battled for thirty-si- x
holes with
stockholders and their friends will Hagen over the Oakmont Country
be welcomed.
club course in Pittsburgh Friday
but he quickly overcame that lead
The Australian crane, one of the in this morning's round and led one
heaviest of known birds, has the up when they started the final
over the
smallest wing surface, yet it flies eighteen holes course
In the afterthe longest and most arduous Jour- noon.
neys, and, with the exception of the
Sarenzen and Hagen hold the
eagle, rises the highest and sustains most sought after titles In profesitself at the height longest.
sional golf and they agreed that

lop-

was
ing to first in the seventh Mou-ecostly to the Yankees. Had
dashed to first, fighting, as he
that out.
should well, figure
would have
Ward's home-ru- n
scored him. And then Sclmns

should never. In my opinion, have
tried to stretch his hit in the ninth
Into two bases. The Yankee
should have played for the tlelng

run first.
"It is not often that a ball team
a single, nn ingets a
field out and a long fly in one inning without scoring. Yet, the Yankees had these in the ninth today
'

r,

jr,

W o -

V

'

v

The sixth floor of Albuquerque's
hotel, the pride of the community
and the investment of a thousand
citizens, has been laid. Like the
mercury in the glass tube, climbs
the hotel story by story as an index
of the growth of the city. When
the building reaches 106 feet the
blood heat of nctivity will have
been attained and construction on
the hotel will cease.
The structure when completed
about it.
will be far bigger than appearances
Chaneea Left
Fighting
'i
"There's left to us a fighting will indicate, according to the conchance. I think we'll take it. If tractors. It will in reality be a
building if the basement
we lose the series, we'll lose it
kitchen and store rooms, the
fighting."
floors and the pent house
t "Bullet Joe" Bush, chased from
p
firewall are
the game by the Giant batters in inside of the
It is tech
the opening game, is to have the taken Into consideration.
seven-stor- y
a
in
Nationals
the
nically, however,
job of holding off tomorrow.
hotel.
Sam
the fifth game
Six full floors are laid now, the
Jones, who has finished two games
for the Yankees, probablx will be newest one as the highest point in
the
business district of the city, af
held In reserve,
80 pleased is McGraw with the fording a superb view of the valley
and the surrounding mountains.
pitching staff that the experts call
give the The circle panorama visible from
inferior," that he may tomorrow.
the upper floors will make these
chance
youthful Ryan a an
eligible. Nehf highly desired by the guests who
Jonnard also is
crave more than comfort and athowrest,
has had his three days'
tention for their money.
ever, and is the logical choice.
brilliant work
J Cunningham's
Splendid progress is being made
afield today won McGrsw's praise. on the construction of the buildthe
off
drive
ing. All of the form work to be
Cunnie pulled Ruth's
fcenter field bleacher wall in the done by carpenters will be comfirst Inning and then In the ninth pleted within 15 days, according to
tnafle the throw that caught Schang W. J. Allen, general superintendent
catcher of construction. The closing in of
at second after the Yankee
the building will begin this week
had poked a single over second.
when the finish carpenters will
Casey Stengel still is suffering start
fitting the outside sash.
from his lanyj leg, and CunningPlasterers Begin Work.
ham will stay in center field.
Plasterers have begun their work
on the first floor in the kitchen
which is being finished first. The
finished floor has been laid in the
FOOTBALL RESULTS
kilchen and the cement topping
has been poured on the entire second floor. The brick and tile work
Stanford University, 9; Olympic on the first four floors will begin
this week. The last car load of steel
Club, 27.
I0; has been received after considerof California,
University
able delay which held up the work,
t'nited States Marines, 0.
according to Mr. Allen.
University of Oregon, 7;
The style of the building, which
0.
Whitman College, 0; University is of concrete and hollow tile conOf Idaho, t.
struction, is of modified pueblo
Michigan. 48: Case. 0.
type of architecture. It is charac
'
Purdue, 10; James Mllllken, 0 terized by incomplete vertical lines,
7.
a terraced effect in the several stoPittsburgh, 0; Lafayette,
ries, a rough finish exterior and
Army, IS; Kansas, 0.
Carved
Harvard, 20; Holy Cross, 0.
heavy exposed timbers.
i Dartmouth, 19; Maine, 0.
vigas and canales, rough hewen pil; Nebraska, 62; South Dakota, 0.
lars and Irregular balustrades will
Williams. 14: Middlebury. 7.
be features. The interior woodwork
,' Pennsylvania,
of will be massive in design as well.
0; University
South, 0.
Marquise of Caned Wood.
An elaborate marquise of carved
; Cornell,
Niagara, 0.
1 Georgetown,
Lebanon
0;
Valley, wood will frame the front entrance
.
on Central avenue.
This is suri Wisconsin, 41; Carleton, 0.
mounted by an arched belfry of
Johns Hopkins, 2; Mount St. antique pueblo lines. An open bal0.
(Mary's,
cony, backed by a portal with
Carnegie Tech, 27; Geneva, .
rough wooden posts and vigas over
' Princeton, 5; Virginia, 0.
the entrance, will be reached from
the second floor guest rooms as an
Wesleyan, 21; Bowdoin, 0.
J Colgate,
; Allegheny, 0.
A similar
veranda.
Coe, 24; Ames, 0.
roof gallery opening from the laI Northwestern, 17; Belolt, 0.
dies' mezzanine is on the Sixth
street side of the building.
Michigan Aggies, 7; Albion, 7.
; Ohio State, 6; Ohio Wesleyan, 0.
The guest rooms are arranged In
0.
four wings on either side of corGeorgia Tech, 19; Davidson,
Wabash, 21; Lake Forest, 0.
ridors which run from the center of
. Indiana, Ot
Depauw, 0.
the building to the four corners.
Kalamazoo Normal, 7; Valpa- There are 39 rooms on each of the
0.
raiso,
second, third and fourth floors,
J North Dakota, 0; Minnesota, 22. each with a private bath. Some of
Center, 65; Mississippi, 0,
the rooms are arranged so that they
I Penn State, 20; Gettysburg, 0.
can be thrown together into suites
Washington and Jefferson, 19; If bo desired.
Bethany. 7.
Although the partitions have not
Washington and Lee, 14; North yet been built on the upper floors
Carolina State, 6.
the roughing in of the plumbing
; Iowa Wesleyan, 12; Monmouth, 7. has been completed and the elec- Vanderbilt,
33;
Henderson tric conduit work is progressing
Brown, 0.
with construction.
There will be
i Maryland,
0; University of Vir- metal partitions between all rooms.
ginia, 0.
The rooms are of a generous size
, Dayton, 32: Earlham, 7.
and all have outside windows.
Missouri, 23; Grlnnell. 0.
Circular Stairway,
, Lehigh, 37; St. Francis, 0.
A circular stairway begins on the
West Virrlnia. nr.- u.ri.n. n second
floor and rune up through
University of Oregon, 37;
e
the center of the building. A
0.
elevator shaft west of the
University of Washington,
stairway will be finished with
of Montana, 0.
a heavy antiqued baluster.
J Swart hmore. 31; Ursinlus, 0.
ground floor of the hotel is
Washburn, 0; Kansas Aggies, 47. of The
immense proportions and will
Virginia Military Institute, 61; be handsomely
decorated. A lobby
Iloanoke College, 0.
70 by 65 feet is on the south side.
, Simmons College, 0; Baylor Uni- Back
above
the lobby and sepand
versity, 42,
arated from it by a heavy carved
Texas University, 41;
Phillips balustrade is the dining room. The
University, 10.
Bkyllght sup"Texas Christian University, 21; lobby Is lighted by a beams.
The
ported by heavy
Dallae University, 6.
room
have
will
exposed ceiling
Rice Institute, 23; Sam Houston beams
throughout in true puebld
.formal, 8.
style and a large open fire place.
At either end of the lobby on the
RECORD BILLIARD RUN
east and west sides of the building
are mezzanine floors, each 20 by 30
ilS MADE BY HQREMANS feet in size. The balcony is a ladles'
parlor and writing room and the
Ronton. Oct. 7. A mn nf 7ft In west is for general public use. The
li.2 balk line billiards, said to be business office
and clerk's desk will
ihe highest on record, was made be under the west balcony and a
here last night by Edouard Hore- - news stand will be located at the
irians, the Belgian billiard chant east entrance below that balcony. A
Plon In a practice game. Hore street shop, 25 by 45 feet is in each
mans is in training here for the corner of the building.
tournament for the world title, to
Main IHriing Koom.
1
held In New York next month.
The main dining room with its
The highest run previously record- - massive decorative center pillar
is saia 10 oe yui.
and arched recesses occupies the
center of the main floor, raised,
COAST LEAGUE.
however, three feet above the level
iSalt Lake,
the lobby. The dining room is
of
Portland,
40 by 65 feet with a
Haoramento,
Seattle, 3 ,
celling,
It Will be entered from the kitchen
gVernon, 6; Oakland. 1.
jBan Francisco, 3; Los Angeles, J, mrougn a serving pantry on tne
west. Gustave Baumann, a Santa
(.The average human body con- - Fe artist, will do the mural decorations.
of soP.
i .ik
The kitchen, a fine big room, 30
ten-Bto- ry

mez-xani-

tip-to-

r
.

1

6;

-

two-cag-

j

'

'

?

'

0;

ot

.

IN

0:'

Championship, Registering Four Victories to
One for the Bears.

Asso-

and failed.
"The Giants have been fighting
every inch of the way and without this fighting spirit, they would
have been perhaps three games behind instend of three ahead."
the Yankee
Miller Huggins,
leader, attributed the loss of the
ill fortunes
"the
to
fourth game
of the game."
"We may have made errors of
Judgment," he said. "But we were
trying. We wanted to win and we
took chances. We did not play
ball as we can play it, I'll admit,
but there's no use whimpering

3--

T HE FINAL

ciated Press). Broken spirit is
burying the Yankees in the pit ot
world aeries defeat, in the opinion
Of John McGraw, Giant leader.
"There's no fight left in them,"
said McGraw after the fourth game
today. "If they had been fighting, they would not have lost in
the ninth inning, for they booted
several chances to tie the score.
; "In the fifth Inning wo got hits
and breaks, too, and we took advantage of every minute. AVe won
the game in that inning.
J

MOBILE.

HUH

Spirit Is Burying
the Yankees, in the Pit of
World Series Defeat, the
View of Giants' Chief.

New York, Sept.

OILERS DEFEAT

1

Broken
r
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north of the main
dining room. It Is exceptionally
Y:i lighted and well ventilated. A
dumb waiter and a stairway on the
east side connect with the basement kitchen and store rooms below. A high ceillnged grill, for Club
dinners, occupies the northwest
corner of the main floor and a prlv.
ate dining room is on the west side.
On the Sixth street side of the
main floor are spaces for a barber
shop. A hall leads north to beauty
parlors above the street level and
to a tailoring shop below the street
level. The basement proper provides room for a
store
rooms, boiler and engine rooms and
storage space for baggage. It has
an alley entrance on the northwest
corner.
17 "Troat Apartments.'
The sixth floor now being poured
is smaller than the guest floors below it. The roofs of the corner
wings below will be developed into
balconies for the use of guests. On
the seventh floor along the north
side away from the noise of the
street will be built a series f 17
"Trost apartments," an innovation
of the architects, to be used by
invalids who may wish especially
quiet and sunny apartments. Each
Is furnished with an
sleeping porch.
The topmost floor will be occupied by the pent house for the ele
vator machinery and by a paint
room to be used by the custodian of
the hotel as a repair shop and storage room for supplies. A fire wall
with canales, or imitation water
troughs, will give finish to the top
of the building. The color of exterior will be a light terra cotta in
rough plaster finish. The woodwork
will be rough hewn and unstained.
Hotel Is Not Iascd
The hotel has not yet been leased,
the board of directoro going slowly
in the selection of the proper man.
Five prospective lessees are under
consideration, it is understood. The
original estimate of the income
from the ground floor of the building, set at $6,000, is now raised to
19,000 annually. The directors aim
to make the hotel a civic center as
well as a commercial center and
s
meetdesire to provide a
ing place of comfort and refine-- !
by 55 feet, is

Westehes-tcr-Biltmo-

SUPPLIES

"SERVICE

astiii

re

Albuquerque 's Exclusive Clothiers

PHONE
J

STANLEY

123

F0W-0-TAX-

1

Has Just Purchased

Two Mew

FROM THE COOPER MOTOR CO.,
WHICH WILL BE USED EXCLUSIVELY

CLEANLINESS"

QUALITY

75c

Sunday Dinner

For the Convenience and Comfort of His Patrons

75c

at His New Stand

'

Oyster Cocktail

RELISHES
Toung Celery
Ripe Olives
Toung Radishes

SOUPS

Toung

Sliced Tomatoes
Cucumbers

Choice of

Potage Imperial Chicken Broth with Rice
Turkey Broth with Vermicelli

ENTREES

Choice of

,1-

'

?
-

IN REAR OF FIRST SAVINGS BANK

,i

Stuffed Toung Turkey with Oyster Dressing
Oiblet Sauce and Currant Jelly
Stuffed Young Chicken with Oyster Dressing and
Apple Sauce

Phone I 23

VEGETABLES
Mashed Potatoes

Cauliflower in Cream

66y Under

Studebalier Sedans

MENU

waiting.

418 West Copper.

$1.50 $1.75 '$2.00

i

Delmonico Cafe

value of Nash' cars
is high and a ready

Company

at

FORMERLY OF THE

MATSON'S

The RESALE

Hoover Motor

I

1

Are Always in Stock.

for

always

Washburn Company's special
Shirt value, all colors, going

HANSON

That's the motto of the nicest, most conveniently located and
the coolest Cafe in the city AND WE WANT YOUlt PATRONAGE, guaranteeing you the best in the market.

is

$47.50

123

REMINGTON AND
PETERS AMMUNITION
REMINGTON ARMS
HUNTING COATS AND
VESTS AND INCIDENTAL

There is a very

market

n

TO

v

Here Complete Lines of

used car

good reason
that.

Want Ads Bring Quick Results

PHONE

You can save your time, and still
choose from the best, by selecting
your hunting supplies all in one
store Matson's.

Get Tour Hunting License Hers.

sales?

Lillian

shorts, stouts and regulars.

Sportsmen

j

The hotel project, financed en- -,
tlrely by local resources, will
amount to 1200,000 exclusive of fur-

the

Miss

2L

ment

in

7.

72H0LE MATCH

high-clas-

CARS advertised

Oct.

Chicago,

Gattlin, said to be the first womanin
to attempt to cross the continent
an air mail plane, landed at Check- erbpard field here at 4.60 o'clock
this afternoon and planned to leave
She
early tomorrow for New York,
flew toda" from Omaha, Neb. Miss
Gattlin is making the transcontinental flight to memorialize the
gold star mothers.

No matter what type of suit
you require we have it longs,

FROM

out-do-

Did you ever no
tice how seldom
you see NASH

MAKING PLANE FLIGHT
TO MEMORIALIZE THE
GOLD SJAR MOTHERS

All the newest ideas from
America's foremost clothes-maker- s
now on display.

mum 11s

n,

nishings. When complete it will be
in fact "Albuquerque's Half Mllllon-- 1
Dollar Hotel," ns It has been called,
Sufficient subscriptions were ob- tained In two campaigns held to fi- nance the hotel. The total of 1,601
notes were given by 1,154 subscrib- ers, less than 150 of which are in
arrears on their payments.
The collections to date amount to
$175,000. Of this sum $160,000 has
been paid to the contractor and
$15,000 spent for architects fees,
organization expenses, et cetera.
The cost of handling the hotel project to date has been about four per
cent and the company is clear of
debt, according to the directors.
The collections are being made
without difficulty.
Recently 164

whoever was returned the loser ln'llagen when ho won the ninth hole
holes just com- this afternoon and reduced Saren-zen- 's
the seventy-tv- o
lead from three to two holes,
pleted would be given another opportunity and a second match will and then put his tee shot within
be arranged with Chicago as the putting distance at the short tenth
likely scene for the first thirty-si- x
hole. Sarenzen drove Into a trap
holes.
The final thirty-si- x
holes was and his out left him twelve feet
contested in adverse weather con- from the cup. Hagen's supporters
ditions. Rain, however, did not thought their favorite would win
dampen the ardor of some 1,000 the hole and be put one down, but
fans who stuck behind the cham- Sarenzen holed the putt to halve in
pions until the end. for they re- three, and from then on was unmembered Hagen's sensational fin- beatable.
ish over the same course when he
Hagen held on a little longer by
was four down with nine to play winning the Bhort fifteenth
with a
against Abe Mitchell and yet beat par three, but the match ended at
the Englishman 2 and 1.
the next green when they halved
There was a gleam of hope for in fours.

Fresh String Beans

SALADS

Heads of Lettuce on Fresh Mayonnaise

BEVERAGES
Iced Tea

Coffee

Sweet Milk or Buttermilk

DESSERTS
Strawberry

;

Ice Cream

;

Delmonico Cafe
Phone

845--

Sll

West Central

Avenue.

PI1071E

PHONE

'

123

Easy to Remember

123

K
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Oman's Daily Magazine Page
SCHOOL MAR'MS
BALL TO BE ON
"FRIDAY, 13TH"

ROMANCE

STENOGRAPHER'S
BX JANE PHELPS

EFFICIENT KOUSEKEEPIHG

MRS. BRIKENHAUSER
DIES AT THE HOME
OF HER DAUGHTER
Mrs.

LIsotte

Brinkenhauser,

mother of Mrs. E. J. Strong, died
at her daughter's home, 1300 North
Fifth street, last night at 8 o'clock.
Mrs. Brinkenhauser would have

been 82 years old next Tuesday.
She has lived in New Mexico for
the past 12 years. She came to
By LAITIM A. KIRB.MAN.
from
Philadelphia.
Albuquerque
Tho deceased was a member of
has been
and
church
Lutheran
the
flower was a yellow French knot. active in tho work of the church
THE NEWEST THINGS IN"
BRIDGE CLOTHS.
Long silk tassles. composed of em- since moving to tho city. Funernl
broidery silk in the three colors arrangements will be announced
mentioned, were attached at each later by C. T. French.
For the sake of my readers who corner.
do fancy work (and I am sure that
Applique
Design Card Table
ESCAPE INJURY
is a large percentage) I am pub- Cover
This was made on tho genlishing suggestions for the making eral order of the two described
Tarrytown, N. Y., Oct. 7: John
of pretty card table covers.
D.
Rockefeller,
Jr., driving an
except that tho edge was automobile
Women card players of today above,
in which his three
in a buttonhole stitch
worked
black
have universally accepted
children and a chauffeur were rido
around tho cloth),
sateen as the ideal cover for their (completely
linen thread being used; and ing, escaped injury today when tho
not
cover
a
Such
tables.
bridge
In each of the four corners were machine was struck by another,
of
only throws the cards out in sharp two flowers mado of
e
and driven by Earle Lohcnstein,
relief, but also saves much launN.' Y. The brakes on Lohcn-steln- 's
Rye,
linen
appliqued
chambrey
cove.
seen
I
have recently
dering.
j onto the black sateen with the butcar failed to work nM It
made as follows:
Flitch In tho same linen was going down hill. No one was
Indian Design Card Table Cover tonhole
hurt.
The piece of black sateen which thread. (There were no tassels.)
made this cover was a yard square,
with the edges turned under in a
narrow hem. Completely around
this hemmed edge ran three rows
of worsted stitching, the top row
being of sage green, the middle
row of dark red and the lowest row
The rows were
of tan worsted.
near together and consisted simply
of long, bold stiches in and out of
the goods. In each of the four
corners was tho following decoration: Threo small Swastika designs
one Swastika of
done In beadwork
tan, one of snge green and one of
dark red. The beads vere placed
close together and sewed on the
cloth one by one. so as to form a
solid mass in each of the four
arms of the Swastika design. The
red Swastika design was placed
across the extreme corner, with the
green and tan ones above it. On
the extreme tip of each corner of
the cloth hung a tussle formed
of strung heads in double loops
one loop all of red beads, one all of
tan, and on all of sage green.
s
These long
ran through
a large wooden bead (which was
placed about halfway up the loop).
Persian Design Card Table Cloth
The plain black sateen cloth was
made exactly like the one Just described, except that at each corner,
concealed in the hem, was a round
lead weight such as are used in the
hems of tailored suitcoats.
The
black cloth was decorated as follows: Embroidery silk, in the three
In Poiret Twill and Tricotines Serges Velour
colors seen so constantly in Persian
Silks Canton Crepes etc. Lot 1 The Bargain
rugs coral pink, pale blue and
used directly
Jade green was
of
bargains with the season hardly started we are
around the hem (over the black
offering this lot of Winter Dresses which our New
silk stitches of the hem) in a
York buyer picked up away under price. This lot
French knot border. The French
knots were put on so closely toembraces Silk, Messalin, Serges, Tricotines, etc.
gether that they touched each
None of these garments are worth less than $12.50,"
other, and tho colors were alternated, no two knots of the mm
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Special
color touching each other. This
gave a very queer. Persian effect.
In each corner of the cloth were
three small, symmetrical flowers
(only the heads, no stems) shaped
d
clover;
exactly like a
each flower was done in a separate
color (coral pink, pale blue and
Jade green) its four leaves being
worked in a solid mass of French
Lot 2 Including all wool
knots. In the middle of each
Tricotines, Serges, and Poi-

that folks who could have things
The second annual School
like that couldn't pay a girl a de- Marms' ball for the county school
cent salary.
book' fund will be held at tho ArChapter 18.
Joyously she took her news to mory on Friday the Thirteenth.
Cora found her new position the other two. And they rejoiced
The Armory has been donated
with her. She was now getting
pleasant, and much less trying. She about
what she ,was worth, Cora by the board for the use of the
received the same salary but she told her.
school teachers on Friday evening.
would be under a financial strain
The building is now in the process
"You'll never get niore until you of
for some time to come the doc"1
remodeling and will be in fine
she said.
tor's bill, what she owed the girls, are worth more,"
condition
for the dance. The floor
for
fair
a
consider
very
salary
that
about
talked
so
on.
had
and
They
no experience, no refer- is being retinlshed, booths are bewith
a
was
Cora
know
Mrs.
girl
Baker
is
letting
any employer. Yes," she ing erected and tho entrance
ill, then decided it wasn't neces- ence from
"Mr. Robinson has been being arranged to accommodate
sary when the doctor told them added,fair."
crowds.
that a good rest would set her up very
The ball given last year to raise
Now Nellie insisted upon paying
all right. So Gladys and Nellie had
although It money to purchase school books for
sent the usual amount to her, but a third of everything,
poor children of the county
to do so had been compelled to left her very little for her personal thj
whose parents are unable to proask Mrs. Thompson to wait. Now expenses.
vide
t
for them was an unequalled
"I don't see why someone doesn success.
there' was that to make up.
A large crowd was in atwear out,"
won't
that
shoes
Nelinvent
to
awful
behind,"
get
"It's
tendance and over $600 was cleared
"and clothes that
lie said to Gladys, "but the divil's she grumbled,
'
the text book fund.
don't fade and look so shabby. as for"There
own Job to catch up."
is a great need in the
Nellie always loked as welt
"Don't say anything like that
stricken sections of tne
was
poverty
She
had.
she
in
what
possible
awful
sensitive
before Cora. She's
kept her old shoes county for these books," eald Miss
about things and feels badly extremelyherneat,
clothes well brushed Irene Burke, county superintendshined,
to
we
had
because
help
enough
"I have had over 30 calls at
and pressed. That she often looked ent office
her."
for books and the prinmy
her
age,
other
at
girls
enviously
"Why shouldn't we? Mo anydressed amost stylishly, cipals of the various district schools
who
girls
it
if
wasn't
now
Where'd
be
I
way!
it a little more eonspicu-ousl- y are beseiged with requests for
for her? Of course I wouldn't say even than
was in good taste for a books. Every ticket purchased
I'm
anything like that to her, andmore
not to be wondered Will mean just that much more
working girl, isnever
going to strike my boss for
said anything education for the poor of the
she
But
at.
full
I want to pay my
money.
She made fun of county."
to
Cora.
this
of
a
I
unless
I
can't
get
share and
The committee in charge of the
her looks, her old clothes. of The entertainment
raise."
is composed of Miss
any
never
"True to her word the next other two because dreamed
Marie
music; Miss Elda
of
Balling,
them.
heartache
raise.
Kern and Miss Celia Murphy, ticmorning Nellie asked for a
the
bookkeeper
Sho waited until
A few days after her promised kets; Miss Ruth Peyton, exemphad gone to lunch, then said:
Robinson kept her later tion from war tax; Miss Louise
"Mr. Robinson, do I suit you?" raise Mr.
refreshments; Miss
The bookkeeper lin- Thompson,
usual.
than
"Yes, Miss Nellie, you have done
his employer Irene Burke,. hall and license.
until
finally
gered,
very well."
him he could go.
"Don't you think I can have a curtly told
the door clo cd upon him,
raise? I've got to. Cora was sick Mr.After
BIRTH RATE OF THE
Robinson turned to Nellie.
She's the girl
almoBt a month.
"My wife is out to dinner tonight.I
she
SUPERIOR PEOPLES
I introduced you to the dayawful
restaurant.
a
I shall dine at
called for me and she's been
to come and keep me
want
you
DECREASING RAPIDLY
is
another
There
to
girl
ma,
good
eating alone." s
with us too, and I want to pay company. " Itohate
Nellie
honest
be
gut
Until recently there had not
my share of our expenses. I can't hesitation
was becajse of her
on what you give me." Whenever
years,
"I am afraid Cora will been, at least for hundreds of
clothes.
much
used
she
was
Nellie
serious,
any marked tendency in the civ
.
worry."
to
one
class
better language, appeared older.
llized
countries fop
You'll he home in
"Nonsense!
"Well, I'll think about It," Mr. an hour or two. We'll have any- reproduce more rapidly than anRobinson answered.
other. For centuries tho average
you like, broiled chicken and
endowment of the Euro"But I can't wait! I have to thing
ice cream are what girls your age mental
to
I
hate
it
away.
American peoples had
have
and
at
right
pean
smiled
He
for."
ask
leave you but I'll have to If I usually
smile. held its own. But within the last
patronizing
a
fatherly,
her,
don't get more.' It was a threat
fifty years a change of sinister porThe mention of broiled chicken tent
as
has taken place. Intellectually
that frightened Nellie asshesoon
decided Nellie. She
cream
ice
and
stood
but
she had uttered it,
superior families are no longer rewould not be very late and Bhe
,
waited.
and
tiuiety
resist. There was no use producing as rapidly as formerly.
f'Alt right. I'll make It $8, al- couldn't So she fluffed her brown Their birth rate is already far beput low that of the socially incompethough business doesn't warrant trying.
hair before the little mirror, and
d
tent. The average
it."
on her shabby hat and coat,
"Thank you," was all Nellie said, went
individual leaves two or three times
her
with
employer.
out
but she wondered why he couldn't
many offspring as the average
Had she been looking she might as
afford It? He came to the office have
college graduate. This biological
standing
the
seen
bookkeeper
In a big touring car, and the day
an cataclysm, Bilent but none the less
in a doorway as they passed,
his wife was there she had looked
fateful, is rapidly spreading to all
look on his thin face.
anxious
and
left
she
when
window
civilized countries. It the differout the
be
Continued;.
(To
saw her get into a limousine. Funny
ential character of our birth rate
continues, the day is not many centuries removed when the only surviving stock' will be that descended
from the least desirable of our
Granted
present-da- y
population.
BEAUTY
that this stratum may have considerable potentialities, the prospect FRENCH AND GERMAN
Bj Edna Kent Porta
at best is not alluring. Lewis MaGRAIN CROPS DECLINE
dison Turman in the World's Work
for for October.
accounts
which
in
the
FAT.
system,
YOU
MAKE
TO
FOODS
Washington, Oct. 7. A substanthe reason why the local treattial decline in the grain crops of
ments are not helping you very DUKE CITY DELEGATES
We talk a great deal in this
both
France and Germany is.
and much. A diet in which there 1h
pace about foods for reducing Last too much starch or too much meat
CLAYTON shown in estimates prepared by
FROM
RETURN
foods for clearing the skin.
a
cause
the International Institute of Agri-- j
this condition, and
for would
week we were discussing foods not
culture at Rome and cabled to the
change to a more balanced one
or should
H.
W.
those who cannot needed
Messrs. and Mesdames
here.
an equiv- would correct the trouble. Often
department
agricultural
A.
eat meat, but who
C.
D.
E.
Harrington,
1 the digestion is improved
and the .Tames,
France's 1922 wheat production isj
Today
Mesdames
alent in nourishment. some
Whitesides,
R.
J.
Doty,
at 235.380.000 bushels, a
foods skin cleared merely by changing
e placed
should like to suggest
Regina Wen-klall white bread to that ' made Grace Rossiter and
decrease of 88,090,000 from last
Wilto build flesh without overtaxing from
Will
Bueche,
and Messrs.
from whole wheat flour. ..
year, and that of Germany at
the digestion.
O. M. R.: Dash cold water over liam Bartle, 3. F. Wenborne and
to
bushels, representing a deThis problem of what to eatone.
the
from
Otto
delegates
Scheer,
cline of SR. 130. 000.
tho bust each day and dry through
a
great
is
fat
always
Rebckah
grow
light friction from a coarse Tur- local Odd Fellows andfrom
It is easy enough to eat in order
Claythat kish towel. This will make the lodges, have returned
to grow thin. The answer to
the
attended
grand
ton
where
unfirm
in
they
muscles
few
a
months,
cannot
for
you
Is mostly "don't,"
organithe flabbiness is the result lodge meetings of the two
what you do not eat. less
who was
gain flesh on
Mrs. James,
grow fat you of drying up the milk by using zations.
But if you overeat to and
of the Rebckahs last
do much camphor after nursing an infant, president
overtax the digestion
was elected state inspector.
case
year,
a
in
such
a
will
and
it
take
these
But
than
good.
mora harm
grand
time to effect a recovery. Otto Scheer was elected
WINGS
foods are easily assimilated.Instead longer
T. M.: With a height of five treasurer of the Odd Fellows. The
Eat thick soups always
Las
in
held
be
will
conventions
two
113
Inches
feet
at
bread
your
of
slices
weight
bf thin, eat thin
is all right. If your proportions Vegas next year.
butter, eat were
thickly coatedlikewith and
your bust and hips
it
digest it, Hhnulri correct
meat if you
rAph ha 34 inrhtxa with tha
giving preference to the fat rather
Have measurement of 24 Inches for the!
lean portions.
than to the
a waist. Increase your chest and
your fish friedeator served with
through deep breathing, and
potatoes covered bust
thick sauce,
the hips by taking the fol-- !
mashor
with butter or rich gravy, season- reduce
exercises:
Stand erect,
lowing
and
ed with cream, butter
hands on hips and bend the body
ing.
at
waistline.
forward
the
Swing
Have your green vegetables serv- the
upper part of the body around
ed cold in a salad with thick may- to
to
the
left
and
then
the
right
Indian
in
the
done
onnaise, or
as far as possible, aiming to destyle, which Is to fry them a little
scribe
a
circle
with the upper part
in
after they have been cooked
olive oil, seasoning and sometimes of the body, while the lower part
remains
stationary.
grated cheese.
Have all fried foods cooked in
MORGAN CERTIFIED.
olive oil or vegetable fat. These
Santa Fe, Oct. 7. Albert Morare as nourishing as lard and much
Spanish and Virginia
I'ortalr-s- , has been certified
matof
In
the
gan
more easily digested.
45c
Peanut Patties
cakes, ice- to the secretary of state as the
ter of puddings, pies, sweet
your nominee of the Republican district
creams or any such
Assorted Candies. .25c
inconvention
for
choice is restricted only by your
representative in the
522 West Central
clination. All these dishes are fat- legislature from the 20th district,
which
knows
woman
stout
as
the counties of de
the
comprises
tening,
HONEY FRUIT ICE CREAM
osevelt. W. E. Lindsey,
to Jier great sorrow. Cheese ome- Baca and
lettes and cheese savories, by the former governor, was chairman of
way, are easily digested and very the district convention; W. H. FtSr-besecretary.
fattening. Drink milk whenever
you can.
nose
and
Beacon: Your red
Want Ads Bring Quick Results
pimples are a result of disorders
NELLIE IS INVITED OUT TO
DINNER

old-blu-

old-blu-

old-ro-
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Four Wonderful

Dress Specials

bead-loop-

feeble-minde-

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY

'

ret Twills, all sizes un to

Specials Today

'

"

e,

.

NEW FICTION
"Babbitt" by Sinclair Lewis

"Viola Gwyn" by McCutchoon
"Carmac's Folly" by Gilbert

Parker
"Dust of the Desert" by
Rltche
'Flowing Gold" by Rex

Beach
'Country Beyond" by Cur- wood
"Cappy Ricks Retires" by
K.vne

by Chas. Norrls
M "Brass"
"Robin" by Burnett

VJllll

THE PEOPLE
VALUPHONE salesmen are only required to get
in contact with those who have ' eyes to see and

ears to hear.
Simple comparison shows the self evident VALUPHONE VALUES in all details that tend to make
phonographic ownership desirable.-Yoat all times feel the sense of having BOUGHT
the VALUPHONE and not that you were SOLD a
phonograph.
Favor us with a call, phone 106, or write.
,

The

seml-fiiial-

and

s

Chow Chow Pickles.
Cross and Blackwell

the finals

will
cup
the director's
for
at
the Country
be
played
club today ut the close of the golf
tournament which has been in
progress for tho past two weeks.
s
will be plnyed this
The
morning and the winners will meet
in tho finals this afternoon. Those
who qualified for tho
are Dr. J. It, Van Atta, A. K. Hecs-e- r.
Dr. Ceorgo S. McLandress and
Edward Ilorgun.

Walnut Pickles.
Biget Imported
pers.

semi-final-

semi-fina-

ls

!

Mrs. Marian E. Kennedy, 422
South Fourth street, received a letter from Harry Jcnks, stating that
Prof. Joseph
his brother-in-laUupuy, flied and was hurled in Los
The professor
Angeles, recently.
married Miss Ituth Jenks when she
resided in this city with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. II. Jenks.
He was a singer and voice teacher
here and In Los Angeles.
Mr. Jenks in his letter also states
that fits aged mother fell a few
days ago and broke her shoulder
bono and Is in a serious condition.

Where "S and H"
Green Stamps Add
to Y our Savings.

Two Very Good Values
in

Children's
Underwear
Boys' fleeced union suits, of medium weight, !n ecru,
available in all sizes, at, the suit,

$1.25

Smart New

Velour
Sailors

f

$2.50
for

Girls
BIG AND LITTLE

$4.50

10

$21.50

These dresses are made of serges, velveteens, jerseys, taffetas 'and canton
crepes. They have been designed with
utmost care for both style and workmanship and show both quite equally with
our lines of ladies' garments.

lines,

j

Homespun, just the material for ladies
suits and skirts and for children's coats,
YARD
54-in-

all-wo- ol

$2.95

A

(SSL

$14-9- 5

piliiiiiii

Handbag

Worth $10
on Sale at

$6.95

Sale beginning Tuesday at
8:30 a. m.

This bag is made of genuine leather, substantially put
together for hard wear. It is a big value and is available- in both tan and brown leathers.

REMEMBER
You'll Always Do Better at

GEO. P. LEAItflARD PIAL'O CO.,
352-S5-

l

1

for women and misses, in.
black, brown and beaver, an
excellent value and a very
serviceable hat at

Dresses

drapes, panels and uneven
bottoms, sparkling
beads,
exquisite braids and' embroidery and large metal
cabochans, are some of the
e
features. A
high
sale that offers women and
misses the greatest opportunity in years to be fashionably dressed at a small
All sizes for
expense.
misses and women up to 50,
Special

rnOVE

I

o
o

Lot 4 Of the most exquisite dresses we ever offered
at a popular price. Our
share 'of a purchase of a
big quantity made for this
and its branch stores in
other cities. Every dress
from a high grade maker
and developed in the newest and most approved
styles. P.ich costly fabrics,
Canton Crepe, Faille Crepe.
Satin Canton, Poiret Twill,
Wool Crepe, forty new
styles, new tailored and
business frocks, new street
and daytime dresses, afternoon dresses. Featured are
Grecian

V

I

$12.95

long

Ca-

(Pickles crystalized)

DEATH OF PROF. DUPUY
IN LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

I

the

.

Krystal Kuk'es

All wool Poiret
Twill frocks, products of
New York's best garment
makrrs; very up to date in
nil the latest materials.
Garments representing values of $24.50, Special

.

Established 1900.
214 South Walter Street
Albuquerque, N. M.

FINALS IN TOURNEY
FOR DIRECTORS CUP
TO BE PLAYED TODAY

3

PRICE $88.00

VALUPII0I1ES ARE BOUGHT BY

Cross and Blackwell

$1.15

type-styl-

Shown herewith, Mahogany Finish, Quartered Oak,
in Bright Fumed and Wax Finish, also Handsome
ly Figured Genuine Walnut Veneers. Dimensions,
inches square.
48 inches high, 19

e

appeul for funds.

on-wide

$8-9- 5

Coming
SILVER

.

al

Children's taped union suits, very durable and
ton' in all sizes in white, the suit,

42, only

Lot

the

At

$18.95

$12.95,

$5.95

four-leafe-

CHATS

$8,95,

$5.95,

SHOWLHS WlEDJCTllD
HARDING TO OUTLINE
New York, Oct. 7. The weather
HIS PLAN FOR AIDING
bureau tonight predicted showers
NEAR EAST REFUGEES and cooler weather for tomorrow In
the area, the center of which, acOct. 7. President cording to thousands of fans who
Washington,
Harding, It was nald tonight, will are waiting for the Sunday game,
'
issue a statement tomorrow dealing is the Polo
ground,s.
with plans for aiding the thouin
East.
Near
of
the
sands
refugees
The statement, it was added, will
deal with the situation in the light
of conclusions reached at a series
of conferences at the White House
of the eftoday for
forts of the American Hed Crops
and tho Near East relief in such
a rrli' t work.
Participating in the conferences
were officials of tho two organizations and former Postmaster Oon-orGroce-TotHays, it being their purpose
to draft a finnl recommendation
to President Harding,
who was
asked recently by the Near East
relief to give his support to a nati-

OPPOSITE

T.

M. C. A.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING

Albuquerque Morning Journal
NEWSPAPER
AN INDEPENDENT
Published By
JOCRNAIi rCBLlSIIING COSfPAXS

Entered as
ot Albuquerque, N. M.,
M.. pending, under act
second-clas-

s

1879.

matter at the postoffiee
and entry in Santa Fe, N.
o

of March 17,

Congress

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
One month by carrier or mail ..

SSc
..............$2.50

Three months
Months
One Year
Six

ADVERTISEMENTS.
The Journal reserves the right to reject any
that it may deem Of.improper. TCSS
advertisingr, matter
thankS.
CAffla
ennintV .n n. n
no
olutions, society and church socials, lectures,
tices, calls for cnurcn meetings itwtpi
and
church programs) are considered as advertising
will be charged for at regular advertising rates.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
of all news credited to
the use, for
it or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
the local news published herein.
SUNDAY.

..

..

.

October

.

OTHER THINGS WILL HAVE TO WAIT.

non-unh- n

8, 1922

Among other useless gifts

(Any reader can get the answer
to any question by writing The
Albuquerque Journal Information
ttureau, Fredorio J, Haakin. Dir
rector, Washington,. D. C. This
offer applies strictly to lnforma-UoThe Bureau cannot give advice on legal, medical, and financial matters. It does not attempt
to settle domestic troubles, nor
to undertake exhaustive research
on any subject. Write your question plainly and briefly. Give full
name and address and enclose two
cents in stamps for return postage.
All replies are sent direct to the
Inquirer.)

at a wedding

the bridegroom's presence should not be

n.

overlooked.

To get on the front page these days,
a
walker must be a pretty
girl in knickers.
coast-to-coa- st

The statement that there are 2,000,000
persons in this country whd cannot speak
English refers only to those who know
some other language.

Someone suggests publication of the
names of coal profiteers in the daily press,
and of course the one infallible means of
assuring publication would be to send
them to jail for a couple of years.

Since the income tax collector is knocking at the door to inquire about $2,000,-00- 0
in a Canadian bank that Henry Ford
spend a is
"Help me to cam a little and
to
alleged
forgotten he had, it's
uttered
by the usual one have
little less," was a prayer
for
the
press agent to deny
Robert Louis Stevenson and one which the whole story.
motto
for
admirable
would serve as an
4
every individual whose ability to spend
The
husband
who
that hi3
charges
Frudepends upon his earning power.
better
half
has
fled
with
another
be?aa?e
she fell in love with his automobile,
gality and thrift were the watchwords
to
unknown
are
but
of our fathers,
they
doesn't mean by that that she was a
the present generation. Our forebears, model wife.
on the other hand, knew none of the
trivial diversions that occupy the time
and consume the lives of most people to
MG OUT BY ROOT.
day. They lived simple lives, read the
rare
at
books
intervals,
old
and,
good
witnessed a wholesome play and on the
The socialist state ticket, unlike the republican
seventh day went to church. They toiled
from sunrise to sundown. The secret of and democratlo tickets, has no Hills, but It has gone
'em both one better and appropriated the Moon.
their happiness was thrift.
The tendency of today is to earn a litThe democratic county headquarters Is now lo
tle and spend a little more. We are so
cated in a undertaking establishment.
The next
we
of
that
in
the
happiness
pursuit
busy
the republicans state, will be at the cemetery.
stop,
Sucit.
to
with
catch
never manage
up
cess is measured in terms of money; leadWhen Maggie Bullet and Howard Head were
ership in terms of influence and power. married recently In Pittsburgh, the papers referred
We live in the midst of uncertainty and to It as the
wedding.
grope vainly for a moral leader around
to
whom the forces of right may rally or
There Is a knocker on the front door of the new
whom they may look for guidance. addition to the Alvarado, but It is understood that
"When went there by an age but it was there are none in the interior.
famed by some great man," was not
We felt sorry for the D. U. boys who had to
spoken of our time.
We do not prosper because we do not make an arduous Journey down here in a private
do the things that work for prosperity. Pullman. They must have felt something like pioWhat is needed is a return to the sim- neers, or something of the4 sort.
ple life and its pursuits. The problem
The funny man of movie fame,
of today is not so much the high cost of
No hardships has, we hear.
living as it is the cost of high living;. not
But
and just the same,
a
but
'
living wage.
spending wage,
He's oft a "pie on ear."
WANT. PERSONAL LIBERTY.
The usher in the movie show
THE KEY TO PROSPERITY.

Bullet-Hea- d

SENTENCE SERMONS.

Nature reveals the might and majesty of God, but
tells us little about the tenderness and gentleness of
God, and is silent about redemption A. M. Knudsen,
St. Paul's Lutheran Church.
There are many who are staggering beneath burdens
which they feel are too great for their strength; yet
they hesitate to put their trust in Him who said my
yoke is easy and my burden is light. L. L. Gaines,
Nazarine Church.

n'ere-the-le-

Book

,,.

o,

er

Ma-lo-

SAVING PEOPLE'S MONEY.

y,

This aftlrnecn I was coming
home with ma and we started to
go past Wltes drug store, ma saying, O. that reminds me, there's
some things I need.
And we went in, ma saying, Good
aftirnoon Mr. Wite. I wunt a Jar
of Blue Rlbbin bewty creem and
soma of that tooth powder with
the orlndge flavor and lot me see.
there was something elts that I
wanted arid now I can't Jest think
wat it was.
And she started to think all her
mite nnd Mr. Wite started to mention different things it mite ot bin
but wascnt, sutch as ink and
iodine and shoo blackening, and I
sed, G ma, I bet I know wat.
Wat? ma sed.
Some of those lime drops, I sod.
and ma sed, O, I mite of known
you'd of had some sutch wonderful ideer. Meening not the limo
drops, and ma kepp on thinking,
saying, I had it on the tip of my
tung and now I havent.
Maybe it 'was some of these
creem mints, ma, I sed, nnd ma
sed, Maybe it wasent. Meaning
certeny it wasent, and I sed. Well
how febout these gum drops ma,
maybe it was them.
O deer, now Ive sot all that
candy on my mind and I can't
think at all, ma sod, and I sed
Well why don't you buy about
10 cents werth and get it off
mind and then maybe you your
can
think what it reely was, ma.
Come on home. stiri if t
-- .
it later I ll make you como orround
and get it Jest for having so menv
suggestions, ma sed.
vvmch we went home and I had
out affon on account of
ma8.1.ri,t?
thinking of It, being stamp,.
A

LITTLE LAUGHTER

J

On the Watch.
"Richard," said Mrs. Nagatem,
Dr. J. A. Massle of Santa Fe Is In the city.
'your manners urn irr.ith.tr wnw
Tnrlnv at XI r. fimitVi'a T .... .
Miss Cora Johnson of this city and Josoph take your handkerchief and wipe
Eicher of Pueblo were married last night in Pueblo. off the chair beforo you sat down.
And, worst of all, the darling little
uoy vwt waicuing you.
S. Vann, Santa Fe watch inspector, has gone to
"Tea." m V Hour ranlla.
"r
San Marclal. He will visit all the towns on the divi- Nagatem "and I was watching tho
.
darling little Boy too. I'm too old
sion.
to get caught on that bent pin
stuff." Houston Post.
Hatchfta, the new town in Western New Mexico,
Not Sure.
is said to be building up rapidly.
A mlnlNtAf , nn thA nriraeln.
v..w
1.
.J. w
marrlflflrA. was at n. ln
in
...tr.
Colonel E. W. Dobson made a flying trip to Santa to discover the brideernnm ninn,,,.
the company of young mon pres
Fe yesterday.
ent.
Kixlne nn
vnitno. man
Hon. George P. Money, a brilliant young attor- large flower in his buttonhole, he
asked him quietly: "Are you a
ney of Las Vegas, Is In the city on legal business.
nappy man "That remains to b
ra " w
the solemn answer.
vnu
"But are
tha mtr wVia
be married?"
TIODGBIT
"Oh. that'll mnlli
nl... n

.'

Economies effected during the last fiscal year by the postoffice department,
whereby a substantial sum was saved to
the taxpayers of the country,' bear testimony to the effectiveness of the businesslike methods of the administration. Cost
of operation exceeded revenues by
as against a loss of $157,517,688
sustained in the preceding twelvemonth
period, so that the saving actually made
amounted to $96,702,288.
In the long history of postal service in
this country there are only three years
recorded in which revenue balanced or
$60,-815,40-

0,

-

j- -

BY THE WAY.

L

.

exceeded expenditure.
While it is not likely that under pres
TODAY'S
ent conditions there will be any ' great
j! : a: wji cApenuHures ior personnel ,l
ujnuiiuuuii
which represent 80 per cent of the total,
Wisdom and knowledge are derived from sources
there is still room for hope that a greatly increased volume of business may yield many and various. Like ancient Thebes, the soul is
such returns as will eventually show a a, city having gates on every side. Thero is the eye
it pass friends, a multitude of
profit. The parcel post, great as has gate, and through
the forests, the fields, the marching
been its success, has by no means yet strangers,
is the ear gate, and therein go
reached the maximum of which it is clouds. There
trooping all sweet aongs, all conversation and eloto
exWhen
worked
its
fullest
capable.
quence, all laughter with Nlobe'i woe and grief.
tent, this branch of the service should be There is conversation,
and thereby we cross the
a wonderful source of revenue.
threshold ot another's mind, and waadcr through
)

,

seat led Jacob Brake,

Jara-mill-

EET

Pittsburgh

Chronicle-Telegraph-

'.
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The gospel of Jesus Christ is still "good news" to
man. Sometimes in this blase world we ignore God's
message and call it "old stuff," but when we stand
before God, stripped of our sophistication, Christ's
gospel really becomes "good news." Charles R.
Mc-Kea-

n,

Presbyterian Church.

Man is unable to convert himself, or to do anything
by means of his power and knowledge towards his
conversion. Christ' must do and must give everything.
Carl Schmid, Immanuel Evangelical Lutheran
'

Church.

Man's first work on earth was to keep and work
God's garden. This world is still God's garden, not
only to raise fruit and grain but to grow men, souls,
for God. The greatest business on earth is raising
men for God. For this alone the world stands. Dean
W. B. Allen, St. John's Cathedral Church.

It is easy to trust God in the sunshine. Have you
learned to trust him in the shadow? Of what use is
your faith if it does not sustain and comfort you in
these hours when you need it most? Our God is an
Guy, Broadhelp in the trouble.
way Christian Church.
ever-prese-

W.-A-

nt

St. Paul's Eng. Lutheran Clmrcli.
jr. E.O. Church (Spanish),
II.
Costales, Pastor.
Arthur M. Kirudsen, Pastor.
Meets in Barelas.
9:45 a. m. Sunday school.
2:30 p. m. Sunday school,
11:00 a. m. Morning worship.
3:30 p. m.
Sermon "Seeing the Invisible."
Sermon.
Topic
6:45 p. m. Christian Kndeavor "Saved to Serve."
7:30 p. m. Sermon. Topic, "The
7:00 p. m. Christian Kndeavor
meeting. 'Topic "The Folly of Pro- Greatest Thing."

crastination."

8:00 p. m. Evening
worship. First Methodist Episcopal Church,
Sermon "The Strength of
iiev. jr. ix. Mcuuire, castor.
9:45 a. m. Sunday school.
11 a. m. Service with sermon
St. John's Cathedral (Episcopal). "The Courage of Conviction."
7:30 p. m. Service with sermon
Rev. Wm. B. Allen, M. A., Dean.
"The Art of Doing iooi."
7:30 a. m. Holy communion.
9:45 a. m. Sunday school.
First Congregational Church.
11:00 a.m. Morning prayer.
Harold S. Davidson. Ph. D., Min7:30 p. m. Evening prayer.
,

ister.

Church school at 10 a. m.
Morning service at 11.
Christian Endeavor at 7 o'clock.

Imnmniifl Evan. Ltilhcran Church.
Carl Schmid. Pastor.

9:15 a. m. Sunday school.
10 a. m. Services in English.
Topic "Come Unto Mo All Ye That
,
Labor."

Xazarcno Church,
h. Gaines, Pastor.
Sunday school at :48 a. m.
Preaching by the paster at 11
Broadway Christian Church,
a, m. and 7:45 P. m.
Wlllard A. Guy, Minister.
6:45 p. m. Y. P. S.
9:45 a. m. Bible school.
Wednesday, .7:45 p. m. Prayer
11:00 a. m. Morning worship.
Sermon topic, "Fearless Preach- meeting.
ing."
Church of Christ.
6:30 p. m. Endeavor meeting.
1147 Forrester avenue.
7:30 p. m. Evening worship.
10:00 a, m. Bible study.
Sermon topic, "The First Christian
11:00 a. m. Preaching.
,
Martyr.".

Clerical Humor.
"That was an excrllpnt iiir,-- .
you delivered last Sunday," pnid
an oiu minister to a rising young
Spanish Hnptlst Church.
.1. G. Sancheg, Pastor.
"but I would hardly cail
preacher,
it a. sermon, it had no text."
Moets at 10U7 South Second
"Don't you call a discourse a street.
10:00 a. ni. Sunday school.
sermon unless it has a text,
7:45 p. m. Preaching.
not."
"Certainly
"How nhniit th
u.
Central Avpnuo Methodist.
C. C. Hlgbee, Pastor.
Mount; it has no text?"
9:00 a. m. Church school.
on tne contrary, my dear young
11:00 a. m. Morning worship.
said the old minister, "it
the halls of memory and the chamber of Imagina- friend,"
is composed entirely of texts."
Sermon by H, V. Berry. Subject
tion. But these faculties are limited. The ear was Boston
"Tho Investment ot Influence."
Transcript.
made for one sweet' song, not for a thousand. Con6:30 p. m.
Epworth league.
Common house flies have been Mock trial of "The Thieves."
versation is with one friend living, not with Pliny
to migrate as much as six
7:1)0 p. m.
service. Serproved
Evening
and Pericles,
Newell Dwight HlUis.
miles in one day.
mon by Ievt 11. A. Diwsot,
.
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Union rules which stipulate there must
be no discrimination against 'union wen

HEADING

01 AIM
WAR. SAYS SOLON
Senator Caraway of Arkanon His Return From
Two Months'
Visit
His
Views.
Abroad, Gives

sas,

a

Sperlnl to The Journal

o

over-lappin- g

I

To-- a

v

Oct. 7. "Europe,
tho amount of conl
Washington,
railroads now com-tur- pursuing her , present course, is
with tlio amount hauled before heading steadily but
surely totho railroad htriko? T. V.
A. While in other years the rail- ward another great war and a
roads, in timee of stress, have been final .smash," said Senator T. H.
able to handle 13,000,000 tons of Caraway of Arkansas.
Just returned from a two
bituminous coal in a week, it was
pointed out at the operators' con- months' visit of all tho principal
ference, they are now hauling less powers of Central Europe as a
than 10,000,000 tons weekly. The delegate to the interparliament
bituminous mines, it is stated, ara ary union congress at Vienna, the
in position at this time to load even Arnansas senator drew a gloomy
more than 13,000,000 tons of coal picture of steady decay In Europe. He described
a week.
continental
as a seething mass ot
Q. Io grape seeds cause appcudl-chin- ? Europo
with
tho
hatred,
only
C.
restraining
It.
II.
and experience of the
A. Medical authorities are now memory
of tho opinion that the seeds of the last , war holding many of tho
grape positively do not cause ap- powers from flying at each other's
throats again.
pendicitis.
Kltnnt:on Is Growing Worse
i. What tlo the iultials "BVT"
"Tho
chief
of
occupation
on men's underwear stand for
Europe right now is hating each
I!. V.
Caraway.
A. The initials form a trade other," said' Senator
name which has been derived from "Tire great war has Inflamed naso
animosities
tional
there
that
the name ot the manufacturers
are a hundred causes for war
Beverley, Voris and Day.
more dangerous than
Q. How many automobiles use greater and
the situation from wliloh --tho
the Continental motor? T. ! I".
war
last
sprang.
Only the reA. At the vresent time thero aro
experience ami memory
31 automobiles
manufactured in strainingwar
has prevented another
this country using this make of of that
holocaust to date, and tho situa
engina.
worse than a year ago.
i. What can bo done to keep an tion is far
continually worse.
old rubber coat from sticking to- and growing
hates France a R she never
"Italy
A.
si.
gether?
Fiance hates EngA. Kubbcr is not very long lived. hated Austria;never
did Germany.
land as she
Having a garment stick together 8 The "little entente" spends most
a sign that the rubber in it is de- of Its time
hating each other.
teriorating. There is no remedy.
The general impression I got is
hold
Karazeu
does
How
lieuo
i.
on
hid cluiw" Wluit la bit average that France has gone, mad now
militarism. They're talking
drive? s. P. 1.
of their destiny
meaning keeping
A. Sarazen uses the
nn nrmv'big enough to overawe
grip in which the left thumb is
dictated by
movement
not
down the shaft at a slight angU any
Asia. Slio
toward the right hand. JJke mo: Franco in Europe and
the saber ns continuousprofessionals and amateurs of first Is rattling
kaiser ever did. I
rank he uses practically tlu same ly as tho with
her demand that
sympathize
on
all
his
tha
clubs,
grip
including
pay to tho limit
putter. He is not an exceptionally Germany shall but
France really
long driver, but whilj thero is no of her ability,
of Gerway of determining his uvorag' desires the destruction
drive, or that of any other goiter, many. came home convinced that
"I
uny more than you coull determine at what avcrac'j distance he France doesn't intend to pay her
to us; has no intention of
debt
always sinks his p'rns, it is obvious
from his record thit ho is nblo to paying. Tho diplomats may' talk
get all the distance he needs on any evasively, but it you get down
and talk with tho French people
course.
Q. What are tho emblems of the you get a national viewpoint
that they don't owe anything; that
Apostles? X. E. SI.
A. The artists of early times des they nlready have paid In blood
Ignated the Apostles by the follow sufficiently and we still owe them
instead of France owing
ing signs: Ht. Potor, keys; St. Paul, more,
a sword or book; St. Andrew, a us. They feel now they won the
cross like the lette X; ft. James, a war; they are not grateful for our
sword; St. John, a cauldron, some- contribution to victory and don't
times a. dragon or an eagle; St. recognize it.
More Prosperity in France
Philip, a spear and cross; St.
Bartholomew, a flaying knife; St.
"They have thos devastated rerestored.
Matthew, a carpenter's square; St. gions about
Thomas, a dart; St. James the less, The homes and tho bains aro bea club; St. Matthias, an axe; St. ing built, twice as good as they
were before the war and the bill
Simon, a saw.
Q. What are the geographical di- is charged up against Germany.
farmhouse being
visions ot tho United States? A. The averago
built is much better than the
It. s.
A. The United States Is divided home the American farmer lives
Into nine parts geographically, In. In making his claim of losses,
which are as follows: New Eng- no Frenchman has underestimated
land, Middle Atlantic, East North it, but generally doubled tho actCentral, West North Central, South ual damage. The government has
Atlantic, East South Central. West allowed them, has issued bonds
South Central, Mountain, and Pa- and is desperately In need of Gercific. ,
man money to meet them. On
the. whole, though, France showed
more evidence of prosperity than
any country I visited."
the
LITTLE TALKS ON THRIFT
Senator Caraway described dessituation of Austria as really surperate; a patient dying,
rounded on all sides by vultures
By S. W. STRAUS, President waiting to pick the body.
American Society for Thrift.
"The day I left Vienna there
was loss than three days' food on
IN a large Middle Western city can hand," ho said. "Tlicy live from
be seen on almost every principal hand to mouth, not knowing tho
come.
corner the letters "A. B.C." painted day when tha colli! pso will
a
Italy, Hungary,
on the street and
Jugo Slavia all keep armies
pavements in massed near tho border, ready to
bold rush in and start grabbing the "
large,
minute the patient dios. Each
strokes.
W h e rever nation is so jealous of the other
blocks any substantial effort to
one goes in Itrcllove
Austria for fear it
the business give
a rival a better opportunity.may'
district one is
Engineers Get $87 A Year ,
''Cut off from factories and
greeted by this
there isn't enough loft of
mesfarms,
cryptic
Austria to support the 6 million
sage.leadsCuri- people.
to has stavedPrinting press currency
osity
off the
But
inquiry as to fiat money Is now thecollapse.
curse of the
the meaning land. I bought 1,650,000
kronen
of the sign, one day while there for $20. How
can Europe buy our cotton and
one
is
and
s. w. STRAUS
then told that wheat with such depreciated curthe letters mean "Always Be rency?
"Tho people generally In AusCareful."
tria are half
all the time
In the United States, so we are and now are starved
hopeless. The only
informed by the statistician, a way for trade to revive is for
human life is needlessly sarificed custom barriers to be leveled. Yet
In the year you can't travel two hours in any
every six minutes.
direction without bumping into a
1920 there were 76,000 accidental
tariff wall. Each nation Is wardeaths, and the toll is increasing. ring industrially on tho other. And
That America is lagging behind Incidentally, I might say I heard
in this important phase of thrift everywhere in Europe that Amerwork is shown by a comparison ica's example in setting up a sky
with conditions in England and high protective tariff would only
worse all around."
Wales, where the combined death make matters
Englnnd Has Only Sane Policy
rate during the period of 1911 to
Senator Caraway believes that
1920 was 3T69 accidental fatali- the rival ambitions
over Austria
ties for one million Heatha. Tn is ve
'ipt to be the spark to
the United States the rate for the toucii ..; new conflict, provided
same period was 714. In other the Turkish affair can be bridged
kindling a new con
words, England and Wales have over without
flict, 'i'he opinion in Europe, tne
shown us that through the proper senator
said, was that France was
application of the principles of playing Turkey off against thethrift along the lines under dis- little entente for her own advancussion, it is nossible to eliminata tar and the future in tne near
almost 60 per cent of accidental Bast lay In what policy France
ultimately adopted, rather than '
fatalities. If this standard of with
England.
efficiency were applied in the
"I'm of Irish descent and freUnited States, it would mean the quently have been accused of beSenator
said
annual saving of approximately ing
" but England today has
bd.uuu jives, in addition to the Caraway,
the only policy in Europe."
saving of vast amount of property otherwise destroyed hv ore-- AMERICAN RIFLE TEAM
rentable' causes.
MAKES CLEAN SWEEP
AT COLOGNE TOURNEY
ish by Jose B. Rey.
7:45 p. m. rreachlng by Carl
Coblenz. Oct. 7. Tim rifle team
Armerding.
tho New York forces
representing made
a clean sweep in
in Germany
t'hrbitjau Science Society.
"Womanf club building at IIS the interallied shooting tuurnanient
West Gold avenue.
held by the British, army in tho
Bhineland at cologne yesterday.
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
m.
The American marksmen, head- Sunday services at 11:00 a,
ed by Warrant Officer Meskil of
International Bible Students.
the Eighth Infantry, won every inMeet in I. O. O. F. hall.
terallied event Tho final scores
3 p. m.
Finished
ot
"The
were:
Study
Q. How docs
ha iid led by tho

It is perceived that the reporters on the
story of the Jersey rector and choir singer are at last in full stride in pursuit of
a "love nest."

Agents of the
Sanity League
"I may not have much coin," said he,
are circulating petitions for the restora"But I am sitting Jake."
tion of wines and beer under a proposed
A local chicken fancier says the trouble with
modification of the prohibition law. The
plan of the league is the establishment the Yankees is that they have the Pipp.
of government dispensaries. The main
While the Giants, it seems, have a tendency to
argument set forth by the proponents of
the league is that prohibition has failed "Groh up" and get Frlsch.
because it is an invasion of personal
liberty. As well say that the law which
prohibits stealing is an invasion of periBuperpiie TwtsiHy Yeuirs 'Ago
sonal liberty. Because some people want
to be a law unto themselves they cannot
understand the difference between inThe following delegates to the territorial repub
vasion and restriction. There are people lican convention
were chosen yesterday by the Vawho seek the protection of that part of lencia county republicans: Hon.
Solomon Luna,
the Constitution which guarantees the Colonel J. Francisco Chavez, Carlos Baca, Jacobo
right of free speech, but cannot under- Chavez, Carl A. Dalies, Narclso Pino, Juan J.
stand why they should be restrained
Simon Bibo, Jesus C. Sanchez, Nabor Mirabal,
from abusing that right by seeking to de- Ross Garcia, Victor Salz.
stroy the government which exists by
The committee in charge of the territorial fair
virtue of the Constitution.
A large majority of the people respect has secured promises of the following to put handthe law. It is a loud but negligible mi- some floats in the pageant: E. J. Post and company, Dr. Hope, C. Hudson, J. Korber and company,
nority that seeks to impose its will upon Albuquerque
Steam Laundry, Imperial Laundry,
insociety by defying the law which is
Santa Fe Pacific shops, M. W. Flournoy, C. Mau- tended for the good of the whole. They sard. Crystal Ice company, II. Blueher, C. Newhave had their day in court and should comer,
Trimble, Brockmier and Cox, South
abide by the result. The prohibition law-i-s western Judge
Brewery and Ice company; publio schools.
now a part of the Constitution, and is Mellni and Eakln, Bachechl and Giomi, McSpadden-SpringTransfer company, Whitney Hardware
obligatory upon all the people. Those
who insist upon the free exercise of their company, L. B. Putney, Gross Kelly and company,
privileges under the protection of the Arnson and Holman, E. L. Washburn, Graham
law, will do well to reflect that privilege Brothers, S. J. Benjamin and company, A. J.
Golden Rulo, A. Faber, Jaffa Grocery company,
and duty go hand in hand. As Governor
D. A. Bltner.
Allen, of Kansas has said, "It is the and
man who says, T am an American citiThe Rock Island railway has purchased the El
zen,' and then snaps his fingers at Amer- Paso and Northeastern
line from Santa Rosa to El
ican law, that is the real menace to Amer- Paso.
ican government."
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Answers to Questions.

that he isn't deterrible.

West Gold Ave.
....66 and 87

810

Oftlce
Telephones

October 8, 1922

The trouble with the Terrible Turk is

Managing Editor

JOSEPH TAtSEK

fail to stipulate that there mast be no
discrimination against
men.

JOURNAC.

'

Presbyterian Church.
and C. B. McKean,
Pastors.
9:45 a. m. Sunday school.
11a. m. Morning worship. Com-

H. A. Cooper

munion.
3:30 p. m. Junior Christian Endeavor. .
:4 p. m.Sen!or Christian Endeavor.
7:45 p. ni.
Evening aervlce.
Musical program by the choir.

.

throe-fourth-

Czecho-Slovaki-

.

",

'

'

Mystery."
Americans, 510 points; Drltlnh,
3 p. m.
Topic "Spirit and Hu- 400; French, 303; Belgians, 148
9:45 a. m. Sunday school and man Natures Separate and Dis'
Bible class.
tinct."
Many .locomotive engineer
- 7:.10
It ns unlucky to enior the cub
11:00 a. m. Communion,
p. in, Study of "Tabernacle
- n with tho left
5:00 p. ni, Preaching in Spun Shadows,"
..."
foot tlrst.

Xorth Fourth Street Gospel Hall.
,

i.

GIRL MARRIED AT 15, IS MOTHER AT 16:
NOW SUES FOR DIVORCE AT TWENTY-ON- E

VACCINATION AGAINST TYPHOID

C.O.P.

people realize the

constant danger
and protect them-

'J
I

selves by vaccination.
A close study of
typhoid outbreak
has shown that
out o every 900

individuals there
is one carrier of
the disease and
that out of every

households. This class of private
individuals Is in a position to spread
and keep alive an almost endless
chain of cases.
Typhoid fever is strictly a human
iliseasc. It does not grow in water.
It doe not grow on fruit trees, nor
in vegetables. Cows and beef animals do not have typhoid.- - "When
ever any thing or substance carries
typhoid infection, it is because some
human has contaminated it.
The only safe and sure protection
fever infection is
against typhoid we
would use this
vaccination. If
as
generally and thorprotection
oughly as we do the vaccination for
smallpox, typhoid fever would soon
l
disappear. Over four million in vac-the
imtions were administered
war
recent
the
States
during
j
and reports are shiving very few
cares of infection among these immune:;.
Typhoid fever is essentially a disease! of the bowels. Typhoid fever
is a slow and insidious disease.
H cannot always be diagnosed in
one or two days. Very often fami
lies will wait and hesitate before
calling in a physician, and during
these days of doubt very little attention is given to the disinfection
of the discharges which are allowed
to pass the disease to others. This
often accounts for the presence of
recurrent cases in a family or
The grouping of
neighborhood.
cases in certain neighborhoods,
houses are located closely, suggests
a probuble fly source. Contaminated wells in country locations
often account for tho infection of
whole families.
Water and milk sources produce
typhoid outbreaks of an explosive
charufcter, that, is, an unusually
largo number of cases in. an unusuinally short spaco of days. For
stance, if a water system or a dairy
which serves to supply a large
number of people is suspected to
lie tho source of an epidemic, we
would naturally expect a large
number of tho users to be stricken
suddenly, whole families and neighborhoods. Water and milk source
epidemics aro rarely lonpr drawn
out affairs, because the infection is
soon traced and remedied or removed.
Typhoid vaccination is a sensible
procedure, it ta not dangerous nor
It will protect you
expensive.
against the dozen different loopholes in which typhoid infection can
creep into your household or into
your daily life. It will remove alldread that you mighthave regard-
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OIL LIGHT BEATS
ELECTRIC OR GAS

Enrtocera

riiunler

in iiuii. Brass.
CtinrElactrla
Motors.

Inuoi.

and Irrigation.
Wort and Office

Humps

Machinist.

flrouM, Alum
OH

Eniint.
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five
Willi
h e presented
wnilH
tho very essence ofull
that could ho written
about personal economy:
"Ilavo More Than
Thou Showest."

Reraemtran'ce

-

mvjr

1

X

'Pop Grout felt
like Atlas he
had to support

It's worth tlilnkliiR

r

the world.

over.

'

With Claude
Gill ing water

Patsy Ruth
Miller
and

CuUen landL

Citizens'
National Bank
"Tho Hunk of

Personal Service.'
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Men's

SUITS

Made cf the finest wool and of the
latest cuts and at prices lower than in
years.

FURNISHEI?

HOME

COMPLETE

if

III

r

a SQGOO

SImm750

).

YOU CAN'T EQUAL THESE

PRICES

60!! TAILOR

.

MM

SUITS

OUR LAST BIG SALE THIS YEAR IS KOW

60IKG OH
Your Last Chance to Buy Bargains

t--

the style clothes that make you look
and well dressed.
Our prices are reasonable for it happens that
we consistently do a great Volume of business.
Let us show you samples of the new materials
and let you look at the style book. We'll do
the rest and you'll be not only satisfied but
proud of a Meyer & Meyer suit.
te

Winter

American Furniture Co.
223 SOUTH SECOND STREET

Joke

zr.
Phone

520.

II"l""JI'J"llll"

i

114

West Central.

D e Luxe Cafe

Asiiiniri

All Sizes!
Every Style!
Lowest Prices !

"ALWAYS THE BEST"
They are wonderful for a small house. No
cellar is needed and they are as little
trouble as a kitchen range.
They . send a steady flow of hot wat el

Table d'Hote Dinner Sundays and
Holidays 11:30 till 8:30 $1.00

$1.00- - Special

RELISHES

,

heat.

It s never

Stuffed Olivts

COCKTAIL

'

boilincf one minute and

freezing the next with an

SOUPS

with Oyster Dressing

Roast Young Turkey

Banco.
Spring Chicken, Apple Sauce

COMPANY

and

Cranberry

VEGETABLES

,

Potatoes au Gratin

Green Peas

Asparagus

Tips

Combination

Salad, French Dressing

PHONE 122
REFRIGERATION

Choose your new stove or range from tlie largest
stock in the city. No matter what' style, size or ,type of
stove you want, you will find it at Kprber's Big Hardware Store at the new low price level, at a saving that is
tremendous over the prices last fall.
(Every Stove Is Guaranteed)'
Vc 'deliver and set up your stove the day you wisti- -

J KORBER & COMPANY

DESSERTS
Vanilla Ice Cream

DRINKS
Coffee

Tea

Milk

Buttermilk

Also Special and A La Carte Service

FIFTH STREET.

r

SALAD
,

STItlir.lQUIST EIIGIiiEERIHG

PLUMBING

'

ROASTS

We will make a, free estimate for your
home and later, when you ask for it, a
perfect installation, one in which the least
room is used for the greatest amount of
heat.

HEATING

'

Oyster
Cream of Chicken with Ilice
Turkey Broth with Noodles

ARCOLA

107 NORTH

Sliced Tomuloea
Siloed Cucumbers

Hearts of Celery

Our Special and A La Carte Service has no Equal
On Saturday and Sunday Evenings Special Muslo
the
DE UJXE ORCHESTRA
Cufo"
Alwujs at Vour Service The Old Itullablo "Do

lj

,

lBBMSBasjagBjBaaaf

you'll love

ff

short

Florence Darling.
rtu;.,f.na olcn
Six years of marital discord was enough for Florence
tj,eir stores and homes, and help to "Passing Show" cirl, who has just divorced J. Wesley Resenquest. She Sleep.
cut fire loss.
at fifteen and a mother at sixteen. She was given custody
was
"Remember that the Insurance ef themarried
For Insomnia, Sleeplesschild..
with
people pay your insurance loss
Wakefulness.
ness,
monev
own
vour
and other people's
No Narcotic, No Dope.
and the only way to cut me cose is
com
Oil
Union
art, owned Uv tho
Ktor. or
Silo. an.l
t.no, at U Dru
night?
to cut the loss," says tno enter.
l
Have you any fire extinguishers pany, wero in collision in the nt en receipt ot lirice, or C. O. 1.
Following is a schedule of inPet.
vator stopped at first floor at (iolden elate today and afterward
1.6
spection the chief recommends:
Co..
Mcdlelnn
lTnme".
drove aground near the lliimphrf.T'i New York. Medical. Book
Is there any rubbish, trash, andDobuckets, and ure they filled? the .Stewart
un William Street,
you know that carefulness Cliff House. The
broken boxes or old furniture in
own
aro
dec
her
best
fire
tho
cleanliness
power returned to a Free,
and
the cellar, attic, closet, under
dock here.
"Svvcnly-sevon"
protection you can have?
stairs or in dark corners?
H n in I) li r o s
j
The Stewart's crew was taken breaks
Are tho stoves and furnaces prop
Iiiihk
Colds
that
nt
aid
to
her
went
off. Threo tugs
erly protected?
by dealers from Canada
but an hour alter the collision had to
or shipping TWO STEAMERS CRASH
Are the packing
Cape Horn. Adv.
not
her.
moved
time?
rooms cleaned at closing
IN THE GOLDEN GATE
Is all the day's sweepings and
trash removed from the building
San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 7.
over night?
Have you a fire proof place or The freighter Walter A. Lucken-bac- h
bin for your ashes?
and the tanker Lyman Stew
Is there any oil waste or greasy
rags that is not in a metal can.'
Are there any Vroken windows,
Ready-to-we- ar
holes in plaster,
partitions or
floors?
Are all the aisles clear?
Are the entrances clear and fire
escapes unobstructed?
AIR
BURNS 94
Do you keep your matches In a
safe place?
Do you keep any gasoline or coal
A new oil lamp that gives an
oil in the building;
amazingly brilliant, soft, white
Have you any rubber gas tubes? light, even better than gas or
Are your electric heaters pro- electricity, has been tested by the
tected, and have you a stand for U. S. Government and 3a leading
the electric iron?
universities and found to bo su- Is the coal pile clean and the perlor to 10 ordinary oil lamps,
kindling free from rubbish? ma- It burns without odor, smoke or
Is there any inflammable
noise no
up, is Bimple,
terial near stoves or open lights? clean, safe.pumping
Burns 94 per cent
Are there any broken electric air. and 6
T
n
h b
per cent common kero- fixtures or bad wiring?
(coal-oilAre there any electric extension sene
M.
H.
The
Johnson,
inventor,
cords looped over nails or metal?
St., Chicago. III., is
Are there any electric fuses 603 W. Lake
to send a lamp on 10
offering
jumped with wire?
Are there any steam pipes days' FREE trial, or even to give
FHEK to the first user in
against wood or anything not fire one
each locality who will help him
proof ?
Do you allow smoking In the introduce it. AVrito him today
for full particulars. Also ask him
basement or packing room?
Are you safe from fire next door? to explain how you can get the
Have you a watchman ami does agency, and without experience
need no boosting. We have been making fine
to ?D00 per
he go through all of the building? or money make
clothes for years and we fit your form with
Are cellar doors closed and ele- - month. Adv.
Of

Jfc

Act 1, Sceno 4.
Tho Uoiird of Avon
wrotu a Rood headline
for is Citizens Hnnk
advertisement when he
wroto tho above.

Humphreys'
"Forty" Induces Repose,
Darling, and
Natural, ueiresnmg

;

Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works

The one Cfreat American author who
tells his own story on the screen, has
written and directed a perfect picture

"Have More
Than Thou
Showest"

rt

T

c

LI

Number

Your Home

BROWNATONE

I

ass

BANISH GRAY HAIR
are aged by
t ANY charming facet
hair. If through ill

Bldft., Covlntlon. Ky.

11

mges

an ARCOLA in

Trial bottle sent direct for 10c The
Kenton Pharnwcal Co., OK Coppto.

I

During Fire Prevention week,
which closes tomorrow, the Albuquerque fire department has mailo
nearly GOO inspections of buildings,
in the
and examined all the alleys In
the
business section and many
residence portion. Fire Chief Rob-osuggests that the
Henderson

When you have

graying
nees or exposure to harsh elements your
hair has become gray, atreaked or faded,
"Brownatone" will bring back the look of
youth. Thousands of women have tinted
tlielr hair to natural shade with this modern aid to beauty. Any shade from golden
brown to black. Acts instantly, easily
and guaranteed harmlesa to hair,
scalp or skin. All dealers 50c and f l.M.

H

i

HERE

CRYSTAL

Now Asks

insDectiOHS

nv

HE TICKET

Business Men and Others
to Make Inspections of
Their Premises.

mnUo

,

pruirn
oevven

ni

m

f

FIRE FIGHTERS
Chief Henderson

i

-

If

,

be-K- in

is gradually increasing throughout
the I'nited States, and the constant
travel from country to city, and
from state to state makes the problem a very serious one to attempt
to control. Efforts are made In
practically all cities to detect enr- -.
tiers who are connected with the
production and marketing of milk
and vegetables; food handlers in
bakeries, meat markets, and restaurants, etc., but even this kind of
control will often fail to detect the
intermittent type of carrier.
Statistics have shown that the
largest number of carriers are not
found among employes of public
food vendors, but among domestic
servants and members of private

7

hi

r

BULDN GS
NSPECTED

miTrncpT
iincni:oi

Tho city has received eight applications for plana and specifications for the new reservoir and the
sewer disposal works. As tho advertisements placed in trades magazines have not been printed, it
Is expected that a number of requests will come in later, from
points outsldo the state. Nearly
Theater Will Be Used to Ac- all
tlie inquiries so far received
come from local and Now
commodate Crowd That have
JUoxico contractors. Bids will be
Is Expected to Hear State oj'ened October 24.
The city engineering department
Candidates.
is getting ready to advertise for
bids for the paving districts ns outThe republican county conven- lined at the city commission meettion will he called to order Monilfay ing last Tuesday.
inclining at 1.0 o'clock In the CrysOne veteran captain in the transtal theater on South Second street.
The theater was secured to accom- atlantic service litis crossed the
modate tho 229 delegates and the ocean 550 times.
mnnv citizens who, it is expected,
will wish to hear Judge S. H. Pavis.
Mrs. Otero Warren, C. I Hilt and
other candidates on tho stale republican ticket. These people will
9
spenk during the forenoon.
IT
County Chairman V. A. Iluhbel!
stated yesterday that thero aro no
contests in nny of the county prei
cincts, and the party has not been
more harmonious in Bernalillo
20
years.
county in over
"There aro numerous candidates
for every office," said Mr, Ilubhell
vpsterdii'v.
"and as there are no
instructed delegates and no slate,
the convention will he ft complete
and fair expression of the will of
the republican party."
The entire aim, 11 r. Huhhell said,
ia to name, a ttcxet composed of
men and women best qualified for
the county offices.
KIXG LEAR.

TlI

ing what you eat and where you
obtain your foodstuffs. It will make
travel a safe pleasure, whether you
.spend the night camping in the
mountains or whetner as a casual
in a hotel or sleeping car. It will
enable you to be of service to your
fellow man by eliminating the danger of you ever becoming a patient
and a possible carrier afterwards.
The Health Department is willing
and waiting to administer typhoid
vaccinations to any and all who will
apply for same. This vaccination
small inrequires a series of three at
a cost
jections, orie week apart
of forty cents tor the whole course,
vaccine.
the actual cost of tho

100 cases of ty
phoid lever, is of the survivors will
probably become carriers at some
period of their lives. The most difficult feature of tho carrier situation Is the fact that there are times
when it is an impossibility to detect
thorn by any and all laboratory
tests, in other words, a enrrier may
at certain times bo free of any signs
of the disease and yet later on
to pass the germs through the
excretions.
Tho number of typhoid carriers

TIE

AT

Vaccination Will Prevent the Disease and
Keep Persons From Becoming Carriers to
Others; Typhoid Strictly a Human Disease;
Injections Offered at Cost of Serum.
Typliold fever is prevalent in and
about Albuquerque. It has been a
yearly occurrence ever since the
earliest settlors, and will no doubt
. continue
at certain intervals until

TAKE GREAT

BIDDERS

TO MEET

AND RESERVOIR

IS ADVOCATED BY THE COUNTY
1EALTH DEPARTMENT OFFICIALS

j?
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'Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store."
Just Across From City Hall.
Phone 878.
"
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N ew Mexico I
Welcome
Agents
In Convention
Albuquerque For Three Days Commencing Monday, October the Ninth
in

DRIVE AGAINST

WELCOME
NEW MEXICO INSURANCE MEN

WM-

INSURANCE

-

WASTE

J. LEVERETT

ORGANIZED

Proclamation by President

REALTOR

MEH

FIRE

Calls

Harding

'

for

Im-

-

pressive Observance.

SAYS

JAS. M.
JOHNSON

WELCOMES YOU TO ALBUQUERQUE

FIRE

Automobile, Liability, Fire, Compensation and Life Insurance
General Agent

Phone 862.

216

CONVENTION

Really Company

REAL ESTATE, LOANS AND INSURANCE

.

We have listed sonie yxceptlonnl

N. M.

buys In clly renl estate, both residence, and business

property.

JUST ONE OP OUR MANY SPECIALS

;

Located In one of the most exclusive sections of the Fourth ward, we are offering
Imngnlow, breakfast nook, scrv.'fe
for sale ut a sacrifice, a beautiful new
features, hardwood finish, and dozens of
porch, fireplace, beat, all latest built-i- n
on lenient terms. We will be
Priced
sell
to
conveniences.
and
other features
pleased to show jou this place or any others thut wc have listed. A telephone call
will receive our prompt attention.
five-roo-

m

PHOHE

Selection
Address
R. Walton,
buquerque.
Response
J. Frank

770

323 WEST CENTRAL AVENUE.

CITY OFFICE

UNIVERSITY

HEIGHTS

DEVELOPMENT

9, 10 a. m.

Bishop F. B.

How-de-

n.

of temporary officers.
William
of Welcome
io

mayor

of Al-

to Address of Welcoms
Curns of Wagon Mound,

City Realty & Loan Co.

.

Address, "Fire Prevention"
Walter J. Kulp, assistant manager
of the mountain states Inspection
bureau, Denver. Colo.
Appointment of temporary committee.

October 9, 2 P. M.
Reports of temporary committees.
General discussion and adoption
s.
of constitution and
Nomination and election of per'
n.anent officers.
Appointment of permanent committees.
Address, "Insurance, Its Public
Relations" Albert N. Wold, assistant secretary of the Insurance Federation of America, Detroit, Mich.
Five Minute Discussion Charles
W. Davis of Uallup, N. M.
R. II.
Five Minute Discussion
McCune of Koswell, N. M.
Address, "The Local Agent"
George A. Fleming of Las Vegas,

tre Insurance
Real Estate and Loans
PHONE
207

West Gold Avenue.

667

R. O. Archuleta.

.

N. M.

Minute

Five

Discussion

B.

Frank Welsenhorn of Las Cruces,
N. M.

Fire Loss in Albuquerque Last Year Was $140,877.00
How Much Was Covered With Insurance?

A1IE TOW FULLY PMOTECTEIB

REAL ESTATE

.

321

RENTALS

?

LOANS

Phone

West Gold.

168

H. CHARLES ROEHL
"WE INSURE ANYTHING INSURABLE"

V

-

REPRESENTING
NIAGARA DETROIT UNDERWRITERS
PHOENIX INSURANCE COMPANY OF LONDON
CITIZENS INSURANCE COMPANY
AETNA INSURANCE COMPANY
,
YORKSHIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

PHONE

640

Corner Second and Gold Avenue.
SALESMEN:
G. E.

Robertson, Chas. G. Zapf, J. F. Vanlandingham.

McMILLION & WOOD

October 10, 9 A. M.
Address, "Economic Effect of InHon.
surance on State Resources"
Merritt C. Mechem, governor of
New Mexico;
Address, "First Two Tears Mortality Registration in New Mexico"
Dr. George S. Luckett, director
of the New Mexico department oi
public health.
Five Minute Discussion Georyt
lioslington. Albuquerque, N. M.
Five Minute Discussion W. A.
Munster, actuary the National Life
Insurance Company of the Southwest, Albuquerque, N. M.
General opin discussion.
Address, "Our Profession, Some
Charles F. Wilson,
Observations"
past president of the National Association of Insurance Agents, Denver, Colo.
October 10.
Auto Rides 1 to 2 p. m.
2:00 p. m. Call to order.
Address
"Banking Insurance,
Their Relations and Benefit." C.
W. Harrison, past president of The
New Mexico Bankers' Association,
Clovis, New Mexico.
Five Minute Discussion Charlts
A. Scheurich, of Ctovis, N. M.
Address "The National Association of Insurance Agents, and Its
relation to state associations."
David J. Main, vice president of the
National Association of Insurance
Agents, Denver. Colo.
Executive Session Joint meeting
of the executive committee of the
New Mexico Bankers' association
and the representatives of all qualified surety companies.
October 106:30 P. M.

Annual

First

formal.)

Banquet

Toastmaster Henry

WELCOME TO ALBUQUERQUE

:

CAMDEN FIRE INSURANCE ASSOCIATION.
FIREMAN'S UNDERWRITERS
THE AMERICAN INSURANCE COMPANY
120 SOUTH

i7tITpO7
VVniln.

,

FOURTH STREET

-

V

HAVE INSURANCE AND DON'T NEED IT. Oil
NEED INSURANCE AND DON'T HAVE IT.

WHTPH?

'

WELCOME, INSURANCE MEN

.

BERNARD A. SLEYSTER
SUCCESSOR TO

F. H. KENT & CO.

G. Coors.

er

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANIES
...

TIIE LIVERPOOL LONDON GLOBE
THE LONDON AND LANCASTER
ACCIDENT INSURANCE THE TRAVELERS
BONDS FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COMPANY OF' MARYLAND
PLATE GLASS AND BURGLARY NEW JERSEY FIDELITY AND PLATE
GLASS

AUTOMOBILE

Colo.

CO.

INSURANCE

THE HARTFORD

PHONE 14-112 SOUTH THIRD STREET
ALSO REAL ESTATE.

Address "New Mexico Insurance
Laws, Those Wre Have and Some
Hon. H. R. MacGlbbon,
We Need"
deputy for insurance, New Mexico.
Unfinished business.
Selection of place for next annual meeting.
Adjournment.

AGENTS

"

(in-

"Local Business anil
Address
the Ag ts" James L. Madden,
insurance department
manager,
chamber of commerce of the United
States of America read by M. 1..
of the chamFox, director-managber of commerce,
Albuquerque,
New Mexico.
October II 10 a. m.
Address "Many Are Called but
Few Are Chosen," Cyrus K. Drew,
editor Insurance Report, Denver,

WELCOME

city-wid-

iiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifii!iiiii!iiiiii!iiiiiii

REPRESENTING

t

taled

THE OCEAN

FOR

EQUITABLE

Fire insurance
PHOHE

348

LIFE

of

New York

E. L. Grose

"It has become a nation-wid- e
custom to observe October 9, anniversary of the great Chicago fire of
1871, as National Fire Prevention
Da;'," states President Warren G.
Harding in his proclamation anticipating the observance of Firo
Prevention Week in the United
inStates and Canada, October
clusive, "and in recognition of this
excellent precedent, 1 am herewith
s,
directing the attention of all
especially those in authority in
the states and cities, to the desirability of continuing the observance
this year and making it as impressive as possible." The president's
proclamation continues:
"It has long been a reproach to
our country tljat by reason of poor
construction, inadequate facilities
for fire prevention, and an all too
general carelessness about possible
causes of conflagration, our fire
waste reaches figures year after
year which are not approached in
any other country in the world.
Mindful of the fire waste which is
expressed in figures so huge as to
be appalling, It may be emphasized
that in a time whin all communities need to conserve resources in
hand and to promote production in
every possible way. there ought to
be especial effort to minimize such
losses. To this end,
"Therefore, I, Viren G. Harding, president of the United States,
appeal to the public authorities of
the country, by such measures us
to them may seem most effoctlve,
and to citizens generally, to take
steps for the observance of Monday,
October 9, as Fire Prevention Day.
I suggest the special desirability of
impressing upon the teachers and
pupils in the schools, and all workers in industrial establishments, the
importance of precautionary measures for avoidance of fires. By such
measures, earnestly undertaken and
vigorously enforced, we shall contribute to a yast economy of the
national resources and of the product of human effort; as well as to
a saving of many hundreds of human lives now needlessly sacrificed.
"In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and c.aus4jd the
seal of the United states to be affixed."
Philadelphia Cleans Up.
As a prelude to Fire Prevention
Week in Philadelphia, the entire
mercantile section of the city is to
be
and
Inspected
thoroughly
cleaned up. The work already is
under way under the direction of a
large force of Inspectors from the
fire marshal's office who will continue their activities throughout the
e
week planned for special
observances. This campaign was
instituted last week following a
meeting of the fire prevention and
insurance committee of the Philadelphia chamber of commerce at
which Fire Marshal George W. Elliott was the chief speaker. Mr.
Blliott also will address a special
meeting of the Philadelphia Real
Estate board in conjunction with a
convention of all Pennsylvania real
estate boards- planned as an added
feature to the general observance
to be staged 1n that city during Fire
Prevention Week,
Those in charge of city observances throughout the country well
might take a hint from Wtlmlng- - '
ton, Del., where the detail work
necessary to an effective campaign
has been most efficiently organized.
Chief Lutz of the fire department
of that city has appointed each
club or association, which has been
Interested in the movement to a
specific task for which they will be
held responsible. In this way, the
Chief hopes to- circumvent the old
hazard of everybody's business being nobody's business.
ALBUQUEDQUE'S FIRE LOSS
$140,877 IiAST YEAR
Fire Chief Robert Henderson, addressing the pupils of the high
school on fire prevention yesterday,
said that the total l.re loss in New
Mexico last year was $987,988, and
the fire loss in Albuquerque was
$140,877, or 14 per cent of the total.
As the population of Albuquerque
is four per cent of the population of
the stnte, the chief said, it can be
seen that the loss here was out of
proportion.
This year, however, the chief
said, the city Is making an enviable
record.
If the remaining three
months carry out the percentage
shown by the first nine months-- the
per capita loss for 1922 will be
$2.10, while in 1921 It was $9.30.
The loss during the first' nine
months, within the city limits, to'

Fire IiariM)
iainiiiiiiiiii

ACCIDENT AND GUARANTEE CORPORATION
LIMITED
Workmen'

Compensation, Plate Glass, Burglary, Boiler, Electrical
Machinery, Liability, Auto Liability.

FRANK W. GRAHAM, General Agent.

206 West Gold Avenue

114

Phone

51 1

South Third

U8V2 South Third Street, Albuquerque, N. M.
Local Agents Wanted for good locations in New Mexico.

$24,000.

this year.

v

Unknown Causes,
Over 80 per cent of the fire loss
in Albuquerque last year was from
fires whose cause was unknown.
Nearly all large :ires (except, explosions), are so classified for the
reason that fires causing the largest
lotses generally have such a start
that the cause can not be determined.
Rubbish, trash and grass caused
over 9 per cent of fires, all preventable.
Defective stoves, flues, sparks,
over 14 per cent; all preventable.
Defective oil stoves and lamps,
.over 6 per cent Carelessness In
handling coal oil and not keeping
the lamp and stove clean.
Defective wires and enort circuit,
over 13 per cent. Caused by amateur electricians, poor installation,
run down equipment and jumping
fuses with wire.
Children and matches and careless smoking,' over 9 per cent. All
carelessness In allowing the children to have matches and that
smoker that never watches where
he threw that match or stub.
Ashes, over 9 por cent; all preventable Miscellaneous, over 9
per cent. Unknown, over 30 per
cent,
Following the chief's talk, the
and
high school held a fire drill
emptied the building In fifty-fiv- e
seconds. The firemen then gave
a demonstration of fire fighting.
;

,

IN CAMPAIGN.

citi-en-

CO.

PROGRAM

First Session October

. Gill

Three Thirteen West Gold Avenue.

Gold Ave.

W- -

Invocation

;:?

PHONE 110

Pone 240

120 So. Third St.

Birmingham, Ala.

"I Write Fire Insuiance"

v..

INSURANCE

INTERSTATE CASUALTY CO.,

NATION JOINS
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LAST OF THE REFUGEES
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Page Nine.
are already

FLEEING FROM SMYRNA

Into fine
rounding
physical condition and should bo
able to put up a great gamu
against the visiting

DUKE CITY HIGH

GAME FIGHT BUT

BESTS BELEN BK

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
TO INSTALL
OFFICERS
ON TUESDAY EVENING

r.ev. Father A. M. Mandalari, chaplain; Thomas J. McCaffrey, lecturer.
Following the installation of officers, there will bo a social for
members, their ladles and visititx
knights. The social will begin at
oVIock and the program will include short talus ant musical

Thy Knights of Columbus.
council No. B4 1, will hold
Its annual Installation of officers
l
on Tuesday evening at St. Mary's
""at
hall. District Deputy Vincent .lae.
PLAf.UU.
IllBONIC
ger of Gallup will have charge of
Oct.
".Bubonic
Barcelona,
the installation.
The new elected officers for the plague has made Its appearance
Mexthe
newspapers asserting that
Score Is 41 to 0; New
corning year aro Dr. 10. A. Urechet, here,
tlW t. Ji .....
rises have been reported, two
grand knight: Amado liaca, dep- five
nf
icans Display Burst of
them
fatal.
families
Several
MiniA.
William
uty grand knight;
n. 1J. O'll.irc, re- have been placed under quaranster,
Heavier Team; Winslow
Speed in Third Quarter
corder; Thomas !', Krleher, Jr., tine.
Foreign scnnol teachers have financial secretary; I'rcd Crollott,
to Play Here Saturday.
and Worry Parsons.
been In London during the summer,
The largest newspaper In ths
treasurer; M. T- Murphy, advocate;
studying English with the aid of n K. M.
warden: Kaiser M- wnr!d is to be found in a mieseum in
The Lobos went down in defeat
Albuquerque high school foot-ha- clever machine which writes on a ichael, Honey,
Pedro Duran. France, although It is of American
of
before the strong University
men Invaded Belon yesterday smoked paper tho vibrations caused outer inner guard:
feet by
guard; .1. .1. Ktomlake, l.eo origin. It measures 8
'iV-x-Denver eleven yesterday by a score
and walked away with the game by the human voice in speaking.
Murphy, Tbonins Lynch, trustees; rj feet.
But they won for
of 41 to 0.
0.
Out61
to
by a score of
themselves a reputation for game-nes- s
by the
weighed and outclassed
and clean playing, and showed
local boys, Belen high players put
MexNew
of
contested
that the University
up a game battle and
ico Is represented this year by one
every foot of the ground.
The local team made the trip
of the best teams in its history.
by motor car, leaving here at 7
It was to be expected that Den4
o'clock yesterday morning and rever would win, as the Methodists
turning in time to witness the
are rated as likely winners of the
university game yesterday afterT.
conference
title,
Mountain
Ai-xMVRocky
!
noon. Several carloads of hleh
..fit
and move In the cream of football
school students accompanied tho
The
circles in the southwest.
team.
showing New Mexico made against
is
100
Winslow high school will p!ny
tKe
in
the
an
that
indication
Denver is
the local high next Saturday, the
Ariancient
with
her
rivals,
games
game being booked for Washingzona and the New Mexico Aggies,
ton park. The Winslow team Is
she will make a splendid showing.
said to be a strong one, probably
Conference
in
yesterday
even better than last year when
barred Dutton, the ponderous but
It popped the championship of
fast center, and Hopkins, the
Refugees seeking flight on harbor craft along the quay.
Lobos'
northern Arizona.
strong lineman, frommenthe been
in
The Winslow game promises to
forces. Terrified residents sonant
This photo, from the scene of
Had these
of the hundreds of thousands of
lineup.
in
be one of the hardest on the hlKh
turnkind
from
the game, experts agree, the
the Grecian-Turkis- h
was
the
fled
residents had
the city,
'
escape
any
city
trcuble,
school schedule which includes
Preachers would have scored three
of water craft available.
taken at Smyrna afte. the most
ed after
by Kemaliat
Denver used her
less touchdowns.
FOR SKNATOIl
FOR CONGRESS
with Menaul. Santa Fe and
games
FOR
GOVERNOR
first string men and took no
EI Paso. The high school squad
(Political Adv.)
chances.
played his first college game, at
Following is a resume of yester- make it first down. A pass, Jones is composed of more than 20
No Score First Quarter.
to Harrington to Kelly, gave the players this season, al! of whom
The Lobos held Denver scoreless right end, and intercepted several day's game:
are of about the same class. They
in the first quarter and in the sec- Denver passes. Williams, who was
Lobos a
First
Quarter.
gain. Jones lost
Mountain
ond quarter they were on the de- last year's
O'Donnell of V. U. kicked off a yard on nn attempt around right
fensive all the time, with Denver halfback, starred for D. U., as did to
on the five yard end, and another pass, Harrington
Boyd, formerly of Ohio Wesleyan, line,Harrington
scoring 21 points.
who ran the ball back 20 to Kelly, gave tho Lobos eight
In the third quarter, the Lobos and Keaton.
Gibson whs substiThe Lobos showed weakness at yards. Hernandea tried a line more yards.Gadbois
uncorked some big time stuff, and
ut full for the
buck for no gain. Jones went tuted for
x.
I
I
Ha?
made successive gains of about 60 tackling, and their offensive, par- around
Jones passed to Bryan
end lor 20 yards. Her- Parsons.
yards, on clever passing and car- ticularly fine bucking, seemed to nandez left
then lost the ball
Hut they played more. hit right tackle for five for two yards, orK
rying the ball. This one flash was lack at times.
a run around
I'oneloy hit right tackle for when tackled
practically the only period when at least 50 per rent better foot (five
one stores In tills
No
same
Jones
the
end.
hit
and
yards,
the Lobos seemed at all menacing, ball than they did in the opening KI,ot for seven more, and then right
quarter.
and the D. U. coach hurriedily game a week ago. They will meet'
lor another yard. A pass,
Fourth Quarter.
at Boulder "sain
"pulled" some of his wearied war- Colorado University
to
Jones
was
incomplete.
In the fourth quarter Boyd mad
next Saturday,
and, while not liernandcs1'opejoy.
riors and put in fresh men.
fou
hit
for
left
guard
a
but O'Donnell missed
Jones was the star of the Lobos' doped to win, are expected to hold
and Jones wont through left thetouchdown,
made the fifth
goal,
lineup, and did some excellent the Coloradoans to a much lower yards,
tackle
at- touchdown lioyd
more.
for
Jones
three
score
Methodists
team.
the
and
than
O'Donnell kicked
He
ran
chalked
the
Kelly,
passing.
a
but
kicked
the
tempted
punt,
Sullivan went through the
a new man from Roswell High. up yesterday.
bull into the l.o bo line and lost goal.
line for thirty yards and a touchHie ball to Parsons.
O'Donnell kicked goal,
Allcr a scries of line bucks, runs down, and
the scorce 41 to 0.
and attempted passes, liea! run making
The lineup.
around left end for a touchdown Denver
U. N.M.
Position
which did not count because buth Bowman
O
Harrington
teams were off side.
L. II
Williams
Jones
O'Donnell tried a drop kick for Kenton
R. IT.. . .T. Popejoy
goal, but missed.
kicked.
T"
Varsity
. . . .
Gndholn
Hernandez
A fumble made D. I!,
punt. Mc- Piatt
O
Greuter
Laughlin punted behind the Lobo T.nno
L. u
Pearre
goal und the ball was Varsity's on '""ohen
. . .
U.
Ferguson
their 2 yard line.
I.. T.
Cnrtwrigln
Hernandez hit right tackle for O'Donnell
(ireenlcaf
(c).li.T....
four yards. Jones gained a foot Hutrhinson,
K
Heal
I.
Bryan
or so through right tackl- -, und
"Better Homes Week" sounds nice but it doesn't So instead of writing a lot of meaningless phrases
K. K
. .
McLoughlin
Kelly
Harrington went uround left end
about what you, gentle reader, should do about "BetOfficials:
mean
Referee,
Bergman,
anything. It is our observation that most peofor two yards. Harrington punted N'otrn Dame:
umpire,. It cam. Unito ter Homes Week" we're offering double "S and H"
to Bowman on D. U.'s
their
better
to
homes,
are
striving
constantly
ple
lincs-mnNew
of
hrad
Mexico;
When Sick, Bilious, Headachy, ' Constipated, for hue. Tho quarter ended with t lie versityWilliams. Carlisle: betid timemake them more beautiful, more comfortable, more green trading stamps with all purchases made this
ball In L. L'.'s possession of the
keeper, Sganzini, University of New
attractive. They don't do this in any one week of week, October 7 to 14. Wc believe that in doing this
line.
Mexico.
Bad Breath, Colds .
. Sour Stomach, Gases,
the year they're at it every year of their lives. That's we are offering people a real opportunity to fill their
Second Quarter,
Stilist itutes:
Denver U Gibson
After failing at passes, O'Don- for Gadbois, Ainsworlh for Gibson
why we're open for business 52 weeks in the year stamp books much sooner than is ordinaarily possinell attempted a drop kick from Sullivan for'Willlums, McCauley
Clean your bowels then fee! ing and bowel poison and bowel the
ble something definite, concrete.
of one.
instead
forty-yar- d
for
Bowman.
line, but failed to
fine!
gases aro cleared away, you wilt make it
TT. of N.
Cnntolou
M.,
for
good.
Bryan.
When you feel sick, dlzsy, up- feel like a new person.
Jones hit left tackle for no gain. Bryan for Cantelou, .Stinnett for
Casearels never sicken or cramp
set, bilious, when your head Is
for
Cnrtwright,
I'opeioy
Harringte
"
Also splendid .for constipat.
dull or aching, or your stomach you
ton, Gretiko for Popejoy.
is sour or gassy, just take one or ea cnnurun.
id reins a uux,
113 West Gold.
Phone 409-right tackle, but failed to caln.
two Cascarets.
60 anu ou cum er.va.
Any urua iiarr nrrtrin mm
tod
to
i
McLoughlin,
Adv.
soon
as
As
the bowels begin act store.
woo ran uack 15 yards. After a
series of bucks and end runs, Wll-- i
liams tried left tackle for no gain, ATE TOO
then hit the same spot for two
O'Don-- J
yards and a touchdown.
nell made it seven points by kick-- ,
ing goal. This touchdown came
at the end of six minutes of the
A
TABLETS
second quarter.
After O'Donnell attempted an- other drop kick which railed, Jons
nil rignt tacKle for three yards,
but lost the ball which was reSTOMACH
covered by Hutchinson.
Williams ekirted right end for
nine yards, and McCauley gained
a yard througn right
guard. Williams went around right end for
four yards, ireaton made two Instant Relief from Indigestion,
through left tackle, and a pass,
Gas, Sourness, Flatulence
Williams to McCauley, gave the
Parsons their second touchdown,
with two and
minutes left
of the second quarter. O'Donnell
when the phone
kicked goal, and the score was
14 to 0.
SOMEHOW, the middle of one of
O'Donnell kicked off to Harringbest
these
ton who received the ball
nights, your
under
the Lobo goal and ran it back 20
friend is a great big heavy blanket
yards. Varsity took time out for
bath robe especially if you have
Harrington. Jones punted to
the Albuquerque habit of sleeping
who ran the ball back 20
on a porch.
line.
yards from I1I3
Williams, after a few line plays,
lost
a yard on an attempt to buck
Because we know this, we made a
ze
right tackle, but went around right
pop-ulariStomach fullh Digestion stopped!
real effort to have just the robe you
end 10 yards for the third touchdown on the next play, O'Donnall The moment you chew a few tabwant in stock.
kicked goal as the whlstlo blew for lets of "Pape's Diapepsin" your
the half, and the score etood 21 stomach feels fine. All tho feelIf it's not convenient to come down
ing of indigestion, heartburn, fullto 0.
n
and We'H
0Ur St0re' J'Ust
ness, tightness, palpitation, stomThird Quarter,
t Trcss'lnB t0
ach acidity, gases, or sourness
assortment
an
for
sen(i
kicked
to
off
on
Jones
selection,
McCauley
becomes,
in
gowns
d
the
line, and he ran the vanishes.
We have them for as little as $6.
worth Boeing.
ball back 25 yards. A pass, Jones
Ease your stomach and correct
quickto Kelly, was incomplete.
Jones your digestion for a few cents.
to pass, fumbled, and Pleasant! Harmless!
Any drug
attempted
' tho ball was
Intercepted by D. U. store. Adv.
;
Oadbols hit right tackle for no
mum.
urn. in m mms 'mf Wua't.sr m.
and
gain,
Boyd went through left
is
tackle for four yards, tried the
218 West Central
Phone 335 same hole, but lost a yard. The
Lobo line was stiffening noticeably. Gadbois hit right tackle for
two yards, and Boyd ma,de two
more through the other tackle. Williams hit right tackle for a yard.
Bryan was sent in for Cantelou
at the Lobo left wing.
Jones intercepted a Parson pass
and ran 25 yards. Harrington
is
passed to Bryan, three yards, and
a pass, Jones to Popejoy, was inCOMPLETE LINE
complete. Jones skirted right end
for seven yards, then dove over
left tackle f jr two more yards to

'IliRFi:

Alhu-qucrq-

MUX IX CUSTODY

Rock Island, III., i, t 7. Three
men were in cnstoilv tmiiirln In
connection with Hie slaying of John
son of a Rock
O Looney.
SCO E OF
Island editor, (lining a gnu battle
between
rival
yesterday
gangsters.
Another man was held under
000 bonds on a charge of
Put
carrying
Belen Gridiron Warriors
concealed weapons, and murder
have been issued
for
Up Strong Battle Against warrants
three others.
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Republican protection
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THESE ARE THE RIGHTS YOU

Sir Walter and the

APPRECIATE A BLANKET
BATHROBE

one-ha-

lf

Spud

Gad-bol-

s,

rd

,

'

yu

P0ne

five-yar-

haywn tKnruru

Purpose.

In Ireland they still point to the place where Sir Walter
Raleigh planted potatoes he brought with him from
America. The venturous knight was much impressed
with the edible qualities of potatoes and touted them
highly to his friends. But in spite of his efforts to
the spud, it was half a century or more before it
became an article of general consumption abroad.
Today, a new food product
nationally known
Modern
of
methods
distribution
almost overnight.
ly place it in thousands of stores. Advertising tells the
public about it in the newspapers. People try it, like it,
and shortly it in general use throughout the country.
By the same means American manufacturers through
advertising are putting within your reach many of the
boons of modern life. Without advertising, we would
lack many of the comforts and conveniences that go to
make life what it in this year of grace.
on every
Advertising keeps your information
article of human need, whether it be food, clothing,
articles of household utility, necessities or luxuries.
up-to-sn-

Leather Bags and Suit Cases

INDIAN PJCTURES GO
FROM HERE TO 24,000
M.E. SUNDAY SCHOOLS

ALSO AUTO ROBES
Sole Agency

llartman Wardrobe Trunks
-

Just Received Fine Line of Ladies'

t

VANITY CASES

We repair all kinds of trunks and leather goods.

your strength of
purpose rests your future. Do you want to
avail yourself of the
Cards bearing the picture of a
that will aland her knowledge
Cochltl Indian woman
to
low
you
forge ahead
child were mailed last week from
in life? If you do this
Methodist
Albuquerque to 24.000

Episcopal Sunday schools in the
United States. Tho cards were
sent out by the Kev. fe B. McGuirc,
pastor of the Lead Avenue Methodist church, having been sent to
him from the church headquarters
In order that they might be mailed
from the heart of the Indian country. The picture is one of a series
y
which is being sent out to the
schools it show what is called
child" in all
"the unprivileged
quarters of the world.
Sun-dn-

James Grunsfeld
Sturges Hotel Building

First Street Side

uff

It is well known that many Jewels are susceptible to the changes
in health of their woarer. Amethysts change from rich purple to
violet with falling health, opals
shrink, and pearls lose their lustre,

Upon

school

of modern

busi-

ness is your friend and

counsellor.
once.

Begin

a

Day and Night School.

t

ADVERTISERS DESERVE YOUR SUPPORT.
PATRONIZE THEM!
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Anybody Can
Start
Albuquerque
:

Hote'i

Albuquerque, K.
Company, City.

M

Sept.

Having heard that certain persons have remarked that
subscribers to hotel stock, v. hosts paymente read "payable on
the
cnipletlon," mlfrht holdwe bark their payments even aftercover
enclose check herewith to
1. reject
le competed
payment by us in advance of our subscription, which1 reads
reyable on completion."
';he writer ' thir. letter personally bought or sold, either
os an Indlvldua' or as attorney for others, more than fus.ooo
worth of real estato within the Inst six months, all of which
purchases or sab-.- wei-- of property within Jour blocks of the
new hotel project. Over $70,000 of these imrchanes or sales
.tc on Central avenue between Fifth nndPlxth streets, and
the writer attribute this activity almcit entlrelv to the comWhile thla exmunity spirit bad: of the hotel project.
perience 1: but a small Dart of the real activity due to 'lie
worth
while for you to know rust
hoi el protect, wj think it
Low much w believe In this forward movement for
Wishing you every success, we are,
Very truly yours,
RODEY A nonKT.
By (signed) Tcarce c. rtodey.

Albuquerque, N. M. Sept. 28, 15:2.
Hotel Company, City.
rnrloaed please find check for f.130 balance flue you
$1,500 worth of common stock of the Albuquerque Hotel
ctmpany for which, we subscribed.
The directors of your company lrava done Rood work ever
s uce their organisation, and wo lake this opportunity to wish
them all success ii this bis enterprise, which upon Its com.
p.etion will mean so much to our ever growing city.
Very truly yours.
BOTTMNO COMPANY.
WESTKRN
ICE
By O N. Marron, President.
Albuquerque,
Gt ntlemen:

ft way

N".

M.,

Sept.

CS,

We, the undersigned, having absolute faith in the future growth and continued prosperity
of our city, and appreciating the great practical value to its immediate progress of the new
hotel, feel that every citizen should put forth the utmost effort to speed the completion of the

hotel project.
To that end, although the balance of our subscriptions do not become payable until after the
completion of the hotel building, we have determined to anticipate the due date and pay the
same now in order tha there may be no interruption in the construction.
We urge all other subscribers to join us in this action which is a manifest duty on the part of all
of us who joined together in the determination to finance this project for our city and see it
through to completion, without a dollar of obligation, mortgage or otherwise.
Rosenwald Brothers
W. A. Keleher
Rodey and Rodcy
F. M. Lyon
M. P. Sawtelle
H. A. Bassett
Robert E. Dietz
L. Kempenich
T. N. Linville

19: J.

Sept.
Albuquerque, N,
Albuquerque Hetel Company,
Albuquerque, N. M.,
Oei'tlcmen:
I have taken a great deal of personal pride in seeing the
submagnificent proportions our new hotel la assuming. wasI comscribed for stock and agreed to pay when the hotel
pleted.
I see no reason for waiting, and In compliance with your
request, I am rending you cheek In advance of dueon4nt.
me.
J.ater on. If any addrd subscriptions are required, call
Very truly,
(Signed) THOMAS HUGHES.

Mr. Fidney M. Well.

Albuquerque,

X.

M. Sept.

27,

26,

19::

Albuquerque Hotel Company,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Dear Mr. Well:
There are a number of reasons wh I gladly comply with
your request to anticipate my subscription:
First. In compliment to you for your value to this town,
Second, because of my faith In the enterprise, and
Third, because I know that a little money now la worth
more than a great deal later.
I was one of the Klwanians who subscribed to the 15.000
fund at the time It was needed. The payment was due
only on completion, hut here It Is. T
am ,
With- kindest pirsonal regards,
Sincerely yours.
(Signed) FRANK M I.TOX.

Poland
Western Ice and Bottling Company
Imperial Laundry Company
Excelsior Laundry Company
0. Franchini and Company
Raabe and Mauger
University Heights Development Co.
V. K.

19::.

Albuquerque Hotel Company,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
My Iear Sidney:
Before leaving for Boston, Mr. Ilfeld left Instructions that
upon completion.' be taken
his hotel note, made "payable
I am. therefore, sending- - you check to cover.
up,
1
am also Including payment for stock similarly subscribed
bv tvsmond Farrell and myself.
With best wishes. I am,
Yours tru'y.
(Signed) LOUIS McRAE.

IT.,

i

E.

Marron

PMdney

M.

Albuquerque

Well,

Albuquerque.

N.

M, Fept.

:s.

Hotel Company,

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
I agree with you that everybody should pay up their hotel
subscriptions In advance. The balance due on my total ac- 1
count la herewith enclosed. Kindly make certificate and
.111 call for It.
I cannot refrain from complimenting the management on
tts efficiency In handling the collections and for the low
overhead In organisation and business management of what
consider Albuquerque's greatest Institution.
T
hope everybody will attend your jollification meeting on
October 10 and ece what their money has been spent for.
With best wishes, T am.
Slncerclv vonrs.
(Signed) M. P. SAWTRLI.B.
I

Albuquerque, X. jr.. Oct. S. J;j.
Sidney M. Well,
Albuquerque Hotei Company,
Albuquerque, Neve Mexico.
Dear fllr:
In response to your request. I am sending check. This Is
to he applied on my rote which was made subject to the
completion of the hotel building.
I ani conlnccd that the building will be completed, and
there Is no reason why everyone should not rV up now.
Truly yours,
(Signed) EUGENE WITH.
Mr.

You Whose

Do

Your

Wood

Leon Darras, Sandoval, N. M.
Sara de Beixedon Mangel
W. Dolde

J. Strong

J. Baser

I. atnierbaugh Motor Company
R. O. Cammpbell (Matthew Dairy
T. W. Gibson
C.

19K.

&

P. Dinelli

Siegfried Kahn
Herbert F. Raynolds
McGaffey Company
Springer Transfer Company
New Mexico Construction Company
Home Oil and Supply Company
L. Heyman
Wm. Fair Company
Li. L. Brooks
M.

Mrs. L. H. Chamberlin
L. A. McRae
Leopold Meyer
Ralph Melbourne
G. S. McLandress
Roy A. Stamm
M. P. Stamm
F. L. Schneider
Clinton P. Anderson
A. Alary, Sandoval, N. M.
Charlie Alary, Sandoval, N. M.
Emil Alary, Sandoval, N. M.
Emil Alary, Jr., Sandoval, N. M.
George E. Breece
William Bryce
D. H. Boatright

J. G. Brangle
Lewis C. Bryan

George C. Scheer
Otto Scheer
Wallace Hesselden
Thomas Hughes
Louis Ilfeld
J. E. Elinn

H. Louis Hahn
Mr.

It's Finishers
Who Count

Concern

Albuquerque, X, M, Oct. 9, 19::.
Albuquerque ltjlil Company, City.
Crertlemcn:
I enclose eliec for 125.00 to apply on my last subscription
of stock. This payment Is not due undor terms of the subscription, but to show mv apreclution of your efforts and
;o help along a good cause, I am making this contribution,
lours truly,
(Signed) GEORGE A. CAMTFIELD

Albuquerque,

TIF

30, 1922.

GcnlU-men-

Mr. Sidney M. Well.

ITRIOn

I(T1)1T

T. French

J. L. Durling
D. J.-- Farrell
Lewis W. Galles
Mrs. J. G. Gentry
Tony Gotch
Roy

Graham

John M. Gunn
Adolf Harsch
Mrs. Adolf Harsch
R. W. Heflin

J. Ilennrich
Co.) Paul E. Horgan
F.

R. H.

Kirk

R. Schreiber
A. Chauvin

II. E. Livingston
D. A. Macpherson'
John Mann
E. W. Mauger

M.

Well,

Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 27, 1922.

Albuquerque Hotel Company,
Albuquerque, New Mexico,
Dear Mr Well:
I take pleasure In anticipating my subscription "payable
upon completion." Those who are doing the active work In
building the hotel deserve the everlasting gratitude of every
citizen of Albuquerque.
Truly yours,
(Signed) J. E. BLINX..
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 29, 1928.
Albuquerque Hotel Company,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Oentlemen:
Enclosed find check of Lauderbaugh Motor Company, to
anticipate aubscrlptlons of Mr. Harrington and myself.
We deem It a privilege to be one of the chosen group to
start this movement of paying In advance. I doubt whether
there Is a cltlien of Albuquerque who does no' realise that
he completed most satisfactorily and
the hotel project
that there Is no reason for holding the due date of the subscription literally.
s
With sincerest good wishes. 1 am,,
Trulyfyours,
(Signed) OUT LAUDERBAUGH.
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 30, 1922.
Well,
f
Albuquerque Hotel Company,
Albuquerque, New Mexico,
Dear Mr. Well:
Tou know thst It afforded me the keenest pleasure to
stand as the first subscriber to the common stock of the
hotel company.
There have been times when many people believed that
the project would never be completed. There have even
been times when folks said that construction would never
he started.
My Intimate acquaintance with the manner in
which the entire deal has been handled, and my observation of its effect upon the community erlrlt of Albuquerque have enabled me to be atrong In fny faith for the
success of the project at all times. This enterprise has
of our city.
created the
I understand
you are trying to raise enough money so
that we will never again have any doubt as to the sufficiency of funds with which to meet all obligations. I consider It only my duty, therefore, to anticipate my subscription note which T made payable upon completion.
It glvee me pleasure to enclose our check herewith.
Very truly,
(Signed) WALLACE HESSELDEN.

--

J. A. Rutledge
Mary C. Spargo
D. M. Stevens

Mr. Sidney M.

Well,
Albuquerque Hotel

Mrs. H. A. Staples
Alfred Stevens
F. A. Stortz
Grace Stortz
David Sterrat

Albuquerque, N. M., Sept.

21,

1922.

Company,
Albuquerque, New Mexico,
Dear Sidney:
When you put the sign on the hotel tower, to me it was
a confirmation of faith In our city's future.
Truly, it was
the first step In the making of a greater Albuquerque. 1
have watched the building end I have been proud that 1
am a stockholder In Albuquerque's greatest community enterprise.
I gladly am anticipating my payments. Please Issue my
stock In full and forward certificate to me.
All University Heights Is awaiting with breathlesa Interest
to see the roof upon the hotel. Everybody ought to pay their
subscriptions In full now, regardless of the due date of
their notes.
Sincerely.
(Signed) t. K. SELLERS.

J. Sulzer
W. O. Thaxton
Lewis B. Thompson
Union Bakery
Eugene With

Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. it. 1922.
Directors. Albuquerque Hotel Company,
New
Mexico.
Albuquerque,
Gentlemen:
All of my other stock subscriptions are paid, excepting the
one which T signed payable upon completion. Enclosed find
my check for $100, which pays me up In full.
You can depend upon It that If any more money Is needed
for the completion of the hotel, I am prepared to
to the limit.
With all good wishes. I am,
Very truly.
(Signed) L. HEYMAN.

Wait
Walker
Weiller
E. Bruce
Edward E. Maharam
D.
S.
E.

George A. Campfield
Charles E. Boldt
Charles A. Eller
Chas. M. Barber
A. L.

Mr. Sidney

Mr. Sidney M.

Mrs. O. N. Marron
Theo. Muensterman
Daniel P. Nolting
James W. Norment
Mrs. J. W. Palmer
J. M. Raynolds
Howard R. Raper
Mrs. L. G. Rice
Victor Rollin, Alameda

C.
T.
D.
A.

Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 19, Hit.
Albuquerque Hotel Company,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Gel tlemen:
It la with pleasure that I enclose check for 12,009, aa per
your request. There isn't any reason why everyone should
not anticipate their notes given as subscriptions to the stock
of the hotel company.
Taxable valuee In the city have already Increased to a
point to more than pay for the hotel, and every tax payer
Is benefitting thereby. The Increased valuea of real estate on
Central avenue alone have equalled the cost of the building
to date.
You can call on ma as often as is necessary In proportion
to your general needs.
Very truly,
(Signed) GEORGE E. BltEECE.

Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 10, 1922.
Directors, Albuquerque Hotel Company,
Mexico.
New
Albuquerque,
Gentlemen:
When the Matthew Dairy Company subscribed for itock
payable upon the completion of the hotel, It was always our
Intention to anticipate our' payments it It should be found
necessary.
It gives me pleasure to enclose check for $100, which Is
all that la left of my personal subscription, and upon our
other date the Matthew Company will pay Its regular
Installment. The movement to pay In advance Is the best
thing, In our opinion, that haa happened since the Inception
I hope that everybody does It 100 per
of the enterprise,
cent.

Martin

Jno. B. Requadt

17B9OOOo22

Very

taaaF-

Of the money subscribed for building the new hotel has been collected and paid in for the construction of the building which has now reached such a stage that all may see its magnitude and
get a clear idea of its finished beauty and usefulness.
The need for the hotel is more urgent than ever before. Ample funds are available to complete
it without delay, if all those who pledged subscriptions to the stock pay those subscriptions
when due.
The loyalty to Albuquerque and this important project shown by those who have anticipated
payment of their subscriptions, is an example which should be followed immediately by those
who have failed to meet their payments when due.

truly

yours,

(Signed) It.

O.

Albuquerque, N. M
Directors, Albuquerque Hotel Company,
Mexico.
New
Albuquerque,

CAMPBELL.
Oct,

t,

1921.

Clenttemen:
Everybody owes It to themselves and the hotel project
to make payments as rapidly as possible.
Your suggestion that subscriptions reading "payable upon
completion'' be anticipated Is a good one. I take pleasure
In joining this movement.
Truly yours,
(Signed) W. A. KELEHER.
Albuquerque, N, M Oct. I, 1922.
Sidney M. Well,
Hotel
Company,
Albuquerque
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Dear Sidney:
I deem it an honor to be chosen as one of the first hundred requested to show their faith In the hotel enter-pris- e
by anticipating their aubscrlptlons, and I accordingly
snclose my check therefor.
'
Truly yours,
(Signed) ALLEN BRUCE.
(The Paclflo Mutual Life Insurance Co.)
Mr.

Hotel Subscriptions Are In Arrears!

Part

To

Finish

..

This Job!

October 8, 1922.
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TRAGEDY HOMES IN MURDER DRAW MORBID SIGHTSEERS

LIBEL SUIT

15

AT CAMP GROUND

pleadings

suit of

in

IT'S

A WISE TIME TO BVYi

Two women and two men will

make up the Albuquerque delegation at the national convention of

tho American Legion which will be
held at New Orleans, La.. October
6 to 20.
They will leave here on
Thursday evening.
Itlchard P. Woodson, Jr., and
Michael
will represent the
Refuse to Pay Hugh A. Otero
Campers
Carlisle post and Mrs.
Belle
and Mrs. Emma SumCaretaker and Chase Him mers, Nye
president and secretary of
From the Lot; Camp to the state Amercan Legion Auxiliary, will represent the local auxilBe Kept Sanitary.
i
iary as well.

NEAR THE

Case to Be Resumed Mon- day; Trial Develops Into
; Legal Battle of Admissi-- .
bility of Evidence.
Preliminary

DELEGATION OF FOUR
GOING TO AMERICAN
LEGION CONVENTION

PEACE RESTORED

5 NUT COMPLETED

sn nnn libel

Page Eleven

the

A. B. McMil- -

len against Carl C. Magee and the
company,
Journal
Publishing
which is being tried on its merits
in the district court after almost
a. year of technical battle on the
the attorneys in the case,
part of
have so net the Issues that, accord
ing to a series of rulings handed
down bv Judge M. B. Hlckey, trial
ludtre. the defendant. Carl C. Ma
gee, is precluded from attempting
to prove the truth of the alleged libelous editorials or to explain how
they came to be written in order to
show lack or malice on nis pan.
The issues, as interpreted! by
Judge Hlckey, are such as to also
nrevent anv one else from testify
tend
ing to anything which might mat
to prove the alleged libelous
ter to be true or snow mai juuscc
had information leading him to be
lievn it to he true or to show a
possible lack of malice in the pub

I

rffmh

c

VI

-

W L

life
rfSl Jfi

FW

Hrntlnna cnmnlnined of.
Yesterday, the second day of
I
V
the trial, was almost entirely con
sumed in a series of legal argu
monts on various questions center
Above, at left, the home of Mrs. James Mills, slain choir leader. Below, at right, more palatial home of
ing around these points.
Attorneys for the plaintiff rest'
Kev. Edward W. Hall, killed with her. Above, at right, dilapidated farmhouse which officials beed their case early yesterday
lieve the two used as a trysting place. At left, bebw, is Mrs. Mills.
the
morning after completing
as a trysting place is the belli
While the morbid walk ox ride
reading of the series of editorials
part, if any, the eithw-Leaten
written by Mr. Magee wnue ne was past the homes of Rev. 5'dw-trold farmLiu" in the woods
of police. The bodies wl Hail and
editor of the Morning Journal and
V. Hall and Mrs. Jamu Mills,
the city plpyed in the friendship
Mrs. Mills were found near the
published by him in that newspa
of the two which brought them
house. Both lit J be e., shot: to
choir leader in his church at New
per. The editorials, according to
to
farm
st&rc
death.
their
and
Love letters were strewn
tiii
it
N.
at
death, fhat
Brunswick,
J.,
the plaintiff, were maliciously di
about the ground.
officials arc trying- to !e .n what
house, known to both, wuj "
rected aeainst him and have dam
aged him to such an extent that
ha nslta S50.000 as damages.
The losing battle for admission INDIANS PLAY TIE
WILLIAM S. HART IS
of evidence which was lougni oy
G
REPORTED TO BE ILL
GAME WITH MENUAL
the defendant started with the sec
ond witness called by his attor
ON INDIAN FIELD
neys. Judge E. B. Wright of Santa
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 7. WilFe, was placed on the stand ana
liam S. Hart, motion picture actor,
was Questioned regarding a claim
OF
DRAW
S
and the Indian school
Monaul
is reported to be critically ill at
which his client, Mrs. Francis nlnved a 6 to 6 football game yes
his home here tonight. Physicians
Jaramlllo, had against the Occi- terday at tho Indian school field.
who are attending him held a condental Life Insurance company. Mennul scored on the first play of
late today. It has been
One of the editorials complained the game and the Indians made a
CARS sultation
learned that Hart is suffering from
of by tho plaintiff, being in con' touchdown on tno last piay oi me
nectlon with this alleged transact last quarter.
typhoid fever and complications.
tion.
Hart became 111 several days ago
Tho Indians attempted a forward
with what appeared to be a severe
It was at this point that attor pass
which a Menaul warrior pick- Holder Fails to Claim Ma- cold.
the
or
up
His condition took a turn for
neys
plaintiff brought
ed out of the air. A touchdown rethe worse yesterday and throughquestion of the issues as definedcon-in sulted. The Indians Bcored on a
P.
J.
Last
chine
Night;
out today he lias been delirious.
the preliminary pleadings and
forward pass.
His sister. Mary Hart, is constantly
tended that nothing could be given long
Bush Is Lucky Man in in
The gamo was snappy throughout
in 'testimony tending to prove the
attendance at his bedside.
at 1 o'clock.
Hart separated from his wife,
truth of the alleged libelous state- - thoseand it started
Afternoon
Drawing.
the
had
and
attending
playing
monts or the lack of malice con time to witness tho University- Winifred Westover, several months
tained in them. The court upheld Denver
making a propThe Ellis aro looking for th" ago, at that timewith
her which
the plaintiff's contention and Judge noon. game later in the after
settlement
No. 4784 Series C, erty
of
ticket
holder
was
removed
the
from
made
for
their unborn
provision
Wright
was
Williams
referee
"Chief"
of
the
who is to receive the last
child. A son was born last month.
stand.
i Ruling along the1 same line of and II. C. Donaldson umpire.
Ford sedans given away at the Mrs. Hart and the baby now reside
M.
K.
to
refused
with her mother at Santa Monica,
was
law, Judge
Hlckey
Elks' circus. The number
i
allow A. B. McMillen, when placed I
box a suburb.
from
a
revolving
drawn
big
on the stand by the defendant to
I
last night, and v. i announced to
state how much property he held j
in Sandoval county or whether he
the crowd, but nobody stepped forwas a taxpayer in the county. One
to claim the car. The Elks
"B" Theater Richard Kipling ward
of .the statements In one of the al
will give the holder 30 days in
Bill
libelous
editorials
"Outlawed,"
intimated presents
starring
leged
to make himself known.
that the plaintiff was a delinquent Patton and Carlyn Wagner; also which
J. P. Rush, a salesman maiuns
and
showing "Current Events'
taxpayer In that county.
his headquarters at the Sturges
The defendant. Carl C. Magee, Pathe Review" pictures.
hotel, drew the car given away
and
took
the stand
later
although he
afternoon. His number
yesterday
The
.more
Theater
an
for
Goldwyn
it
than
hour
Ijyrlo
occupied
If you can't attend our DAY
V.
the popular was 2052 Seriescrowd
yesterday befora the court was ad Corporation presents "Head
attended the SCHOOL, a course in NIGHT
Anjmmense
Over
.lourned until Monday morning, did Mabel Normand in
SESSIONS
would improve your
Woolf; circus last night.
but little testifying, due to similar Heels." by Edgar Allen
ability and bring you a posi-:ioThe Elks committee was unable
comcourt rulings based upon the pres also presenting the two-reor promotion.
to announce definitely the outcome
cnt condition of the preliminary edy, "The Game Lady."
(tt the week's festivities, but stated
pleadings which, according to trial
had
Pastime Theater William Fox that the circus undoubtedly
the
Each student receives INDIjudge, preclude
testimony
been a big financial success. The
which attorneys for the defendant presents to tho Pastime patrons, net
VIDUAL ATTENTION.
proceeds will go Into the charwere attempting to obtain from William RushcII in "The Men of
the witness.
Zanzibar,"
by Richard Harding ity fund, and the major portionA
The suit was filed almost a year Davis: also showing "Fox News" will be used for that purpose.
to adago and since that time,, has come and a comedy, starring Harold small portion will bo at.used
the grand
vertise Albuquerque
up for trial on technical questions Lloyd
Elks' order at
a number of times. The plaintiff's
lodge sespion of the summer.
Atlanta, Oa., next
attorneys claimed that during these EVER SEK ZANZIBAR?
trials or as a result of them, or
IT'S A QI KUK PLACE:
that at some stage of the filing of
NOW AT THE PASTIME 'GET THE MURDERER'
answers in the case, the defendCASE
IN HALL-MILL- S
ant should have made legal proviTake down your map of the
sion for the admission of that type world, or your old geography and
ORDcn
GOVERNOR'S
IS
of evidence he attempted to pro- look at tho east coast of Africa.
THE STITCH IN
duce and which was ruled out by If you look awhile you will find
7.
Colonel
the trial Judge yesterday.
TIME SHOP
Philadelphia, Oct. state
Zanzibar, probably nowhere else
police,
What line the defense will take in the world is there gathered such Swartkof, head of the
"A Stitch in Time Saves
of
activities
the
In the case when it is, resumed
is
who
Men
of
all
uonulatlon.
directing
polyglot
Hall-MilNine."
Monday morning at 9 o'clock was shades and every race, from the troopers working on the
ItOVAL CLEANERS
mvstprv. was sent by Gov
not intimated by attorneys for the Orient and the Occident, mix with
to "get 420 West Gold. Phone 487-1defense last night.
the ebony sons of Africa. 'Along ernor Edwards with.orders
Mrs. L. M. Hagans, Prop.
d
its
highways men of the murderer and not come back
every trade, some men without until he did." the Philadelphia
the
gover
any calling, walk slowly, as if the Evening Ledger quotes
effort were too much. In the har- nor as saying today.
"The murder of Mr. Hall and
bor, swinging lazily to anchor with
PITY TO
up," the
barely a stir or sultry wind to Mrs. Mills must be cleared has
been
"There
lift the smoke from the steamers' governor said.
this
lOHt
solving
stacks, lay more than a hundred too much time
arships, hailing from nearly all the mystery. I want the murderer
world s great ports. In Zanzibar, rested, whoever it is, and I expect-e- a
ANOTHER
made
arrests
there would be
only ten degrees from the line that
represents the earth's most torrid yesterday. I was surprised that
260
sizzle
civilized
whites
there was not."
stretch,
in a blast furnace that is populated
3 5c "Danderine" Saves Your by 250,000 men of every shade
and
race.
Hair Ends Dandruff!
A gripping motion picture which
will tell you more about It is called
"The Men of Zanzablr," starring
Delightful Tonic
William Rusself. This Fox production, based on Richard Harding Davis' engrossing romance, is
The democratic party of Berna
to open at the Pastime theater
lillo county, at Its convention assembled, nominated me for the
nnsltlon of sheriff on the said
TRICKS OP TT1E REACTY
TRADE REVEALED IV
party ticket.
THE "HEAD OVER HEELS"
of
Tn order that the citizens
There are few institutions in this community who are not per
"They Satisfy"
modern life that have not been sonally acquainted with me, may
state
to
wisn
used for humorous or dramatic! know who L am, I
Reduced Prices on Fords
purposes on the screen. The lat- that I was born and reared in
Ford Sedan
$400
est, to find it way to the screen is Bernalillo county and have uvea
the completely equipped beauty here all my life; I received my Ford Truck
$125
which
furnishes Mabel education in the public schools of Ford
parlor,
Speedster
Normand with ridiculously funny Albuquerque; when a young man
situations in her latest Goldwyn I was clerk for several years In Ford Touring: .
$175
comedy, "Head Over Heels." The the business house of Spitz Broth, Ford
picture, which Is being shown to- ers; after leaving their employFord Starter
day at the Lyric, Introduces Miss ment I devoted my time to farmNormand as more than plain for
Alda
at
Ranchos
lands
my
eign acrobat! She is brought to ing
A dozen others at low
the beauty parlor to be made pre buquerque, and to stock raising,
sentable for theatrical purposes. which business I still follow. I
Prices.
Here she is met by the "Doctor," am familiar with the conditions
a muscular lady armed with scal in the city of Albuquerque and in Buick
Lite 6
.$600
pel, a hammer and a number of the rural sections of our county;
mechanical appliances that are I am a firm believer in the prin
Maxwell Sedan
guaranteed to straighten noses, re- ciples of the democratlo party but Buick Lite 6
$500
move wrinkles, change the facial I fully appreciate that a public
contour, and in fact, distort the officer is not a public boss, and Reo Truck
$75
Only fools let hair fall out and features of those unendowed
serve all
dandruff stay. Neglect means a nature with beauty, into the sem-by that said officer must
bald spot shortly. A little "Dan- blance of a Venus. Mabel Nor- the people; have never held an Come irV and Get Ac- that of Jury
derine" now will save your-hair- .
mand undergoes the prescribed op- office except
of this county to which
quainted.
This delightful tonlo cleans the erations in her own amusing manby the
scalp of every particle of dan- ner. Her fear of the various in- place I M.E.
our
A
respectDemonstration
Hlckey,
Will
hair-rodruff, tightens the
pores, struments, her inability to compreno. axes
bo the hair stops coming out and hend what the entire treatment is ed district Judge; I. have
Satisfy.
as a come to grind, no one to punlth and no
to the vitalizing oils, which are about, test her resources
not tied up In
the very life and strength ot the dienne. Needless to say, she one to compensate; man
or set of
plays her role as only Mabel Nor- any way with any
hair, can not ooze away.
men
voters
if
of this
and
the
mand
Danderine
is not sticky or A can,
fully equipped, modern beau county in their Judgment decide
greasy. It has made weak, sick,
parlor was established on one that I am to be their sheriff for
neglected hair strong and healthy ty
5
V. Central
of the stages of the Goldwyn stu- the next two years I assure you
Phone 431
for millions of men and women. dios,
of apparatus that I will do my duty and that
Your comb or brush is warning that and every piece
New
Most
Mexico's
Com
in
the
changing
specialists
you.
Hurry to any drug store face of nature employ, may bo I will be only a public servant.
ulete
House;
Wrecking
and get - a bottle now. Don't waltl seen on the screen
In "Head Over
Adv.
'
;
I adv.
HeolV
FELIPE ZAMOIIA.

II
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LAST

THE JLKS

Theaters Today

CITY

Deputy sheriffs were necessary
yesterday morning to restore peace
and harmony at an auto camp
about two miles north of the city
and owned by D. K. R Sellers, who
did not know that the land had
been turned into a camp in which
nlmost 100 persons ware living.
Due to the lack of sanitation County Health Officer Dr. O. C. West
ordered conditions changed or the
camp abandoned.
Mr. Sellers investigated the com- plaint of the health department
and decided that he would allow
tho autolsts to remain on the prop,
erly and would charge 15 ctrts a
clay for each car in order to make
sufficient money to pay a caretaker
to keep the lot clean.
Friday nlht tho caretaker went
out to start work and to make the
collection. In tho riot which followed, lie showed previous training
as a sprinter and escaped without
being hurt. Yesterday morning he
went back with deputy sheriffs who
explained the situation to the
campers and told them they would
Blther have to make the small dally
payment which was to be used to
koep the camp clean or leave at
once. The greater number of them
A few refused to pay
remained.
and left.
It is plnnned to keep the lot In
good sanitary condition and Dr.
West stated yesterday that it will
serve aj a substitute for the much
needed municipal camp grounds
which has been under consideration for some time.

ouqns
Colm 9

I

3

MARTIAL LAW LIFTED
Charlestown, W, Va Oct. 7.
Tonight for the first time in 15
months, since the miners' armed
march on Logan county, resident"
of Mingo county went to sleep with,
out the protection
of national
This because Goverguardsmen.
nor Morgan today cancelled his
proclamation declaring a state of
martial law throughout the county.

When expertly chosen and bought .at fair prices,
at today's market this is a wise time to invest in

a good diamond.

We can explain in a few minutes why this is so
and can show you some very fine stones at very
unusual low prices,

a
was
founded for the accommodation
111
of people not
enough for
hospital treatment who havf
come to Albuquerque to rest.
Therefore tho place is essenThe
tially
meals aro prepared to tempt
jaded appetites,
every room
has a private sleeping porch.
The rates are reasonable.
.MlrunioiilcR-on-tlie-Mes-

Call us tip.

We'll gladly
of the

cost.

SOLD

s

Albuquerque Tent
& Awning Co.
321

West Gold Avenue
Phone

903-- W

WHAT WE SAY IT IS, IT IS

.JEWELERS

DIAMOND MERCHANTS
204 WEST

CENTRAL

Sale
Auction
October
South

Porch Curtains

furnish estimates

$1,650

'.MINDLIN'SsT

MSRAMONTt
ON THE t&S!
a tLAcs, to wm.rr
(
Phone 2100-.T-

Cold weather will soon be
here and you had better have
the sleeping porch made snug
and comfortable now so that it
will be protected from the cold
winter winds. '

Largest selling cough medicine
in the World.
Fret from opiates ingredients
plainly printed on the wrapper.

From $8.50 to

Tuesday

10,

at

1004

Broadway
SALE STARTS PROMPTLY AT 2:30 P. M.
Five rooms of Afurniture to go to highest bidder.
Note the following articles: Dresser, chiffonier,
dining
table and chairs to mutch, 11x12 rugs, small rugs, large and
small rockers, library table. Red Star cook stove. Perfection
heater, porch set, refrigerators, oil heater, kitchen cabinet,
kitchen range. Congoleum rug, dishes, cooking utensils, and a
Now if you want
big lot of other articles not mentioned.
.house furnishings, this is a sale tyou can not afford to miss.
Come and see this furniture for "yourself, and I am sure you
will be satisfied to buy. We havli 10 hens and a lot of wood
we will offer for sale also. So come early and bring your
friends.
-l

J.

;

L1.

GOBER, Auctioneer

EVERYWHERE.

How Do You Spend
Your Evenings?

n

JkL BUQUERQUE

USINESS
PLLEGE,

w"i

nn

mi

.

n

ine uiDuquerque Morning journal

The Leading Newspaper In New Mexico

ls

7.

sun-bake-

LOSE

Coming
SILVER WINGS

10

To the Citizens of
Bernalillo County

'

in

IN

ens

Quality Cars
....$150

on

.......$225

THE PEOPLE READ IT;
BECAUS- EIt has

.

tj

a paid circulation of over 8,400 subscribers.
It is independent, conservative and constructive.

It is published solely in the interest of New Mexico.
J It is clean and unsensational and publishes the most
important news of the nation, state and city.

ADVERTISERS USE IT;

BECAUS-EIt is read by more people than any other newspaper
in New Mexico,
J

It has the best and largest classified advertising
tion of any newspaper in New Mexico.

sec-

....:..$275

....$150

er

d

Hon-orab- lo

ot

HOBBS MOTOR
COMPANY

513-51-

'

The Albuquerque Morning Journal
The Leading Newspaper In New Mexico

October 8, lofe

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL'
and payable as to principal on
May 20, 1923, according to their
terms. Second detailed Information as to the presentation and
surrender of four and
per cent Victory Notes for redemption tinder this call is given
In treasury department circular.
No. 299, dated July 26, 1922,
copies of which may be obtained
from the Treasury Department,
Division of Loans and Currency,
Washington, or any Federal Re-

LEGAL NOTICE

The Markets

three-quarte-

WANTED

BUSINESS CHANCES

FINANCIAL

'Oil SALE

1,

C

...

'

4 1

14

74 ),
Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul..... 32'i
Chlno Copper
29- Crueiblo Steel
jiG
Cuba Cane Sugar
13 ij

16 4

92H
38

62
35

Louisville & Nashville
Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific
New York Central
Northern Pacific

Pennsylvania
Reading

Ray Consolidated

138
183
23

21i
u7i
86 u

Republic Iron Jk Steel
Sinclair Oil & Refining
Southern Pacific
Southern Railway
Studebaker Corporation
Texas Company
Tobacco Products
Union Pacific
United States Steel
Utah Copper

4 8 14

...

Copper.

15
78
57

37
93
27

....132

'a

49

62
150
105
66

Foreign Exchange.
New York. Oct. 7, Foreign exchange, firmer. Great Britain demand, $4.4214 ; cables, $4.42H:
bills on banks, $4.40 M. France
demand, 7.61'; cables, 7.61.
Italy demand, 4.29; cables, 4.29.
Ilolglum demand, 7.11; cables.
7.12.
demand,
Germany
Holland demand,
cables, .04
38.82; cables, 38.88.
Norway de17.70.
Sweden demand,
mand,
16.53.
Denmark demand, 20.37.
Switzerland demand, 18.62. Spain
demand, 15.18.
Greece demand,
2.83.
Poland
demand,
.01'..
demand, 3.40. Argentine demand, 35.87. Brazil demand, 11.75. Montreal, $1,00
40-d-

.04;

Czecho-Slovak-

ia

GRAIN
Chicago Ron ill of Trade.
Chicago. Oct. 7. Higher quota-

tions at Liverpool and week end
eeningtoup toward the finish here,
(ended
give a lift to wheat values
today. At the finish wheat was tip
to

lc

kinds.
Cold.

SALE

Co.,

r

Huberts-Turne-

Hut.-1-

,

8A1.K

FOU

Two-stor- y

:H

y

choe shut, cheap,
Uojt 3, care

brick bulldltiu.
locution gold for any

ad e a liou.-- u and lot in
a cur nnd a email
the l.una district
amount of cash. Phono
A
small dairy, on commisWANTED
sion, wltli Intention of buying later;
four years' dairy experience. Address
It. A., care Journal.
Full SAI.E Hotel Woodard, of twenty-twraoms, doing good business; good
. t.
reason for selling. Address Mrs.
Woodnrd. Hox 5. Orants. N. M.
FUH SALE Complete
poultry raucli,
rent very reasonable; excellent for man
Adand wife; Ideal for hoalthseckjr.
dress Poultry, care Journal.
FOii SALE One of the finest cafes In
northern Arizona, long lease, eicellent
trade, good location; two of the partners
re ut leave for Europe; a,,t QUlclc- - Address" postofflca box .114. Flagstaff, ArU.
estabbusiness,
toif SALE Profitable
lished live years; owner wishes to dispose account of having other Interests;
price very low and a bargain. For Interview, address postofflca box f95.
YA

NT FA

-

To

fr

I'EIl

N. M.
MONTH

,

loreign situation.

Wheat

1.09;
Corn

July, 64

July,

Dec,

$1.07;
$1.02.
62

Dec,

c; May,

c.

May,
63

Oats Dec, 3 8 c ; May, S 9
July, S8c.
Lard Oct., $11.50; Jan., $9.42.
Ribs Oct., $10.75.
Omaha

Omaha,

Oct.

.

Wheat No. 2
No. 2 mixed,

7.

hard, $1.0401.05;

$1.10.
Corn No. 2 white.
No. S yellow, 60 61c; No.

6060c:
2

bUtnmu'AC.

Oats No. I white,

rio.

4

wnite,

z 7 ,2

c

38

LIVESTOCK

than yesterday's packer
165 to
Top, t9.F,0;

-

rbone

stenographer.

a

Silks

ND

LAL'NDHY
Phone 197-lt- .

specialty.

WANTED Wushing and Ironing by tne
dozen. Call 1703-PHACTIUAL nurse desires patients by
day or week. Phone 4:14.
CLEANING PAPEIl Kalsoiulnlug. John
Cioodsun, phone 631-.WANTED Work; by tho hour. Call after
6:30 p. m Phone 11M3-.Will take
WANTED Lauudry work.
home or by the day. Phone 2101-WANTED Clerical position, by young
'
lady. Address H. J., care Journal.
WIDOW', 8S, desires position as housekeeper. Call Gleason ltoums, 204 South
ppcotni, room 7.
WANTED Position by experienced ,aviy
of knuwledge In clerical work or salesPhono 2001-manship.
WANTED VOuug man wants position
as clerk or bookkeeper. Experienced.
Address Box .T. II. N., care Journal.
HANDY man desires work of uny kind
by tho month. Would prefer position
In hardware store.
Address K. M., care
Journal.
WANTED Position by neat appearing
Toung man, not afraid of work; experienced In general i Tlce, lallroad and
traffic work. Phone 1944-R- .
CALL HUTCHINSON
fur house cleaning
and wall cleaning, flour waxing, painting, kalsomlnlng, and chimney aweeplng;
Odd Job Man. phone 2082-J- .
Ml DDLE-'AGEhealthy lady, would
like position as housekeeper, for old
people; homo more than wuges; prefer
leaving city. Address M. J., care

d,

Vnn
.11 Aft. BllAon HlOW flhnilf
steady; feeding lambs 6c to 15c

7. Cattle ReOct.
Denver,
ceipts 769. Market steady. Beef
steers, $6.25 7.50; cows and heifcalves, 16.25
ers, 4.006.25;
cows and heifers, 14.00
7.50;
7.25.
6.25; calves, $6.25
300.
Market
Hogs Receipts
steady. Top, 9.50; bulk, 9.25H
9.50.

Sheep Receipts 12.911. Market
mixed, steady to weak. Lambs, $12.25 Sj)
ewes. $4.00 if 5.50;
feeder
12.65;
38c; lambs, $12.5013.00.

FOR RENT

CO., 2S(M ConKresn,

ChlcaKC

GOu'dYKAK MF1. CuTTsT loodear
Xildff., Kanuas City, Mo., la making an
offer to send a handsome raincoat free
to one jcrson in each locality who will
rnonnimeiid It to friends. Write today.
AMAZING
prosperity Jilg profits Uitf
sales. New line toilet goods, fancy
boxes. Sell less than half store prices.
Great for Xmai. Free display cases. BX
REID FACTORIES, 2003 Mango, Chicago.
27,000 Itecords guaranteed with one Overdifplay phonograph needle; new,
ferent; cannot Injure records; $10.00
to
workers.
Free
dally easy.
sample
Everplay, McClurg Bldg., Ch ca go.
AGENTS
175.00 to f 100.00 weekTy'Tuk"-In- g
union-mad- e
orders for our high-grad- e
specially priced raincoats. $:u)5
M KG.
CONSUMERS
direct from factory.
CO., 720 W. Roosevelt Rd., Chicago.
Dept. 23.
10 life easily made selling our wonderful pen. Dip In water will write whole
letter. Each demonstration means sale.
Sample and agents' terms, 25c, MIDWEST DISTRIBUTING CO., Springfield.

three-quarte-

tlme-qurirte-

1922-192- 3.

--

three-quarte-

..:

three-quarte-

rs

?

Attorneys.

Phone

lir,S--

(

AM

eHYMICIANW
UK. 8. I.. BCHTON--

MUKUKONM.

.

Diseases of the Sinmflrh
Suite 9. Barnett Building
UK. MAKOAKKT CART WRIGHT,
Residence 1123 Eiisl Central
Phone 671.

lilt.

50c

Oaieoputhfo 1'lirslclan,
or J0J8
Citizens Bank Bid. Ph. 881-UK. 8. C. CLARKE,
Throat.
Nose
and
Ere, Far,
Barnett Building.
Fbun til.
Office Hnuri
tn 13 a. ni.. and S to B p. ra.

W. M. SHERIDAN,

M. D.
Practice Limited to

GENITO

.

I'RINARY

HKRE'S A WINNER. $2 AN
taking orders for "ZANOL"
Pure Food Products, Toilet Preparations,
Soaps, Kitchen and Laundry Hpcclaltles.
H. 1''. West of Texas made $15 first day.
O. L. Adams says easy to make $10 a
No Capital
day. Wonderful Successes,
or experience needed. Hpare Time or
Full Time. Products
or
Guaranteed
Money Back. Big Reliable
Company.
Write TOComplete Outfit furnished.
DAY for Money-Makin- g
Plans. American Products Co., 813t American Bid-.- ,
Cincinnati, O.

AUKNTS
HOUR,

F. C. BAKES. M. D.
Disease of the Eye. Glasses Fitted
Office removed to 114 N. Bee- onast. Ground floor. Phone Ut.

CHjROPRACTORa

MfTfJIPelW
mi

19 and 80 ArmUo Uulldiiif.

aaslttii

irisirtr fft"'"

MEN WHO WEAR

Eubank Clothes
THE BEST OF
"y

CLOTHES

READY-TO-WEA- R

Are always dressed in perfect taste the name
alone is guarantee of perfect style and superiority of workmanship and fabrics

Fall and Winter Suits

$30.00 to $50.00

workTcali

U75--

9

When you think clothes, think

EUBANK
118

Phone

West Central

513

m

0

JUST

AWED f
..

A

MATTRESS RENOVATING

50c

RELISHES
California Combination Salad
Lettuce
Tomatoes

Kipe Olives

Celery

SOUPS

Cream of Chicken with Rice or Chicken Broth with
Vermicelli

MEATS
Roast

Stuffed Young;

with Apple Dressing and
Cranberry Sauce

Chicken

String

Mashed

Beans

Potatoes

Spaghetti

Oreen Peas

au

gratin

DRINKS
or

Sweet Milk

Tea

Coffee

Buttermilk

DESSERT
Choice Vanilla Ice Cream
We also have a largo variety bill of fare to select from of
the most delicious food that can be prepared anywhere.
A Trial Will Convince STon,

Shipment of Polar Cub
Electric Heaters

Our Price $5.00
Have you ever seen anything likTe this Sefore'? SucH a won'derful electric
heater and just think of the price being only $5.00.
Our shipment of these heaters have just arrived and are on display in our
.windows. They have been selling fast, too, and we advise you to be one
of the early ones and get yours early for they are going so fast that it is
hard to get shipment from the factory on them.
They are the regular 110 volt heater and throw out 600 watts of Heat per
hour. Just the same as the larger types of heaters. They have a solid
copper reflector and is 11 inches in diameter. The cord is completed with
a
Separable Attachment Plug.
It is just the thing you have been looking for. One that will give your
home comfort through the entire year. Use it for your bathroom, dining
room, bed room or in fact it comes in handy any place in the home.
tw.p-pie-

ce

Just Ask for the Polar Cub, the Heater With a

$5.00 Price.

,

the Newest and Most Sanitary
Cafe of Albuquerque

Don't Forget

The Angel Cafe
Just Off Central, on North I"otirth.

i'hone

795--

11

Xorth Fourth Street

."

Chiropractic

Coatee-tlnner-

CARPENTERING
FOU ODD JOBS and contract

MATTRESS RENOVATING; ;i.&0 and up.
Rug cleaning, furnKure repairing,8D-- furor
niture packing, rhone 813-Ervlo Bedding Company. .

Served from 11 a. m. to 8 p. m.

DISEASES

AND DISEASK&
OF THE 8KIN
Wasserman. Laboratory In Connection.
vrnzras Bank Bid. Phone SS6.

.

WANTED Ad agent In your territory as
exclusive representative of the finest
floor coverings made. Sold to banks,
hotels, theaters, office buildings, public
Institutions, taxi companies, architects,
etc. Possibilities unlimited. Leather Mut
Manufacturing Co., Inc., 840 Sansome St.,
San Francisco.
AGENTS
WANTED To sell the finest
tallored-to-measusuits at
$21.50 and up, which Includes a good
In
You
for
get
your
you.
profits
profit
now ready.
Fall samples
advance.
Immen
to
writing
Special proposition
John Bond TaHorlng Co.,
mediately.
Denver. Colorado.
WANTED An Agent In your territory as
exclusive representative of the finest
floor covering made.
Sold to Banks,
Hotels. Theatres, Office Buildings, Public Institutions, Taxi Companies, Archetdt
Possibilities
itect,
unlimited.
MAT
LEATHER
MANUFACTURING
CO., INC., 340 Bansome St., San

Storeroom

CHICKEN DINNER

SUNDAY

f

s.

8. MA1U.K

III.

RENT Building at 41J West Copper; suitable for garage. Inquire II. E.
Sherman, at First Savlnge Bank and
Trust company, pnone a
FOR RENT In Graham and McDonald
Running, corner xouriii ana wnu.j,
with steam heat.
Apply 10714 North
rounrr. nee urHrmm ui irituuiiaiu.
WILL arrange to suit tenant a 2Uilua
foot brick building; good condition:
opposite banta Fe shops; reasonable
terms. See or write L. Hoyman, 3Q9
North First. Albuquerque. SL M.

ASK THE OTHER FELLOW ABOUT US

.

Agjnti: buinethiny entirely new.
Wonderful leller. Good profits. Write
for particulars at ones. Metal Bound
Brush
Broom Co.. Cincinnati, Ohio.
A tiENTS
Wonderful irller, 8fic prom
Deliver on ipot.
every dollar sale
lMcecse unnecessary. Sample free.
Mission, Factory I, 2321 W. Pico, U
Calif,
AGISTS
HUSTLE KS CAN HAUN $Vo- -- 00
weekly. No experience necessary.
No house canvassing. Success assured.
Kree samplPs and literature.
A CM IS

FOK

SPECIAL

PRODUCE
Re-

JJiiOUM

PAINTING, paper hanging and kalsom-Inlng- ;
free estimates. Phone 1972-l- i.
i'AlNTINO and kalsomlnlng, by day or
contract. W. A. Betts, phone 15K4-PAINTING Paper hanging and kalsomt.. W.
lnlng; all work guaranteed.
Owens, 608 South Edith, phone 1,'4-J- .
1 WANT yuu to
Investigate my low pricei
on any kind of a building proposition
you have la view. A. 11. Palmor, Bungalow Builder, Box 41, city. Phone 176S-VNEW WORK or alterations; all Work
guaranteed; estimates free; will make
very close figure on a Job in highlands
or heights. Phone 1765-li. E. Johnson. fiM John.
LONE STAB AD TO
The orange eoiorso cars. UM
Engle, Ele
pliant Butte dam and Hot Springs, N.
M.
Meet all trains at Engle. leaving
Hot Springe at 11:10 a. m. and J:J0 p. ra.
Oldest Dam drivers, beat Dam care on
the Dam line. We drive our own cars.
Write for reservations at our expense
S73-UEFFERNAN BROS., Props.
Hot Springe. N. M-FOR SALE Very close in at a real
Modern
brick
double
$5,500.
bargain,
house.
Property In fine shape, with
separate cellar and separate yard for
Front ana back porches
each; apartment.
screened-ln- .
Brand new garage and
some outhouses. Must be sold at once.
Leaving city. Call 801 South Edith.
BEAUTIFUL home In Ideal neighborhood in Fourth ward, living room, den
book cases;
with fireplace and bullt-l- n
dining room with handsome bullt-l- n
buffet; breakfast alcove; kitchen with
many cabinets; large linen cabinets; two
bod rooma wltlr large closets; hardwood
flooring throughout with quarter-sawe- d
oak In living room, den and dining rom;
basement and furnace. Large lot, shade
and fruit trees. This Is a rare opportunity to secure a real home In a section of the Fourth ward, where values
are rapidly Increasing and good locations are at a premium. Phone 52T.8--

VEGETABLES

Pom-er- .

Agent.

AND WILSON.

15, 17 and 19 Cromwell Bulldln

Rooms

"THERE'S A DIFFERENCE"

lower.

Chicago.
Kansas City.
Chicago, Oct. 7. Butter
Kansas City, Oct. 7 (U. S. De
unchanged.
partment of Agriculture). Cattle
Ersjs Market unchanged,
Receipts 2,500. Kor week:
ceipts 6,535 cases.
grades beef 6tecrs mostly strong
Poultry Allvo, unchanged.
to Stic higher; top, $12.35; other
m
weak
to
2c lower;
slly
grades
inetliuin prasxers off more;
Kansas City, Oct. 7.
rim
tut the mock Konerully weak to 00c
and poultry uncliunacj,

FOR SALE OR RENT Cheap, two lots
and houste. Phone 1573-R- ,
FOR SAI.E Two-roonouse. furnished,
cheap if taken at once. 1215 Virginia
boulevard.
FOR SALE Modern turtilsbed five-roobrick and sleeping porch, close In;
Fourth ward. Phone 1601-FOR SALE Small modern, furnished
cottage, on South Walter; ' easy tonus
Apply 701 East Santa Ke.
SAI.E
seven-rooBy
owner,
adobe, stucco house, gurage. coal shed.
Prieedto sell. 1008 North Fourth.
FOR SALE TUrec-rooi- n
stucco bouse,
300x142, on corner) bargain for quick
sale. Apply 1600 Pouth Walter.
FOR SALE New
modern home,
560
down and monthly payments like rent.
J. A. Hammond, 824 East Silver.
FOR SALE Four new houses, rents
1504. Corner, $1775, 30 per cent gross
Income.
Inquire 1709 South Edith.
FOR SALE New three-roocottage, on
south High; very small navment
Phone 693, First National bank building.
FOR SALE Apartment house, excellent
location, close In; Income 11,380 per'
year, price 6,S00. Address E. B., cam
Journal.
FOIt cjALE By ownet, suburban home.
four rooms and aleevlng porch-- , city
water, fruit trees, grape arbor. Poatof- flce box 213, city.
FOR cash only will sacrifice four new
furnished cottages, paying better than
20 per cent,
Koom 7, First National
bank building,
FOR, SALE Three-roohouse
with
chicken house for two hundred chickens
garage, lights and water.
1206 West
Iron, phone 490-Foil SALE By owner, new
house in Fourth ward, modern In
every respect; bullt-l- n features; large lot;
terms. Call 1389-FOR SALE Three-roohuuse, front
and back porches;
dandy orchard
started; on a large corner lot; terms.
1221 Virginia boulevard.
FOlt SALE Furnished
house, three
rooms, bath, electrlu lights, city water,
garage; 50 foot lot, 1500 down and $30
per month, 1306 South Arno.
FOR SALE Four-rootwo
frame,
porches, garage, shade lot 50x143, good
location, nine blocks from town, price
c. 11, Bynum, owner, 826
$2000.00.
North Third.
FOR SALE New homes by owner; one
624 West Gold; one
110 North Maple, one four-roo310
North Maple; terms. Call 821 West Sliver, phone 1949-FOR SALE Homes.
It will be to your
Interest to see ua before purchaalng a
home, aa we have a large
list
to select from. Ri.ierta-Turne- r
Co., SI 8
West Gold, phone 407.
FOR BALE Beautiful
brick
pressed
bungalow, five rooms, Bleeping porch
and double pressed brick garage; Ideal
home near shops.
For particulars Inquire 701! South Third.
FOlt SALE By owner, two furnished
houses close In, lot 50x142, out buildNone better for renting and Inings.
vestment. Price $1600.00 for both pUcs.
C. B. Bynum, 326 North Third.
FOR SALE 57xl42-folot, fenced; two
for healthseekers;
cottages
poultry
houses; city water, garage; or will sell
twenty-five-folot; terms, or will make
special offer for cash. 1921 South High.
FOR
SALE Well-bui- lt
by
practical
builder, $675 cash, or best offer, buys
and glassed-l- n
aleeptng porch.
Ele. trio and city water.
The beat In
town for frealthaeekere.
Palmer, 1822
south nigh, phone 1768-FOR SALE Modern
bungalow. Fourth
ward; partly furnished; good garage;
furnace and laundry
good basement,
room; large porch. Price $6,750; terras.
Phone 124
FOR SALE
brick, by owner;
423
South Seventh, corner lot,
garage, chicken house, basement,
hot water heat, bath room, large closets,
large front back and sleeping porches.
I'hone 618, or any real estate dealer In
town.
FOR SALE Modern home, five rooms
featand sleeping porch, nice bullt-l- n
ures, garage and nice lot. Will sell furnished or unfurnished. Also two adube
I'hone
large rooms and large lot.

WANTED

WIUSOX

The Angel Cafe

market.

bulk 240 to
mostly $9.00fi)9.45;
$8.7u(8'9.35; bulk of
sows
Tiackine
sale, f x.S0(!i)9.r0:
steady, mostly $7.25 7. BO.
Sheep Keceipts i,uuu. marKet
for week: Lambs 75c to $1 lower.

c:
c:

...

,

m

Corn and oats were higher in
sympathy with wheat, corn touching a new high for the present
movement. Country offerings were
not large. Eastern demand was
fair.
Provisions were firmer although
trade was light.
Closing prices:

t.ie day. Pbtue

xw

Kor-be-

inw

Ly

rents a good building
with five hundred loaf oven; mis
plate glass front, Is suitable for
small bread factory; good opening In
man. Address Oeo.
(lallup for first-clas- s
Mlkseh, Gallup, N. M.
HOOK. KEEPER
man,
Young married
J12.50 buys guaran
MONEY IN URAI.N
well trained by experience, familiar
tees on 10.000 bushels wheat; no fur with Income tax matters, In perfoot
ther risk; movement of 6j opportunity health.
Address Box 200. care
talcs loOO; 4c. J4U0, etc. Particulars.
free. Investors'
Dally WANTED Work. Have had seven
market letter
years'
Guide, 94D Dwiglrt Bids., Kansaa City.
continuous service as railroad station
Missouri.
agent, now working. Hava had former
merchandise.
In
general
experience
and particulars.
Please state salary
42 yean old.
Take Job
am
partcut
business
keen
Married;
consider
WIH.
ner who can invest fifteen hundred about the 20th. Addresa C. P. P., care
be
Journat.
Must
In
dollars
going proposition.
free to travel. This will stand closest WANTED position with; local firm, by
Investigation. Party In town answer jjox
experienced office man. Qualified ua
15, care Journal.
correspondent, credit manager, auditor
and genera) accountant.
My health Is
excellent nnd I Intend to remain here
write
For
Interview
permanently.
care Journal,
E. H. .
PERSONAL
books
seta
of
small
Several
WANTED
atch, clock ana
J. W. BKASl'UELD
lo keep.
Let me install a bookkeepJewelry work. 115 Smith Second. In rear ing system for you and render your inWOULD
share part of expenses with come tax return.
Salary according to
party going to California in car. W. amount ot work and time required. For
C. W., care Journal.
interview, addresa Box 55, care
YOU.NO lady wishes to Join party driving to the coast. Willing to help defray
expenses. Address 11. ti., care Journal.
Take Welch's
MONEY HACK guarantee.
l'rlce 12. Partic
606 Itlood Tablets,
Welch Medicine Co., At EXPERIENCED clerk wants position
ulars free.
where there Is a future. Can take care
lanta, !a.
General merchandise store in
of books.
THIS notice exonerates Mr. W. G. Smith country preferred.
Addresa Box HUH,
from any blame concerning loss of fur- care Journal.
niture in house he occupied. H. L. Hug- refe. Agent.
WANTED Information as to the address of John M. Jlryson, whose address was Socorro county, some years
Address Edwin W. Spalding. Meago.
AUTOMOBILES,
tropolitan Bank Building, Washington,
loo '.North
SALE Auto t;rallvr.
loll
D. f.
Edith
MUSIATTENTION NEW MEXICO
CIANS
Charter of local branch Ameri FOR KALE OH TRADE
..
m .
lounni; ear. ruonq o.tu-.- t,
can Federation of Musicians Is open dur
O.
EXPERT RADIATOR REPAIRING.
ing October at reduced fee of Hve Doi-laK. Sheet Metal Works. 217 N. Third.
Apply to Karl '. Porterfield, Secretary, 611 West Lead, or Citizens .N- EOlt SALE Ford touring car, 11)17, 85.
ational bank, Albuquerque.
Hunter's Garage. 907 West Mountain
GENTLEMEN In good health, pending road.
detha winter In Iris mountain home,
5
600;
FOR SALE
Light Bulek,
sire! the companionship of another conFord touring, Ford coupe, 1400. 116
genial and educated man. Easily aci-siblwest
iiiiiu.
telephone, etc No FOR SALE Brand new Ford sedan, i'i0
HlRheot refertuberculars considered.
off list price; also Cadillac, very cheap.
ences required and given. B. W. l'ugo,
AU'lress 104
CowleS, N M.
FOR SALE Ford
touring car with
FOR SALE Furniture
starter, demountable rim and183J-R-shock
.
Marble, phone
absorber. lH-'FOR SALE Ford ton truck, Mil, 111 A- -l
hourte.
S2JH Kmith Third.
1317
mechanical condition, 1250; cash.
FUH BALK VMuno and four rooms of Ford roadster,
cheap. 407 West Copper.
furniture. 4"7 East Kllvpr.
SAVE 50 to 75 per cent on used parts,
Called for
FURNITURE REPAIRING.
difetc.; full stock for over twenty-fiv- e
and dellevered. Phonel972-R- .
ferent cars. Mcintosh Co., 311 West
FURNITURE REPAIRING and upholar- - FOlt
or ac-st
terlng. Phone 613-Brothers sedan,
vln Bedding Company.
new, touring; Cadlllao "V tourIn
Korber
trucks.
J.
FOR SALE One Kurtzmann piano
ing; two Ford light
ftrst-clas- e
condition. Like new. Price & Co., Dodge Brothers dealers, i'hone
Terms cash. 707 North 78S.
reasonable.
Flrat.
1'OK BALE
Dressers, chiffoniers, Sim- FOR A GOOD used oar come and aee
mons beds, new mattresses, child's
what we have and those we have listed
crib, leather trunk .complete stock of for sale. Oden Bntck Company. Fifth and
.125
South First.
used furniture.
Gold, phone 1200.
table
Dining
FOR SALE Furniture.
and chairs, Davenport and rockers,
HOBB9 QUALITY CARS
base burner and other articles. Almost
new.
Also Borne chickens. 902 North A LARGE STOCK to choose from at all
1812-W- !
A demrnstrattnn
will satisfy
times.
Second, phone
4.
HOBB9 MOTOR CO., phone
you.
513-1- 5
West Central.
.WANTED iHo"eg
WANTED To rent four or live-looPhone my agent.
furnished house.
MONEY TO LOAN
Van, phf.ne CIO.
MONK
TO LOAN On watches, dia
FOR SALE Poultry-Egg- a
monds, guns and everytnmg vaiuaoie.
Mr. B. Marcus, 213 South First,
FOR SALE Hens and rabbits, cheap. MONiCY TO
on first-clas- s
real
LOAN,
Apply 1222 South Williams.
12,000.
M,E00,
11,000,
estate;
FOR SALE Fresh eggs, 60c dozen. 1400
and Wood i0 West Gold.
1996-North Second, phone
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
FOR SALF. li. I. Iteds, Barrud Rocks;
and good Jewelry; liberal, reliable, con413
Atlantic. fidential,
pullets and cockerels.
twtlleb Jewelry Co.. 106 N. 1st.
strain; 5',Ai6.VE i Cnder Bankers' Reserve
CHICKS Heavy-layin- g
BAUr
full
count;
mature early; guarantee
6 per cent loans may be secursafe arrival with 72 hours ot I.os Angeles. ed System,
on city or farm property, to bur. build,
Pioneer Hatchery, 320 South bpring, Los Improve,
or pay Indebtedness. Bankers
Angeles. Calif.
Reserve Deposit Co., Gas Electric Bldg.,
RINGLET BARRED ROCKS, hens, J1.25 Denver. Olo.
i..i
each: pullets, March natcneo, pul-letd
FOR RENT Ranchea
each; April hatched. $1;
Mrs. C.
75c each; It taken soon,
FiVW-uer- o
ranch tut rent, 10U fine fruit
N. Bailey, Lyndon. Kansas.
Address W. T. W
troes; Irrigated.
10:4
North Eleventh.
"WELL CONTRACTOR
fill!

with December $1.07
jo
to $1.07
and May $1.09
to
$1.09 '4; corn advanced
c to 1c
lo
oats rose
c to
c to
c and provisions were unchanged
WELLS DRILLED, driven and repaired;
to 17o hieher.
tanks, towers. J. P. Wolklng.
The wheat market showed a 423pumps,
west ilarhie. plrnnt 145f-strong undertone throughout the
Office Rooms
short session and while business FOR REM
wag light the strength In Liverpool FOR KENT ones moms. Central aver
nue, above Matson'e Book Store.
resulting from the Near East political situation, induced some moderitiu Company, Auto Department.
ate commission
house buying.
There also was gome short co coring. Liverpool reported all Ameri- lower; canners steady; bulls mostly
can offers made abroad over night 25c lower; calves unevenly
to
as having been accepted, with a i
ctnflr niivun nnd helferf
to'
25e lower; stock calves
better milling demand. Consider- steady
able week end evening up not tin- steady to otic lower.
0 KAftTA..alrtt
- .Market
der way toward the last, few trad-eiinl..
j ivga ..vtn'io
carina- in TinvA an avtan,ta-- i i
active to )ackrrn: lew early sales
tercst out over Sunday in view of steady; most hales be to iuc nixner

lc;

Housework

1645.

West

HMtity rmona, l"JOl
3U Siucrj
lease.

hall and bar; gnod
First.
VOlt bAJ.K
t'tinipltte
and soud terms.
Jruiriin!.
215 South
kind of business.

WANTED

SALEHouses

FOR

Position

opurumllles ut all EXPEHIENCED
1744--

Hnslm'n.i

WALK

Erie
Orcat Northern pfd
Inspiration Copper
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
Kennecott Copper

Hotel, fourth unJ Central,

yifione

Wall Street.
New York, Oct. 7. Dealings In
loilay' brief stock market session
were irregular and well above those
of recent balf holiday sessions.
.Standard oil shares were the
center of another bullish demonstration. New Jersey being pushed
up to -- 2S:i and closing at a net
Bain of 714 on the day. Standard
Oil of California, which has been
in free (supply of late, was pushed
up l'ii points.
A run-i- n
of the shorts resulted
In a net gain of 3',i for Mexican
Sinclair
Petroleum.
whs
again
active.
fractionally,
improving
while the preferred moved up 2
points to a new hiKh. Ten shares
of Atlantic
company
Refining;
stock, another member of the
Standard Oil group, were sold at
S 1,330
each, nil advance of $55 over
the previous sale.
The market's first reaction to
the order preventing transportation
of liquor on ships entering American ports was an active selling of
shipping stocks, but there was good
nbsorption and the losses were held
within 1
points. Rubber shares
continued to reflect the declaration
of the preferred dividend for United States Rubber, the common ris.
ing 1H and the preferred
Copper displayed a reactionary
Intendency, Utah dropping
spiration 1 nnd Hutte Copper and
Jiine, Anaconda and Kennecott declining fractionally.
Equipments
loRt ground on realizing sales.
Total sales were 486.000 shares.
Foreign exchange rates were better despite the more threatening
news from the. Near East. Demand sterling crossed $4.42. German marks fell to .04 M a hundred,
another new low record.
The clearing house statement
showed a decrease of $7,707,000 In
loans and discounts of member
with a debanks, as compared
crease of $1,248,000 the week before, and the reserve of member
banks in the federal reserve bank
decreased $S!,770,ono as against an
increase of $26,000,000 the week
before. There was a decrease also
of $58,972,000 in net demand deposits, making the aggregate reserve $496,01,1,000 or J 81,6 S 8,6 0
below that of the week before.
Closing prices:
American Can
65
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 62
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 3!i
American Tel. & Tel
J 2,1 '6
American Zinc
191
Anaconda Copper
C2
Atchison
1KM
Baltimore & Ohio
Butte & Superior
34
California Petroleum
!4 '
Canadian Pacific
75

Central leather

NOTICF OF KKOKMPTION TO
IlOI DiatS OF VICTORY NOTES
AM) OTHERS CONCEHNKD.
Notice ia hereby given as follows:
First called partial redempper
tion of four and
cent Victory Notes, all four and
cent
Victory
per
Notes, otherwise known aa United
suites of America Cold Notes of
which bear thej
letters A B C D E or F, serve Bank.
A. W. MELLON,
prefixed to their serial numbers
for the
Secretary of the Treasury.
having been designated
B. A. McKINNEY,
purpose by lot in the manner prescribed by tha Secretary of the Governor, Federal Reserve Bank
ti
Texas.
Dallas.
of
Treasury, are colled for redemp-tloon December 15, 1922, pursure-- T'ts
t,
Albaqoerqne-Saiitant to tho provision for redemption
RAILT 8TAUB
'
contained in the notes and In the
Taos
To
(Read lown
J .30 a m.
Leave
treasury department, Circular No.
1:I0 a. m.
Arrl.o
138, dated April 21, 1919, undcr
11:30 u. m.
....
Leate
Iswere
notes
which the
originally
.18:80 p. m.
I.savs
sued. Interest on all the four and
1:0i p. m.
Arrivf
To Albuquerque (Read tip)
per cent Victory
p.m.
Albuquerque ...Arrive... 7:00
Notes, thus called for redemption,
4:00 p.m.
Santa Fe
.ese...
will cease on said redemption date,
pi in..
Arrive.
re
Santa
1922.
December 15,
Arrive. ,rll:l a. m.
Espanila
Leave... T:R0 a. tn.
Xaoa
Victory Notes of the four and
FARE TO SANTA FK, $4J!.
per cent series,
ll.B0.
TO
TAOS,
bearing the distinguishing letters
Rlngtlac
Albuquerque Headquarters
of G II 1 J K or L. prefixed to their Brother
West Central
810
Cluaj 8tre,
serial numbers, are not In any Avet
00.
Pboe
manner affected by this call for Santa fe Headquarter Ban
Phone KS.
redemption and will become due

PROFESSIONAL CARD
Ar)it.Nr.a.

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Company
"At Your Service"

Phone 98

.

1 1m Erne

f KINGSBURY'S

II1

CIA

a

$500

We still have a rew lots left
for sale in the Lincoln addition on North Fourth street:
shade;
large lots, alfalfa and month.
$20. down and $10 per

D, T, KINGSBURY
Realtor.

Real Estate, Loans and Insurance.
Phone 007-210 W. Gold,

cash and

$58 monthly will

buy a now
house, bath,
sleeping porch, fireplace,
hardwood floors; price Is right; only
two of these left. See

Ackerson
120 S.

and

Griffith

Realtors.

Fourth.

Phone 414.

whlta atucco bungalow,
hardwood floora, good basement, furnace, garage, atdewalk, lawn;
near Luna Boulevard.
$4,000
brick cottage, modern.
North Fourth St.
$5, BOO
pebble dash dwelling, bath, etc., corner lot 100x242, one
block from Central, Highlands, close In,
14.600 h room frame, modern, fine shade,
good location. S. Walter St., close In.
Some1 good bays In business property.
Lots and houses in all parts ot the city.
$5,500

A.

THREE WINNERS
In University Heights, five
rooms and two porches, hardwood floors, built-i- n
features,
fireplace, for S3, 500; f 500 cash,
like
rent.
balance

-

4-

.

5-

....

FLOSCIEK, Realtor

22S W. Gold.

BEAUTIFUL HOME

Accident, Autnraoblle Insurance,
Surety Bonds, Loans.
No. Ill ti. luurlU Street,
I'hone 674..

PAT, THE PLUMBER,
216 North Third,
Plumbing and Heating.
Repair Work a Specialty.
PHONE

201.

READY TO MOVE INTO.
may select your bath
and electric fixtures If you act
quick.
Five largo
rooms, adobe,
oak floors, fireplace, Areola
heat, lovely porches, will build
garage to match; this Is a
bargain.
Any real estate man
or see me,
You

IT'S A HOME, LET US
show you.
Soiling homes is
our business.

IF

ROBERTS

--

TURNER

CO,

Phono 407.
218 W. Gold.
New Mexico State
Members:
Realty Association.

HELP WANTED
Mule.
WANTED Milker. Phons 2413-RWANTED A milker. Call 65G-WANTED Good Ford mechanic Apply
Qulekel Auto and Supply Co.
befrinnera $150,
FIREMEN; brakemen,
later 200; no strike. Address Hallway,
care Journal.
LABORERS $3.00 to ?3.25
per day.
Good woman cook, $50 per month. Em
ployment Agency, 110 South Third.
0
weel ly; travel
BE a detective,
over world; experience umeceKSary.
American Detective Agency, 404 Lucas,
St. Louis.
'Work on automobiles. Learn how. We
help graduates get employment. Write
Toung Men's Christian .Asocial ion Auto
School, Los Angeles, Calif.
TWENTY-J-'IV- E
HKALTHSEEKKERS to
drink. LOUDEN'S pure Jersjy milk.
13o per Quart; none better at i ny
Crump's Cash Grocery, 325 South Second.
II EN Age 17 to 55, experience unnecessary. Travel; make sorret lnvestlga- -n
M' ns, reports.
Salaries; expenses. Amer-t-aForeign Detective Agency, 4 6 'J. St.
l.ouls.
1 EN

r

Age 17 to 55. Experience unnec-Mr- u
Travnl tnnlfA wrnt Invaatlffa- expenses-- !
tlons.
Salaries;
reports.
sa
American 1'orcign selective Agency,

l.ouls.
"
WANTED Young married man ti to
35, for sales position. Must be a hard
worker.
Willing to
Noarby territory.
'.'
work for $40.00 per week. Rcforenc.is required. Write Box E. L. O.i care Morning Journal.
WANTED A competent stenographer who
can write English and Spanish, for
mercantile concern, out of town; must
be efficient and have good references;
Address
$100 a month to start with.
?. M. B., cafe Journal.
TWO hundred to three hundred cotton
pickers wanted at Sudan, Lamb county, Texas. Six thousand acres to pick.
Season just
Whole families preferred.
Steady work at good pay. Sustarting.
Association,
dan Farmers'
Sudan, Texas.
hard
low
pay. Enjoy
hours,
QUIT long,
sdendld working condition, money.
Be an Automotive Electrical
position.
or Mechanical Specialist. We train you
thoroughly. Best equipped school. Many
positions. Booklet free, jonnsons
Trades School, Electrical-Mechanica- l,
759 Broadway, Dept. D, Denver.
Ht.

1021 W.
Home Phone 1444-New York.
Office Phone 640, Second and
Gold.

VOn RENT

Furnished four-rooapart-men- t.
1424 East Sliver.
FOR ICE NT New modern furnished
114 North Maple.
npartment.
FOB
RENT Three rooms;
canvas
monern.
520 South High.
)'Tcn;
FOR RENT Houses.
l'OU KENT Half houso. throa room!.
sleeping and hath. 625 South Arrrn. FOH KEiN T Three-roubouse, furnlsli-ed- .
Call 1306 South Walter.
auK iti3.Ni iiotisuxueping apartment,
furnlshed complete, 315 North Seventh. FOH RENT
Nicely furnished room and
FOR IIRKT -- .... . uw. xuiiuBiieu moa-r--sleeping porch. Phone 661-?rn house; no sick. Inquire 208 South FOR KENT Two-rtmrurnished bouse,
with porch. 1022 South Walter.
iOU KIM Three rooms and bath, un- FOR SALE OR KENT Houso, vacant
furnished, new and cheap. Applr 724
the 15tlr. 814 South Walter.
East Central.
FOR RENT Four-roohou.e nt AlaIf OK KENT
Two rurnished rooms, for
meda, partly furnished,
lteasonablo.
light housekeeping; adults; no sick. Phono
1424-R724 Snuth Second.
four-rooFOR
RENT
furModern
. .......
FOK
liKNT i
nished flat. 408 North Third, phone
large sleeping porch and one sleeping 146S-t,
rseonnn

"',ii,

t jorin

LINCOLN Apartments Completely
apartments, steam hot, hot
water. Clcse In. 312 South Third
i'OH KENT
d
four-rooapartment, very desirable location. Apply at 411 West Marble, phone 1452-l''OK KENT iicautlful four-rooapart-men- t,
completely finished, with steam
heat. Phone 1811-t
Wn.t e.m,.i
IOH KENT Three pleasant rooms, bath
and front porch, completely furnished;
no sick; no children.
112 South Ninth.
FOH
KENT Thrflo mnm,
r,irntaHA,i
el
in
highlands,
n,iu.t. on...........
and bath, $35. Phone 1D88-after 7:30
m.
I'OH KENT Furnished
roums, modern; also

p.

apartment, four
two-rooapart-it.ewith sleeping porch. 1104 North
Second.
l'OU
KENT Two-roohousekeeping
apartment with porch, first floor, private entrance; reasonable; adults;
no
sick . SI 3 South Arno.
FOH KENT Two-rooapartment with
bath and sleeping porch. Furnished
nicely for housekeeping. No sick. Inquire 81 North tjixth. .
FOH liKNT Modern
furnished apart-men- t.
two rooms and sleeping porch,
close In, ground floor and private en- uanee. on west iron, phone 630-FOH Rent Two and three-roofurnished apartments; hot and cold waterl
lights and phone paid; rent reasonable.
421 ',4 South liroadwav.
SKPTEMUER 30, nicely furnished, new
three-roowith
apartment,
bath,
screened porches, 1502 East Central; no
children. Apply at 724 East Central.
FOH KENT Cozy furnished apartment,
three rooms; private bath, telephone;
quiet; close in; two adults only; no
sick; 140.00: phone llGi-or Inquire
419 South Fifth.
FOH KENT Furnished apartments, convenient to sanatorlums; four rooms,
glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, gas; on East
Central car line. Call 1321 East Central,
or Bfe McMlllln
Wood.
Phone 848.
FOR RENT Furnished front apartment,
two rooms and kitchenette, bath adjoining; large front porch; garage If desired; thoroughly clean and sanitary; two
adults only and no sick. 124 South Arno,
phona 632--

Female.
Ap-plWANTED Experienced waitress.
at Liberty Cafe.
WANTED Girl for general housewo'lt.
Apply 1224 South Walter.
WANTED Olrl to do housework by the
hour. Call at 418 West Granite .
WANTED Experienced washwunan. In
4
quire 010 West ltoma between
and 5.
WANTED Competent woman for gen1123 West TIJerai,
eral housework.
phone 253.
WANTED Experienced girl for general
housework; good place for right party.
Phone 1IS36-WANTED Reliable irlrl for
general
housework. Mrs. 'Albert Stern, 1123
West Tljcras.
WANTED Woman to do cooking and
general house work temporarily. Apply
113 South Princeton.
woman to care
WANTED Middle--""- d
for children; a good home; wages ?15
nrr month. Box B28, city.
ladles to travel,
,ii o.CEand Five
sell dealers; 140 to 875 per
week; railway fare paid. Ooodrlch Drug
Omaha. Neb.
Co., Dept. 101-WANTED Women to do fancy work at
home. Good pay. Materials furnished.
envelope brings partlcu-lar- s.
Florence Art Goods Co., Cam"
bridge, Ohio.
WANTED Healthy school girl for companion and to do light housework
hours In exchange for
In
room and board. 218 South High, phone

WANTED
WANTED

bia.
WANTED

mortgage.

Male and Female.
WANTED Bookkeeper, young man or
state
age, experience and sal
woman;
ary. B. F., care journal, i.iry,
for
teachers
WANTED Immediately;
rural schools. In New Mexico nd AriExEducational
zona. Southwestern
change, 117 West Copper, city.
MEN or women, salary 860. full time,
81.00 an hour spare time, selling, guaranteed hosiery direct to wearer; cotton,
-International
silk, heather mixtures.
Mills, Norrlstown, Pa.
0
BARN
weekly writing show
cards. No canvassing. Experience unParticulars,
We train you.
necessary.
3
SIGN SYSterms- - FREE.
TEM. INC., Detroit, Michigan.

Miscellaneous

To buy a range.

312

Colum-

MONEY
On
good
McM'lIlon & Wood.

first

TRANSFER and scavenger work done,
reasonable rates. E. A. Griffith, 722
East Iron, phone 1970-WANTED To buy early spring pullets
Must be from healthy stock.
priced. Apply 1411 South Kcll'h.
MAX BARGAIN STORE, at 315 South
First, will pay the highest prices for
your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and
furniture. Phone 868.
WANTED To buy one small Jersey
heifer cow; must be of good blood and
gentle disposition. J. M. Courlngton, 212
ynip avenue, city.
RUO CLEANERS
9x12 Rugs Cleaned, 81.25.
MATTRESSES renovated, 3 . r, 0 and op;
furniture repaired and packed. Ervln
or 896-Bedding Co., Phones 613-WANTED Your piano to apply on purused
chase of new
player
piano.
Phone 108 and we will call and quote
values that will make conservative buy
er sit up and take notice. George P.
I.eanard.
KODAK FINISHING 8 TIMES A DAY
satisfaction
Remember,
guaranteed.
Send your f inla ng t a reliable established firm.
Beturn postage pat on
mall orders.
Hanna & Hanna, Inc.,
Commercial Photographers, Fox New.

FOR SALE

5046--

WANTED Will par good wage's to a
good cook, for a small family of three.
Apply Mrs. D. Weinman, 708 West Copper.

Livestock.

FOR SALIJ Does and buck. 721"South
Arno, phone 1528-J- .
FOR SALE Small pigs, four and six
weeks old. 705 West Mountain road.
FOR SALE Two choice Jersey heifers,
fifteen months old. .217 North Third.
FOR
SALE
Flemish
Thoroughbred
202
old.
giants, bucks, 8 month
North Arno.
FOR SALE One fresh Jersey cow. one
yearling Jersey heifer. J, P. Wilann,
phone 2404-RFOR SALE Jersey cow giving three and
one-ha- lf
gallon of milk. C. C Shirk,
Phone 2407-R-FOR SALE Flemish
Rufus
Giants,
Reds, Blacks. Belgian, buck,
and
frying size rabbit. 710 West Lead, ebon
1926--

FOR SALE Nineteen head young mules
with harness, 1125.00 per tread, harness Included. Apply New Mexico Construction company.
FOR SALE Thirty head of milk oows;
Holstelns, Jerseys, Guernseys; for sale
cheap on good terms. 1700 West Mountain road. Bee owner, 105 West Granite,
FOR
phone 1240-BESHOB E RT8-- T VRNElOirf'vint AT STDD
Pure-bre- d
Swiss Toggenburg
Gold, for real bargains In homes.
buck. Tad, ot a. 8. Q., NO. 12560; sir
FOR SALE Lot on Vassar avenue, east Aleasandro, No. 1101; dam Jessie Jane,
- 1782-front at a bargain. PhoneNo. 2494, of Rancho 67; an eight-qua- rt
nce
Pure bred, 85;
milker from the best.
disLOT close In, In a
.
T. T. Wells. Old Albuquertrict. Half block from Central ave- grades,
nue and. seven blocks from downtown; que. N. M., phone 796-sewer, gas and water. See this at 111
TYPEWRITERS
North Elm street, owner next door,
.
phone 2370-TYPEWRITERS All makes overhauled
Ribbons for every ma
and repaired.
FOR RLNT Miscellaneous chine.
Albuquerque
Typewrit' r Ex
1ZJ South Fourth.
FOR RENT Large new garage;' suitable change, phone
to live In. 524. Atlantic.
WANTED Real Estate
FOK RKNT Sliigiegr'ago, rear of 222
West Oold, I,, per month, Poarc C. IF YOU hav business property fur sal,
Ztodey, phone 77S,
list it with McMlillon A Wood,

SERNte

flume

rent New,
nished house.

Foil

cozy

Lights,

three-roo-

water.

fur1712

Souih Edith.
,
FOR RFT Two-roofurnished house,
newly painted and remodeled. Inquire
fjj west
FOR BENT Several new furnished cottages, very reasonable. Room 7, First
National Bank building.
FOH RENT Houses, all Kinds, furnished
and unfurnished.
McMlllion & Wood,
RcnIMrs, 2li(! West Oold.
four-rooFOR
RENT Unfurnished
house, modern, no sick, no children,
1004 South Broadway.
FOR RENT An exceptionally attract-i-- e
and well furnished modern four-roo- m
bungalow. Phone 1730-FOR RENT Clean and well furnished,
four large rooms and sunny enclosed
sleeping porch. 212 South Highu
FOR RENT Four-roomodern bungalow, plcely furnished; fireplace, water
paid, garage; no dofs. 625 South Arno.
FOR RENT
new brick
modern, choice location. ' f ur- nlshed or unfurnished. Phone 1049-M- .
LIST your vacant houses withthaCiTy
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
service. 207 West tlold. phone 67.
FOR RENT Furnished and unfurnished
homes In all parts of the city. Roberts- lurner Co.. 218 west Oold, phone 407,
FOR RENT Dandy little new three- room house, close to shops; water and
electric lights; no bath, phone 1032-FOR KENT Two
furnished
bungalows, 214 and 220 North ilapl
Apply 724 East Central.
FOR RENT Furnished two rooms and
Porch.
dlafnnre.
sleeping
walking
122.50.
Highland.
Apply 328 North

WE FIND

REALTOR
he man ot worth Is he who

UNIVERSITY

does his best,,
U is very best lives ho In east
or wept
Easer to bo of use In his own
state.
It emembering the true alone
are great,
E nduring disappointments when
they come
A nd, 'spite of loss, preserving
his aplomb,
Life holds for him no pleasure
more worth while
Than giving honest service
with a smile.
O n his good works the country's weal dooends,
Regard him, then, as oe of
your best friends.

Franklin & Company

158.

Realtors
Insurance

Loans,
221

A REAL BUY
real nice four-roo-

J. D, Keieher, Realtor
Phone 410.

with two sleeping
only $3,800; good terms.
I have the following amounts
of money to loan, $1,000, $1,500,

and

-

Rentals

ROOMING, HOUSE

rooms, 2 screened porches,
modern except heat, built-i- n
features, desirable location In
central Highlands, $4,250; easy
terms.
5
sleeping
rooms, glassed
porch, front and rear porch,
heat,
strictly modern, Areola adobe
oak floors, new plastered
in
location
choice
house,
Fourth ward, $5,250; easy
terms.
Cozy little homes $600 to
5

$1,500.

Brightwood addition
very easy terms.
HOUSES FOR RENT MONET
TO LOAN.

s,

Real Estate and Insurance.
Phono 168.
321 W. Gold.

FOR RENT
M.
FOR RENT Furnished
Second.

Rooms
room.

612 North

FOR RENT Furnished room. 710 South.
Broadway.
FOR RUNT Cool front room. 6oa West
Fruit. Phone 2042-J- .
FOR RENT Several rooms, unfurnished.
124 South Edith.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room. J24
South Walter.
FOH RENT '.ovcly room; six windows.
jzowoum waiter.
FOK KENT Furnished room and garage.
"PPiy 414 west Roma.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms. 218 South
waiter, pnone 1667-- J
FOH RENT Furnished room. J22 South
Seventh, phone 729-OHAY8TONE
rooms.
2I3V4
West Gold,
Mrs. E. Ouldl.
phone 2I0-FOR RENT Furnished rmiml private
entrance. pug soutn Mroadway.
LARUE, cool room, beautifully furulshed,
private bath. 1211 West Roma.
FOR RENT Two light housekeeping
rooms, 815 South Edith. 1578-FURNISHED rooms, hot water heat; no
lck; no children. 414 West Silver.
FOH RENT Nicely furnished bTdraon
ann sleeping porch. 222 North High.
FOK RENT Nicely furnished sleeping
rooms 420 South Edith, phone 1541-nurd.
FOR RENT Nice, clenu
sleeping and
FOR RENT Five-roofurnished house
huekeeplng rooms. 121 North Third.
In Fourth ward; sleeping porch, garage. FOR RENT Furnished rornnTTmthT fur150 per month.
McMlllion & Wood, 206
nace heat; private entrance. 719 West
nest uoiu.
Lead.
FOR RENT Nice houses, all furnished FOR RENT Well furnished front room;
for housekeeping In the mountains.
steam heat, reasonable.
216 North
Cheap rent, fine surroundings. 211 West Ninth.
uoia. Phone 410.
FURNISHED front bedroom for rent,
FOH RENT Newly decorated, well
with privilege of cooking. 710 West
flue modern home, with glassed Lead,
"
FOH RENT Nice,
BICC.llli fjuiuieB, nit,
clean apartments,
c.,u luiiiai'v iiruii oesi location in nign
reasonable. Imperial Hotel, 211 Vs West
muufl,
Central.
,ai Oliver,
FOR RENT Two comfortable furnished FOR RENT Housekeeping room with
cottages. It. beautiful Telano can von:
sleeping porch, els West Gold, phone
curate meal; telephone service. Ad 107 or 846.
dress H. B. Hammond, phone 297. post FOR RENT Two n3is for
light houseoffice box 658, Albuquerque, N. M.
20.
I'hone 145S-keeping.
HH
FOR RENT Furnished cottage, mod' North Second.
ern and gas; three rooms and bath, FOR RENT Nice room, closo in, for
and glassed-isleeping porch, Phone
gentleman employed; no sick wanted.
or call mornings week days, or Pun-da- y
jj jNortn l'irtn.
afternoon..
Phone 2S1-Keys FOR RENT Two rooms with sleeping
at 1024 East central.
porch, furnished lor
housekeeping.
1604 East Central.
WANTED Salesmen
FURNISHED
ROOM
audi glassed-i- n
Q7
MI LES peli gallon
made wi Unew
sleeping porch; board next door; ladles
Write' only. 910 South Waiter.
patented gasoline Vaporiser.
for particulars.
Stransky Vaporiser Co., FOR RENT Fine largo front room, eleruKwnna, s. u.
gant location, for rent to lady; no sick.
SALESMEN
Do you want to make from inquire at 724 North Fourth.
JiuO.OO to 8200.00 per week? Write us,
FOR
RENT Rooms, 'newly furnished,
St. Louis Novelty Company,
1504 So.
cool, clean, quiet, modern; one bluck
Grand ave St. Louis, Mo.
from ear
82J South Fourth.
SALESMEN
for highly endorsed guar- FOR RENT Rooms with
sleeping porch,
anteed collection service. Big money
hot and cold water in the room. 602
to proaucers, insurance stock, city trav- South Arno,
1721-phone
Box 994,
elling. Answer,
Wichita, IMPERIAL ROOMS
Nice, clean rooms;
Kansas.
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
REAL salesmen of the highest type can Theater,
21 lfr West Central.
earn big money by sellmg "Butter.
fly Tints" a nonbolling home dye to ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping rooms and
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
on straight
retail stores everywhere
West Central.
commission basis. Butterfly Tinting Co., week or month. 602
FOR RENT Light housekeeping room
Minneapolis, Minn.
with sleeping porch. Uas, bath, phono.
SALESMEN
FOR WHIRLWIND SELL- Well people, no children. 416 West Oold.
ER; staple article; sold all kinds
stores; also as advertising specialty; FOR RENT Front loom, well furnished,
bath, use ot phone, close in;
good salesmen make 88 to $10 and high oneadjoining
or two gentlemen. 703 West Silver.
grade salesmen, $13 to 820 per day.
Splendid side line. Write for propo. FOR RENT Nice front bedroom In prl- sltlon. Henry Mfg. Co., Kansas City,
iii'iiio.
Duuuuia lur iwo.
fv
sick. 315 North Eleventh, phono 1670-Mo.
RENT South room; private en- THIS MAY BE JUST the Opportunity FOR
trnneef hetoi4 n w l.,.i,-- n
ni.... I.,.
you have been looking for. Wholesale
223 South Ami.
house doing a National business has Ptome for nice people.
opening In New Mexico for a live aales FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
light Irousekecplrg; electrlo light and
representative.
Staple line of goods sold
to retail mercl;: nts, ,the ' five leading ctly water.
1606
South Arno, phone
trades. Complete Information upon re- 8058-quest. The Mile" F. Blxler Co., Dept. FOR RENT Front bedroom, steam heat271, 1924 Euclid Ave., Cleveland. O.
ed; lavatory, garage; no sick; In priCall 611 West
SALT SALESMEN
Unlimited oportunity vate home. I'hone 1102-for clean cut. neat appearing salesmen Coal.
e
of ability. A large producer of high-grad- FO RRE.NT Nicely furnished room and
salt desire the service of sevsleeping porch In private family. Suiteral energetic salesmen for New Mexlco-Arlson- a able for two. No sielr. Phnna lRlft-territory, calling on the retail aner eunaay
and wholesale trade.
High class men FOR RENT Two 14x14 rooms; 8x14
only will be considered. Give telephone
porch, and garage In Univernumber and address. American Salt A sitysleeping
Heights. See W. II. Stillwell, 1108
Coal Company. Waldhelm 1'ulldlng. KanNorth Seventh.
sas city, Missouri.
FOR KENT Close In, newly furnished
MINUTES
PAY DOLLARS demonstratroom, In modern home, with private
ing wonderful new three-poun- d
adding entrance to bath, sleeping porch if de- Machine. Retail 815.00. Work equal slred; 4 1 5 South Third.
8300.00 machine.
Adds, subtracts, mul- FO'r RENT1 Nicely furnished room, near
Speedy,
tiplies, divides automatically.
bath. For gentleman .mployed. Also
accurate, durable, handsome. Five-yebedroom for
nicely furnished
guarantee Tremendous demand every- lady. 419 South parlor
Seventh.
where. Amazing profits, main or sideSPECIAL
OFFER Will furnish rooms;
line.
Writ
Experience unnecessary.
bath: In brand new mod
quick for liberal trial offer and pro. ernadjoining
borne.
Close In. Employed person
tected territory.
Lightning Calculator
Phone 1II49-Reasonable.
only.
Grand
Co., Dept. 459,
Rapids, Michigan.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room
n
with
glassed-iLOST AND FOUND
sleeping porch; steam
heat; convenient for three or four peo.
LOST Airedale puppy., age 6 months, pie; other
SHI
also.
slick black hair, collar with blank west copper. sleeping fooms,
for reward, or 116
tag. Phone 2279-BELIGHTFUL setting room, two glassed- Stanford.
In sleeping porches: private bath, pri
LOST Will the person who found
vate entrance; for three or tour gentleon seat In depot please reBoard In Immediate neighborturn to Mrs. Chlldera, 1719 North Fourth, men.
hood. Phone 109.
as watch I keepsake. Reward.
LOST A
leather pouch
containing
WANTED Rooms
bill and change,
130.00, four
also driver's lloense. Liberal reward LADY desires room In quiet neighbor
M. ' R, Henderson, pboue
for -- return.
hood, t Uive. ... particulars.
Address
Mti6-and. Jsr-W- .
roomer, oars Journal)

month; owner must sell on account of health, $1500.00
will
handle, don't miss seeing this.
5 acres best lund in the valley, comfortable house, good outbuildings, mostly in alfalfa, on
main ditch, good terms.
"Ask to see em"
SHELLEV-BUAUCOMPANY
Phone 22S

Down town, close In, well
furnished, hot and cold water,
steam hint, 18 rooms, good
lease, doing a good business.
A bargain If taken at once,
RESIDENCE
On South
Walter,
Cranio stucco, new, good locafurnished
complete, $500
tion,
cash, hulance $30 per month
and Interest. Cheaper to own
this than pay rent.
RESIDENCE
In Fourth ward,
frame
adobe, lot 240 feet,
houso on rear of lot, nearly
terms
balance
new, $1,000 cash,
to stilt. This is a good investment.

$3,000.

Stares & Pfeiffer

MONEY MAKER
ot the best paying rooming and boarding houses In the
about $050.00 a
city; income
A

.

R, McClughan, Realtor
1'liono 442-.204 W. Gold.

home-site-

211 W. Gold

Ono

Subdivisions.
I'liono 657.
Gold.

VV.

HEIGHTS

modern house on ex.
desirable
tremely
lot, large
sleeping porch, adobe garage,
owner leaving and will sacrifice; price only $2,000.

house,
porches, for

A

ZAPF

m

terms.

Realtors'

L, Martin Co..

A,

Fire,

REAL SNAP IN A HIGHLY
home on
modern four-rooCornell, with front and screened Bleeping porch, fireplace.
Areola heat, garage and shade
trees, east front, only $4,250;
per
$760 cash, balance "$50
month, including interest.
A REAL HOME IN A FOUR-roomodern brick with glassedfront
-in
porch,
sleeping
etc..
lawn,
garage,
porch,
$3,700,
only
Fourth ward,

T

room frame, furnished,
$.1,500
for only
- room modern
house, sleep- front
large
porch,
ing
,
for
porch, lot
four-roostucco
A dandy
$3,lo0j
only
bungalow In a good location
- room modern stucco, near- in the Fourth ward for $3,900
2 large porches,
new,
ly
with good terms.
Fourth ward, easy terms.
We have a double house on
$3,830
(,. nuiv
paved street in the Highlands,
modern brick, glassed
live on one side and rent the
sleeping porch, hardwood
other for $40 a month; the jI In
hot water heat,
floors,
price furnished is only $5,000. I Highlands, for only.
.$4,300
M.
Johnson
New adobe stucco finish, oak
Jas,
sleeping
Insurance Real Estate Loans j floors throughout,
porcn, ureiiiute, umi.
216 W. Gold.
.
Mioiio 240.
-- heat,
garage, for only. .$5,500
3-

ElTHSEMEIf S

FOR!

m

FOR SALE
mod-

SPECIALS
THIS WEEK

MARTIN'S

Health Seekers Paradise

KOLUMN

HOME AND INCOME
Good brick houso, two complete apartments, two bathsr
heat,
porches, modern except"located
full size lot, east front,
This
close in tho Highlands.
will make a good house.

-

JOURNACn

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING

.October 8, 1922.

,

Realtor

Oestreich,
216'

For

V.

Rent-Room-

Phone 090

Gold.

with Board

s

ROOM AND OOARI. ID a week. Ml
Sooth ltroadway,
IU WIS AND GI.A.SI? sleeping porch With
board; no sick. 1027 Forrester,
CONGENIAL girl to share sleeping porch,
nl'-Jlrone 143U-home; hoard.
OHIO HT ATE boarding houso; room and
board. H2 Smith Broadway, Ph. 1971-FOR KENT
Nicely furnlsned roums with
first-clas-

table board.

s

Couth Arno.
FOR RENT
Hoard,

Fhon

1327--

110

room and glassed-i- n
sieeplng porch, In new house. 181s
Ensl Central.
room and board for two in
PORCH,
205 South Walter,
private family.
phone 1257-FOR RENT
Large front room and Sleeping porch and board; suitable for two.
lit Norlh Muple.
FOR RENT One roum anl sleepm
purch, with board la private home.
13U1 South Wake'
BOARD
(Jood home cooking, ratea by
the meal or week. Mrs, Knight, corner
Broadway and Oold.
FOR RENT Have lovely vacancy for two
convalescents. Mrs. W. 11. Reed, phone
12ZC-J- .
41)11
Hoot A Walter.
COME TO TUCSON'S new and modern
' Sanatorium.
Reasonable rates. 11111
crest Sanatorium, Tucson, Arizona.
ROOM
AND
In
BOARD,
private
home; nurse care, tray service, ; wd
207 North High, phone 1748-- J
meals.
FOR fcKNT Nicely furnished front room,
suitable for one or two, with board, on
613 West
main floor. Phone 1472-W- .
Fruit.
FOR RENT Beautiful room for two
with board. Best of eats. Two men
Also board for two others.
preferred.
819 East Central, phone 1811-TABLE BOARD Can accommodate two
or three persons for n.cals by the
week; only a short ride from town. Mrs
Fleming, 105 South Cedar, phone 1578-MRS. MARSHALL'S
private home for
convalescents, excellent meals, table
and tray service; reasonable rates. 1107
North TweMh, phone 11RI-FOR RENT Desirable room and sleeping porch with board for two with
Mrs. Clark,
private family.
Garage.
523 South High, phone 1471-SPECIAL summer raies, SG5 per month;
excellent board, private room with
sleeping porch und tray service. St.
John's Episcopal Sanatorium, phone 41)1.
HliALTHSHEKERS!
ATTENTION!
Are you coming to Tucson? We can
give you home comforts at the Hazel-woo- d
Sanatorium, R. It, 2, Box 74.
WANTED
glassed-i- n
Convalescents,
porch, southern exposure, with room
and board; quiet, exclusive and desirable.
Private entrance. Available at
223 South Edith.
once.
JAMESON'S RANCH
The place to get
well; two miles from town; free from
dust and smoke; free transportation to
and from town; good homo cooklnt,,
meals served family style. Phone 2238-Furnished
FOR HEALTH SEEKERS
rooms with sleeping porches, hot and
cold water In each room; steam heat; excellent board; tray servlcil graduate
nurao In attendance;
prices reasonable
Casa de Oro, 609 and 612 West Gold.
PriMRS. Berglund, 14111 South Edith.
vate Tubtrcular Sanatorium, for winrooms; plenty new
ter; steam-heate- d
blankets; good meals;. milk and eggs;
homo-canne- d
fruits and our own chickens
served; special diet; general nursing;
ratee, ISO. 00 and up. Phono 1265--

DRESSMAKING
SEWINU by day,
1430--

1

2,

or at home.

Phone

Work guarDressmaking.
anteed. S. Satzlnger, 1500 North Fifth.
FIRST-CLAS- S
dressmaking, work guaranteed. 218 South Walter, phone 1667-- J.
HEMSTITCHING and pleating.
Phone
581-room
Mellui building. Myrtle
Slevert.
i EATING, accordion, aide and box;
mall orders. N. Crane, 215 North
Seventh. Crane Apartments, phone 814
WANTED Dressmaking; prices reasonMiss
guaranteed.
able; satisfaction
Pnulln Vorbach, phona 487. 420 West
oold.
HEMSTITCHING done promptly In the
best possible manner, prices reasonable.
WANTED

117

a

wanna

r.h,,Ti

SinKef

787--

sewing Au.cmne company,
NOTICE Ladles. Alterations or remod-elln- g
done on all kinds ot wearing apparel, hats Included. Room 10, Overland hotel, phone 694--

FOR SALE
Fur

tA Lb.

DroDoslllona

Ranches.

We
have some splendid
In utiurhan ranches. Rob- -

Company.
MESILLA Valley cotton growers making
bale an acre; no boll weevil; Irrigated
district; Ideal climate: for facts write
Farm Bureau, Las Cruees, New Mexico.
FOR SALE Ten
acres of good laud.
mostly in alfalfa, four miles out on
Rlu Grande boulevard, on main ditch
and main road. Address Box 114, old
Albuquerque, or phone 2409-- J 2.
FOR SALE on" TRaBe Who has a
house and lot to trade for a nice twen
ty- - acre ranch;
mllea
one and one-nafrom Rare. i. brlge. bee Broad Bicycle
Co.. t:o South Second, phone 726.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Five acres In
n
Woitua la tmm r. .. .1
' Sit, rrATMl
or chicken ranch; easy terms to right
I'liriy. rnone tiVJ. or
apply room ad pun
N'ihop-- i hflok. or 701 East ganta Fe.

FOR RENT

Office Rooms

FOR RKNT office spacu, or desk room.
207 West Oold.
U .

-

Kcaltors

228 W. Gold Ave.

DO YOU WANT
Prompt Adjustment and Service? Let Van Monty Company
have your Insurance.
Over Stnte National Bank,
Telephone 598.

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous

CJL'INCKrf.

I'hone

FOR SALE

llaro eoat licutor, large

Phone

S14.

1C08-.-

sUe.

A bargain if taken at once.
1'IANO
821
South Third.
TR
UOUDVH MILK; BEST IN TOWN.

Phone 24I3-RFOR BALE Bteel range, perfect condition. Chean. Phone 2IMI-.FOR SALE High oven Jewey gas range.
Price reasonable. 915 North Sixth.
FOR SALE lrou bed and springs, laundry wringer. .117 North- - Thirteenth.
ROOFING
EXPERT guaranteed vnrk. Phone 1834-FOR SALE Adobe brick, 9x14. Inquire
Padro Tartaglla, 2222 South Williams
MA.N.ANO GINGER ALE;
HELPS digestion and a nerve tonic.
gs.
FOR SALE
Large heater! oHii-ruCheap. 205 South Edith, phone 1340-FOR SALE
Ofiice desk and chair, also
filing cabinet. 520 South Third, ph me
2102-R-

.

FOR SALE Wheeler and Wilson drop-hea- d
sewing machine, S.00, 715 East

Coal.
FOR SALE

Five ten-rodry goods
counters. Apply Kahu's Store, 109
North First.
REAL Silk Fashioned Hosiery; guaranteed; now four pairs for $5. Phone
225J-W- .
FOR
f!.

SALE

Inquire

Good trunk, size 22x24x40.
of Frank Gustafson, V. M.

A.
FOR SALK

price.

583--

Small used safe at hall
Write EOI West Fruit or pume

FOR SALE Boys' new topcoat, coat
;o.
Sell very reasonable.
Phone
2375--

FOR SALE
One hard coal heater, one
oil heater, A No. 1 condition. 214
South Tenth.
FOR SALE
Pears for canning and pickling. Lynch's orchard. 1215 Forrester,

phone 1474-FOR SALE Wilson heater, stove r.ipo
and slno board all In good condition.
618 West Slate.
FOR SALE One
rabbit
htitch; a bargain, If taken at once.
710 West Lead.
FOR SALE
Ladies' Wooltex coat, large
size. Never worn by sick. Call mornings, 1116 North Second.
TYPEWRITERS, all makes, 15 and up;
$3 per month. Albuquerque Typewriter
Exchange, 122 South Fourth;
FO'R SALE Stark DelicuTus apples and
other varletiea. Wiley's Farm,- - Post-offic- e
box 135; phone 2411-RFOR SALE Apples of different varieties,
also ch".er, at former DeWItt Ranch,
North Fourth street, phone 2410-JFOR SALE Man's
muskrat overcoat,
size 38, 1100 If taken at once; never
used by Blck. 208 South Arno.
FOR SALE Player ptano, used, excellent
cash
condition; first Investigating
Phone 106.
buyer sure to take It.
HICKS' DAIRY
CLEAN MILK, with a heavy cream line;
pints, 8c; quarts, 15c. Phone 738.
FOR SALE Used
and
tractors,
with gang plows.
Hardware
Department, 3. Korber A Company.
SAXOPHONES
and all band Instruments,
new or used; private or class Instructions on above. Fred K. Ellis, Ph. 802-h
SimFOR SLE Extra good
mons three-quartbrass bed, woven
mesh springs, new mattress.
415 Korth
Seventh.
WATERPROOF kitchen aprons shopping
bags; highest grade; prices reduced.
Bon-Toall South Broadway, St. Louis,

PLEASURE
in specializing only in that class
of real estate and Investments which conform strictly
to tho requirements ot those
whose ultimate motive Is so
clearly enumerated in tho

following quotation:
"Therefore when we build, let
us think that we build forever. Let it not be for present delight, nor for present
use alone.
Let it bo such
work as our descendants will
thank us for, and let us think
as we lay stone on stono that
the time will come when
those stones will be held sacred because our hands have
touched them and that men
will say as they look upon
ot
tho labor and wrought
them, see this our fathers
did for us." Ruskin.
Now, for once at least, you are
in tho right place at the right
time to buy real estate In a
small town while It is in
Into a
course development
high class modern American
best wincity. We have the U.
S. for
ter climate in the
"SVe
and health.
pleasure
have an enormous and growot
ing pay roll, and worldssurwealth
undeveloped
rounding us. Modern buildings will fill our town with
pleasure seekers and retired
business people, who always '
bring money at reasonable
rates to lend Impetus to city
building.
We have a perfect material to
work with In building estates
large or small for our clients.
Is your rent money buying real
estate hero for you or your

landlord?
Pleasant

brick bungavaluable lot on paving,
close In, for only J3.600.
Just east of the Alvarado, 4
rooms, beautifully furnished,
valuable
lot, price cut to
h
down
$2,500; terms:
balance less than rent.
bungalow
Near
postofflce,
stucco adobe on stons founda4
rooms, sleeping porch
tion,
and bath, built-i- n
features,
$3,600; terms. $600 down, $35
per month.
A pretty and modern bungalow, large lot, well located,
for $3,500; terms: $200 down,
balance $32 per month.
Near Fourth ward school,
modern, except heat,
big lot, for only $2,100; on
terms.
easy
Fourth ward brick bungilow,
6 ro.ris, balh, flreplaca, etc.,
double. lot,
Jo, 250;
price
terms: $250 down, balance
less than rent.
A home of refined
elegance,
worth $2,800; price, $2,400.
The best apartment house location In city Is this fine corner
on East Central avenue, paving, with good 6 room brick
bungalow, steam heat, etc.;
price. $8,500; on terms; exclusive agents.
--

FOR SALE
Now
bungalow, two
porches, good corner lot, some
furniture, a good Investment
at $1,800; $200 cash and $30
a month; Highlands.
New
white stucco"
adobe house, modern, built-i- n
features, basement, good location, Fourth ward; priced for
quick sale, $4,000; terms.
3 rooms and sleeping porch
cottage, just finished, lot 50x
142, prlco only $1,700;
$200
cash and $30 a month.

Real Estate Exchange
409 West Copper Avenue.

Good Roof Cheap

We will lay you (until further notice) a Ruberoid roof
with a five-yeguarantee at
$4.75 per square.
Tour old
roof Is burning out let us
It
a coat of our roofing
give
preparation and make it better than new.
v
ar

shade
sidewalks,
and good garage.
is going to sell.
offer.

I'hone

610.

Corner of Second and Gold.

As Long As It Lasts

$10.00 Per Load
A Better

Grade

$15.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

Mc Kin ley Land &
Lumber Co.
New Mexico.

Albuquerque,

BERNARD A, SLEYSTER
All Kinds of Insurance.
REAL
South

112

Phone

ESTATE.
Third Street.

14

National

Investment Co,'

Realtors
Insurance AH Kinds.
Real Estate
List Tour Property With Us.
206)4 W. Gold.
Phone 633

Home and Investment
Double
modern and
porches, splendid location, close
in, furnished, renting for $80 per
month. Will sell, if sold quickly
for $4,000.
J.' P. Gill Real Estate ''
Phone 770.
323 W. Central
six-roo-

WANTED TO RENT
unfurnished house, with
4 bedrooms, bath, kitchen, dining room, living room and veranda, for not less than one
An

year. Call on REAL ESTATE
EXCHANGE, 409 West Copper
avenue.

FOUR-ROO-

BRICK

M

It's modern and well furnished,
garage, and out building, splendid
corner lot. Reasonable terms.

J,

G'once

E,

Estate

Real

116 W. Silver.

Phono 47 7

FOR SALE
dandy little grocery store
and a good business In a good
A

location.
L, Phillips

J,

Third.

110 S.

Real Estate
Phone 354--

FOR SALE
Two story, 8 rooms, partially
furnished, houso, close In, Lowlands, on corner lot, $4,000; $500
cash and $100 per month; will
rent for $60.

Real
A

five-roo- m

Chas, Roehl

H,

Joseph Collier

207 West Goltl Avenue.
Real estate service that builds
estates.

WARD

we have a
with maple floors

Close In,
brick
throughout,
trees, lawn
This place
JIake us an

low,

one-fift-

THE THIRD

IN

Estate Exchange

409 West

Copper

SPECIAL
For quick sale,
modern
home, steam heat, garage,
Jn
west end, terms, buy quick and
save money.

Shelley-Brau- n
Co,, Realtors
Phono 233.
220 W. Gold.
Accimated pure- - Kanred
winter seed wheat, y: 'Id 70 bushels to
the acre. Phon 241 4. R4 Johrt A. .Ta.
Guarantee
Co,
Roofing
cobsen, Box 412, city.
FOR RENT
Box 272.
S. Carmony, Prop.
FOR SALE Apples, ten boxos or more,
Nice
SI per box, f. o. b. Embudo. Ben Dafurnished, brick
house in Highlands, $50. A nice
vis, Orlmcs1 Golden, Northern Spy, Ram-bA. H. Gossett, Embudo, N. M.
on Gold aveoffice
floor
ground
SOFT SPOTS
Heel and arch cushions
nue, $40 per month.
fallen
WANTED
cures
all fool
prevent
Insteps;
troubles. (1. Planter Arch Supports. Thos.
R, McClughan
F. Keieher Leather Co.. 4u8 West Central. Houses for rent and for sale.
204 W. Gold.
Phone 442 J.
Many people are coming to
50 Vlctrola, with fifteen
FOR SALE
our office who we should get
records, for $25; set ot new leather-boun- d
law books, with lessons from corlocated here for their good
respondence school, complete, $12. Phone
RANCH FOR SALE
nnd the good of the town.
2413-JPostofflce box 833.
We are entirely out of rent12',4 acres, 1 acre orchard, 9
FOR SALE Red Star three-burnoil
als. Write us what you have
acres alfalfa, balance
stove, $26; also ten S. C. White Legpasture,
for rent or sale.
horn hens. $1 each; ten S. C. White
house: owner leavgood
24I7-R- 1
Leghorn cockerels, $1 each. 807 West
make
Phone
offer.
ing;
Mountain Road, phone 1H77-or 348. P. O. Box 192, Old Albun
Joseph Collier
FOR SALE Vlctrola used few mouths,
207 West Gold Avenue.
querque, N. M.
In first-clacondition, as good as new.
Owner leaving town and will sacrifice
for quick cash sale. Can be seen any
time. Writ postofflce box 695, Albuquerque.
FOR SALE Pianos, player pianos, electrlo orchestlan pianos, with slot attachments, phonograpns; pre-wvalues,
for quick arllon,
phone 106 or write
George P, Learnard Piano Co.. 214 South
The best
proposition ever offered AlbuWalter.
querque investors. There will never be another like It.
FOR SALE Large fireproof sifo w;tn
Will sell whole tract or undivided interest in same;
double outer and double Inner doors;
also large fireproof safe with burglar
$30,000 will handle It. If you have the cash and car
to make 100 per cent profit, come in and take It over.
proof chest Inside; also square bank safe
and adding machine. Write Socorro State
bank. Socorro. N. Mex.
&
USE EFFECTO AUTO TOP and SEAT
dressing, Effecto Auto EnameL Vals- 206 West Gold.
Loan
Insurance.
par. Valapar Enamel on automobiles.
Homestead
Cottage Paint.
Plymouth
SatFloor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement.
isfaction assured. Thus. F. Keieher Leath
er Co., 408 West Central. Phona 1C57-- J.
ASBESTOS ROOF AINT
THIS high-grad- e
paint contains no tar.
and will
pitch or asphalt. Is fire-pro"
stand the hot, dry climate ot the west.
We also have a red, maroon and green
'
$1
Our
All
kinds,
per gallon.
paint.
roofs with pebble flnisn
new, built-u- p
m
seven-rooThis
house, with fireplace, hot air heat,
will last twenty-fiv- e
years. Phone 1834-basement, garage, sidewalk, lawn, and trees.
The Manzano Co. 110 South Valnut.
This house was built less than two years ago and la
FIREI F1REII WOOD We are not tryIn good condition.
Is well located in the University
ing to arouse the fire department, but
we are warning you to buy your winter
Heights, and is offered at $5,600 for a quick sale.
supply of firewood early. An old adage
Let
says dry summer severe winter.
us make It hot for you. Cedar and Pinion
wood, sawed and split, any desired else,
Oedro
fireplace logs, furnace chunks,
813 West Gold.
Phons 110.
Canyon Firewood Co.,
phone I401R1.
Prompt delivery; full weight.
i
Co.
Office
Heights
Development
University
City

Missouri.
FOR
SALE

A GREAT OPPORTUNITY

McMillion

Wood, Realtors

'FOR IMMEDIATE SALE

WILLIAM J, LEVERETT, Realtor

Journal .Want Ads Bring Kesults,

J

WOLF SCHOOL

Albuquerque's
Finest

Always

Theater

While

or

EXPRESSION
art. Special
breathing arid

i

and ' dramatic
course in deep
voice detects.
Phono 5.j-.512 W. Marciuettc.

Worth

nurse who uninstitutional T. B.
work.
Permanent
position.
Address Nurse, care Journal.

118

Snapdragons
loses and Dahlias
SHOP"
the
flowerPhono
S. Fourth.

1(88--

Open Sunday

Topics of the Day.

'Cars for Rent
Speedsters,

t

ilff'

-

-''-

'r-'- "'

New Cars

'

II. CONNER, M. D. 1). O.
Ohicoputliie Specialist. 325-YStern llldg. Tel. 7U1-C.

LOCAL ITEMS

J.

CITY Ki t CTUK! SUOB SHOP
tl3 Smith Brcond.
l'liiinn 6IS7-Il'ri'e Cull and Delhery. Adv.

wife left last
night for Sparta, tin., in response
to a message announcing the serious illness of Mr. Allen's mother.
Gustavo Bauniann of Santa Fe
was in the city yesterday on busi-

FOGG, The Jeweler

ness.
Miss Evelyn Trotter, 023 North
Fourth street, has been appointed
de
HA u teacher at tho Kanchos
Albuquerque school lo taue me
place of Miss 1'epita Espinosa,
Who was married on September 8.
Louis and Bennlo Gerphiede,
both former university students
and athletic stars, are enrolled at
the University of Southern California, in Los Angeles.
C. It. Evett of Tulsa, Okla., is
In the city two weeks to visit his
family here.
Juno Marion, little daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Y. A. Burch, is
ill at the home of her
parents, on South Fifth street.
Mr. and Mrs. Dainitin C. Baca
and daughter motored from Sandoval to spend Sunday in the city
and visit Mrs. Alejandro A. Sandoval.
Harry T. Johnson, Tony Ortiz
and Bert Vorhes contemplate leaving today for California.
02 North
A. 1. Kiedling of
Fourteenth street. Is sick at his
home with typhoid fever.
school
S. S. Bussell,
Sunday
secretary for the New Mexico
is in the
Hunt 1st convention,
Pecos valley on campaign work.
I. T. Suyles of this city spent
the last few days in Los Angeles
at tho beautiful Kosslyn hotel.

Diamonds. Watches.
Jewelry.
Highest Quality. Lowest Trices.
Opposite Postotflce.
118 South Fourth.

,

or

cream,

quality
belter than city health requirements.
lel!verel daily In nny
city.
quantity to any part of the
Butler's Hairy. Phoue 2405-K-

COAL-CO-

Medium, Mrs. Parker
or Ohio.
New Address 110 North Sycamore, phone 1U74--

Gordon Landon's

s
commonest of all
in England is Newton, which
o
occurs no fewer than seventy-twtimes in different parts of the
country.
place-name-

Shades made to order.
(Victor Luxor Hand-Mad- e
Cloths)
Kirsh Curtain Kods
415 North Sixth
Phone 1(111)-.-

osteo317

pathic physician and surgeon.

Adv.

Corsages,
Weddlnj;
bouquets.
Ives.
Phono 732. AdV
FHANK
DAISY

ft.
B.

MaeCKACKKN,
Mart RAt KK.i.
PhyBlelans.
Osteopathic
K. P. Building. Phone Office 80-Residence 89-- J
Adv.
DU.

fern. Ives
Phone 732. Adv.

Beautiful

Green-Iiousc-

'
Public Stenographer.
Km. 8, Mclinl Bldg. Ph. 303.

'

'

DYERS AND IIA'ITKUS
RUG CLEANING
Phone 453. Cor. 6tb and Gold

Thomas' Ice Cream
2
Gallon, Packed,
and delivered, $1.00

1--

313

Sold

South

Second

a--

Carlyn

;

p".

Wao- -

WITH

BILL PATTOfl and

Here

CARLYN WAGNER

Street.

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

NATIONAL HOLIDAY,

Prices

Current Events

Tuesday, the 12th

Pathe Review.

Regular Prices.

COLUMBUS DAY

Excellent
complete receiving set, with two
stages of amplification,
with
tubes,
complete
phones and "B" batteries, $100.

Big

Dance Given by COLOMBO SOCIETY
AT COLOMBO HALL.

JUST RECEIVED
SHIPMENT OF JOHNSTON'S
The Appreciated Candies

A LARGE

SPECIAL TODAY

NIT

MAPLE

CONTINUOCS

OMERA EGG

'Service Counts We Give It."
Phone 30
Free Delivery Everywhere.

PAPA BAMBINETTI AND TINA
:j r
uauan acrooai-. wuo, wuu mc om
A tunny nine i.
Iheaiitv Anftnr and a nress a cent, turns into a radiant
" American beauty that's Mabel Normand's latest part.
.

I

r

M.tl

I

"V

nJ

I...

Low

rt

tv'inh

!

GOLDWYN PRESENTS

Mabel Normand

KEEPERS

WHOLESALE PRICES

Serenaders

l.

!-

APPLES

AZTEC FUEL

t.

Papa Bambinetti and Tina

in size and

COOKERS

P.

ICE CREAM

HIGHLAND PHARMACY

EATERS

1 TO 11

TODAY AND TOMORROW

GALLUP LUMP

KINDLING

I

YRIC

Phone Us Your Order

LE ROY YOTT
Violinist-Teach-

er

Studio 2l,'i W. Central
2412-11Phones 1J4-J- .

Ave.

L.

.

IN

s.

A SOCIAL HOP
lie Held

Under
of

Auspices

Men's Club of St.
John's Cathedral

TAFFY

New Mexico Steel
Company, Inc.
ii. i.onu IIAII.N, fllnnaKf r.
I'liiuie a23-,l- .
2100 tiuutli Sf inncl.

Kindling,

.

niONE

Tickets,
admitting gentleman and lady, $1.60. On sale
at the Apollo Music Shop and
at tho door.

PLUMBING AND HEATING
NEW AND REPAIR WORK ESTIMATES FREE
A FULL LINI3 OF
J'ath Tubs, Kitchen Sinks, Lavatories. Toilets, Laundry Trays,
Hewer Pipe, Water Pipe, Soil Pipe. Fittings and Nickle Plated
.
Trimmings.
BKINU 'OUR MAIL ORDER CATALOGS WITH TOU AND
GET OUR PRICES

Thaxton Supply Company
Phone

472-J-

APPLES
All Varieties From $1 Per Box Up.
O. B. CLARKE, PHONE

2405-R- 4.

Two-Pa- rt

REGULAR

Comedy.
PRICES

3

35.

City Office, 108 South Second.

7

U North Fourth Street.

A

Fireplace Logs

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY

Walnuts

11

THE GAME LADY

PINION

WOOD

Split Wood.

made with

Music will be furnished by
the White Lightning Harmoniz-ers- .

Added Attraction:

GALLUP

C0C5 CSA1

CEDAR

Metal Lawn Fences
W iiijuii fact ure tvctili) frame ur
riamenul wire unco ami gates, auy
tylo tu suit jjurcliaiois.
Gules will not tag, and with tht
Iron posis, set in cement, this stylt
Is iraetieaily everlasting.
Samples on view at our offlco, 111(1
li Broadway.
Phone U'47-6

flCI CF

WEDNESDAY. OCT. 18. 11)22.
From 8 to 12 P. M.

MIL
We Supply the Liberty
Cafe and the Savoy Cafe.
FOR CITY DELIVERY
PHONE 2405-R-- 2
LIBERTY DAIRY

MOLASSES

New Crop Black

Close In.

Fresh & Sanitary

Guild

SUGARITE
SWASTIKA

BLACK WALNUT

Highland
Auditorium

FOR SALE

houses, twenty-fiv- e
foot lots, two rooms each,
sleeping porches, north part of
town, good localon. See 8
Kabn, 109 North First, cash or
terms.

"Head Over liccls"

Fourth Street.

Joe Miller, Prop.

By EDGAR ALLAN WOOLF

Assisted by the Parties'

FOR SALE
Two nice

5 Miles North on

Phono 251

One-Ste-

Adv.

EiPIRE Cleaners

Phone -

Moonlight Waltz and

Will

'

nil.

Music by Moonlight

!.

Choice residence Int.
Phono 22M-W- .

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to tbunk our friend
for- - their kindness and floral offerings during Ihe recent illness
and death of my beloved wife,
daughter and sister.
AL COLEMAN
AMI ETA 'GAltCl A DE
ROMERO
JESUS ROMERO
(Adv.)

Phone 594.

307

Meals Served a la Carte and at

.
HALL.

J.

SIMONSON & DAfllELSOH

RED CEDAR

Shade Shop

y

West Gold.

lluutintr Incense

Patton
and

Bill

"OUTLAWED

s

Price)

OLD TOWN SOCIF.TY

M4

Good Time for Everybody.

GONZALES The funeral
T'eipas Gonzales, who died Thnrs-daevening at'Ranehos de Albuquerque, will be held this morning
at 8 o'clock from the residence to
the San Ignaeio church. Burial
cemeWill bo In Santa Barbara
Undertaking
tery. Albuquerque
is
in charge.
company

DeWitt,

Aiiiiiiiiiiillon.

firnia.

IN TOWN

(Economical

Spiritual

J

Repairing.

RADIO

TONIGHT

I

Ace
Motor Cycles, Bicycles and Tires, all
kinds at new

GEORGE'S CAFE

Tijeras

P. Hall..

I

"

n

prices-First-clas-

BIG DANCE

of

M.

Harley-Davidso-

furniture
WEILLER

Woodmen of the
World and
Woodman Circle

NOTICE

jiMMiUMM

i

RICHARD KIPLING PRESENTS

Indian and
and

North First Street and
Mar hlo Avenue.

Read)' for Business

Snapdragons, Hoses, Dahlias at
"THE FLOWEK SHOP"
Phone 088-- J
118 S. Fourth.

pending arrangements.

Hugh

Corner

E

Hours: 0 to 12 and 2 to 5; Evenings, 7 to 8; Sundays, 10 to 11.
Best equipped osteopathic physician's offices in the state
for the scientific examination diagnosis and treatment of
,
your case.
General Pructlee, Willi Special Attention to Ear, Noy, Throat.

P. O. Sorenson Co.

APOLLO MUSIC SHOP
405 West Central.

Prices to suit purchaser.

AL

Chrysanthemums

HERNANDEZ Juanita Hernandez, aged tiO years, died last night
ut her residence at Atrisco. She
Is survived by one son, who was
with her at the end. The body was
.taken to Crollett's funeral parlors

Dr.

Face Brick
Fire Brick
Common i!rik Fire Clay
Floor Tile
Fireplace Tile
Mortar Colors
Flue Lining
Metal Lath
Sewer Pipe
Wall Board
Carey Hoofing
Beds
Murphy
Lime
Cement
Plaster
1253-Tel.
'.i

The Best Little Cafe

Don't forget to attend box
social Tuesday evening at K.

Cassia Ann
M'CLINDON
McClindon, 42 years, old, died ut
her home on Santa Fo avenue
She came
yesterday morning.
here aboui two months ago and
Is survived by her daughter, who
was with her, a son in Yale,
okla., and a brother in Mineral
Wells, Texac. The funeral arrangements wwi be announced later. C. T. French is in charge.

Dr. Hugh M. DeWitt
Osteopathic Physician and Surgeon

Cottage 5, Methodist
Sanatorium.

Guy's Transfer Is prepared to fill
your bin with either Gallup lump
or Hagan coal. Leave your orders now and avola the rush.
323 South Second.
N. Phone 2122-Phone 371

wiauiij,jiimiiaiiiwsmiwtkiiMut-.u.i4i-

and Evenings Sessions.

Half-Da- y

ANNOUNCEMENT

821 South Second

of household
MRS. DAVID
1120 West

mwi

mm

J.

119fl-.-

STOP in and look over
our stock of used Phonand Pianos.
ographs

Nicely furnished room for
one or two; also glassed sleeping porch: board if desired;
use of telephone and bath,
523 West Tljeruu.

Raymond F. Bloom
Phone 2167-- J

.Mrs.

'

Phone

BRICK

Tour-- "

FOR RENT

Cut Flowers

FUNERALS

The

APPLES

Honey Bee Farm
It. E. IVflley.

m

Enroll Now.
WESTERN SCHOOL FOR PRIVATE
SECRETARIES
Avenue
at Eight Street.
Tijeras
Telephone 901--

PRIVATE SALE

PURE MILK
Whole milk

Adv.

AND

Coupes.
Drive Them

self.'
The Pioneer People of the
State.
Phono 580
121 Xorth Third

Factory wood, full truck load,
five dollars. Hahn Coal compuny.

DEATHS

HATING

Reasonable

Dr. D. K. Murray, Osteopathic and
.Violet-ra- y
treatments. Phone 741.

91.

Touring Curs nnd

Adv.

A. A. Allen and

REST

.i

Chaiiga of Location nnd Opening of My New Office,
317 West Crtdil, Kent Building, Phone f94.

Thursday, Friday, Saturday
"COLEEN OF THE PINE"

Dav,

.Mornini;.

On main highway
between
and
Domingo'
Albuquerque
large black Porpois bag containing clothing and toilet articles. Keturu same to Fa its
Market, Albuquerque.

Regular Admission Prices.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

BE A PRIVATE SECRETARY

Order your winter supply
while they last.
Will have sweet cider after
Monday, made from AVineaap
apples.

LOST

HAROLD LLOYD IH COMEDY

iiiiim

RRIVERLESS CAR CO.
Cars Delivered.

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Grimes Golden

Experienced nurse who
muwt
charge of Tiouse;
stay nights; good pay.
Apply nt 213 South .1'lrM.

Davis)

THEATRE

ALBIQIERQCE

Wiseman

f

3

jmminwwiiii!iiiiiwi
""
Vrrr

Drive It Yourself New Fords
and Dodga. Coupes and Sedans

Stenographic and
We offer uiiMwIlod Irnlnlnsr In Secretarial,
Every graduali- - placed In a good position.
Business Coiirsi"".

mi-In-

"The Men of Zanzibar"

uiiiLiMiwi

RENT A CAR

Watch
This week on Gents'
Chains. We will have a complete
line of .jewelry this Christmas.

m

Enpericnced

WANTED

IN

lit

Central

derstands

Afternoon and Evening
ftood Music

William Russell

421 W.

902--

WANTED

DANCE

WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS

Also "FOX NEWS"

that broken window
tflass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phono 421. 423 North First.
To replace

Phono

Corner Second nua Gold.

Selva's Resort

(By Richard Harding

Let Us Send a Man

Special Discount

I.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

Phone

October 8, 1922

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1

Tage Fourteen"

.

WM. R. WALTON,

President and Manager

CLOSING OUT SALE

COAL AND WOOD

On Account of the

We Specialize in Fuel for Domestic Use.

HIGH RENT
We will close out our entire STOCK and
FIXTURES AT COST
STARTING TOMORROW, OCTOBER 9
Don't forget the BIG SALE All this Week.
No Phone Orders Taken.

Coal Supply and Lumber Company

STANDARD CASH GROCERY

Announcement

423 South Broadway.

Phone 508

Auction Sale

4

Thones

Let our up to tho minute trucks bring comfort
to your home.

B.

I take this means to announce "myself as a candidate for the nomination of Superintendent of
County Schools, subject to the action of the Republican County Convention.
v,.

MRS. A A. WOODWORTH.

)

Wednesday, October 11, at 320 South
Edith Street

SALE STARTS PROMPTLY AT 2:30 P. M.
Six rooms of fiirnittire to go to highest bidder for cash.
Note what will ho 'void: Dresser, beds, springs and
dlnlne table and six chairs to match, several rockers.
9x12 rugs and several small rugs, coal range, base burner, oil
cook stove, oil heater, electric heater, refrigerator, garden
tools, man's saddle,, man's bicycle, few dishes and cooking
utensils, and many other articles not mentioned on account
of space. Uon't miss this chance If you want house furnishings. A hint to the wiite is sufficient, so bo on hand promptly
and bring your friends,

Combine Satisfaction and Economy
OHDKIl

inut-:ress-

.

J.

L

GOBER, Auctioneer

A TON

OI'

CERRILLOS EGG COAL
AND A LOAD OF

Costs

FACTORY WOOD
Iss Burns Longer Makes More
--

Ucnt.

HAHN COAL CO. PHOM 91

